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mission tickets," Mr. James
said. No one will be told where
to sit based on their race, Mr.
James said.
Some of the nation's greatest
entertainment stars will be in
Memphis on Dec. 2.
David James, WDIA radio executive, told the
Tri-State Defender that the 1960 WDIA Goodwill R
vue, annual charity show given by the station for
needy Negro children, will be held on a strictly "non''
segregated" basis. The show is scheduled Dec. 2 at
Ellis auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Mr. James said that his only 
hope was that enough white ret to provide an element offans are interested in the show surprise.to come out in a sizeable num-
ber. "Anyone buying a reserve, In addition to the visiting
seat ticket is entitled to sit in Participants for the show, WD-
the reserve section and the IA'S own corps of disc jockeys
same holds true for general ad- and other staff members, will
have key roles in the presenta-
tion. Under the direction of
David James, WDIA's program
director, a show has been put
together entitled "A Night In
Court." It is already been de-
scribed as "the wackiest yet of
singers and entertainers of the
country's leading recording
companies have willingly brok-
en into their schedules to be on
hand for the Memphis show.
TWO-PART SHOW
In the two-part presentation
I. . . Gospel and Popular . . . .
there will appear the Spirit of
Memphis Quartette, the Dixie
Nightengales, the Sunset Trave-
lers, Roebuck Staples (of the
Staple Singers), and many
other religious singing groups.
On the "Pop" side, thers will Will Home for children in need
be eight big-name stars. They of help and shelter, for scholar- C
include the Five Royales, Little ships to high school graduates, all For Fund
BUNDLES FROM MISSOURI
—Kansas City. Mo. that is.
The Progressive United Asso-
ciation, a Kansas City organi-
ertion, brought thousa ads of
pounds of clothing to the de-
pressed aica of Sommerville,
Tenn. last wi ek and unloaded
their trui at John McFer-
rin's store. From left are
James Puryear, group presi-
dent and founder; Mrs. Lillie
Mae Neal, club secretary;
William Puryear, parliamen-
tarian and John McFerrin,
The artists will be contribu- all the WDIA home-grown re-
ting their services. For, the ob- vues." Nat D. Williams, the
ject of the Goodwill Revue is station's oldest Deejay, will
charity .. . aid to needy Negro serve as "judge" in the case
children. So, some of the top of a wacky character (Rufus
Thomas), charged with the
"murder" of Rock 'N' Roll."
From the opening curtain to
the close, the audience will be
treated t o a swift pace of
laughs, music, and zany doings.
All proceeds for the Goodwill
Revue are spent to support the
station's well - known goodwill
projects, such as providing
transportation to and from
school for crippled Negro chil-
dren contributions to the Good
Junior Parker, Boby Bland,
Dave Dixon, Ty Hunter, Roy
Brown, Bo Diddley, and Carla
Thomas. There will be three
bands . . ,and, as a surprise, a
distinguished foreign visitor,
whose name is being kept sec-
and other philantrophies,
The North Hall seats in Ellis
auditorium have all been re-
served on the first floor, and
are priced at $2.00. Seats up-




1 The talented pianist, Frances
Walker, of New York City, will,
give a concert in LeMovne Col-
lege's Bruce Hall, Thursday









t h e Southern
Association o f
Colleges a n d Walker
Secondary Schools. Delegates
attending the meeting will be
guests of the two colleges.
Activity cards will admit stu-
dents of both institutions. Gen-
eral admission to the public is
$1.00.
Miss Walker made her New
York debut in Carnegie Recital
Ilan in March of 1959 and the
New York Times reported:
"Miss Walker's playing is sweet
and impetuosity. It was an im-
pressive first appearance by a
air
young pianist of considerable
talent."
Following her return to Car-
negie Recital Hall in January,
1930, the New York Herald Tri-
bune said: "The handsomely
talented young pianist's fingers
are strong, agile, and precise;
she owns a whoppingly big,
driving tone and uses it most
gratifyingly."
Miss Walker was born in
Washington, D. C., of West In-
dian parentage. She was grad-
uated from the Oberlin Conser-
vatory where she was elected
to Pi Kappa Lambe! P . She
studied at Curtis Institute under
Rudolf Serkin, Miecyslaw Hors-
zowski and Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Miss Walker held the Adelaide
Ii;. Ayer Fellowship at Colum-
bia university while earning the
Master of Arts degree. In New
York she also studied with
Robert Goldsand.
All of her appearance in the
East, Midwest and South have
been outstanding successes.
DARK
F- by NAT D WILLIAMS
BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS
The second Battle of New
Orleans ... that took a lull dur-
ing the holidays, has as much
importance for the United States
es the first one.
In fact, this second siege of
the Crescent City may well be
more important than the first.
It can determine whether or not
the United States will regain
some of the lost prestige men-
tioned during the past cam-
paign. It can establish the Unit-
ed States as a nation able to
live op to the image it has
sought to give to the world . . .
as not only a "preacher" of de-
mocracy, but also as one able
to see that the principles of de-
mocracy are applied and up-
held in its own confines.
The first and second Battles
of New Orients display similar
features in some respects. In
the first the United States was
fighting for respect and pres-
tige in the eyes of the rest of
the world. That's .he same
A
score in 'he second. In the first
battle Negroes were important
in the proceedings. The Ameri-
can Commander, Gen. Andrew
Jackson, being hard - pressed
for enough troops to fight the
British enemy, called upon free
Negroes a n e black slaves
(promising the latter freedom)
to volunteer their services in the
front ranks. The Negroes re-
sponded favorably, and acquit-
ted themselves so well, until
General Jackson became one of
the first American military men
to praise the fighting qualities
of the Negro soldier.
In this second battle of New
Orleans, Negroes a r e very
much in the picture. This time,
however, only four little Negro
girls are being used as shock
troops. They have been called
upon to volunteer their pres-
ences by the NAACP and other
forces struggling for the full
citizenship of their rate.
Their little souls are being




The Mallory Knights, chari-
table organization, has issued
its call for help toward its an-
nual project of helping needy
mothers and underprivileged
children to enjoy Christmas a
little bit better.
The group is pledged to help
those families with very small
monthly incomes and those
with no incomes at all. The
Knights will do their best to
get groceries and toys for these
families.
The Knights are asking Mem-
phis citizens to aid them in
their project. Harry Strong, jr.,
director of the club, says if you
would like to make any kind
of contribution or donation to
help these needy families, you
should send you gift to Mallory
Knights Christmas Fund For
the Needy, Branch Office, 319
Beale; or call JA. 6-5835 and
someone will pick up the contri-
bution.
Rev. D. E. Herring, jr., is





Any high school graduate who
wishes to begin his or her col-
lege work may do so by regis-
tering in Tennessee A & I State
University's Extension School
at Booker T. Washington high
school Saturday, Dec. 10, 1960,
at 9 a.m. Teachers in the Tri-
State Area who wish to take
additional courses may also
enroll.
Courses will be offered in
Psychology, English. Tests and
Measurements and fundamental
Mathematics. Classes will be
conducted on Saturdays and
students may take two courses
leading to six quarter hours
college credit. Students inter-
ested in graduate work will be
offered two courses
Dr. 0. W. Crump of A & I
State university is in charge
of the extension courses and
Professor J. D. Springer of
Booker Washington high school
is the local director.
'Ain't Hoodlums'
Says Ga. KKK
MARIETTA, Ga. — (UPI) —
A new group has joined various
civic groups serving coffee to
motorists on Georgia holidays
over the long Thanksgiving
weekend—the Ku Klux Klan.
"Folks think we are hood•
turns," a white-robed RL.nainan
told a reporter, "But we ain't."
famed Fayette County fighter
for Negro voting rights. The
Association was the brain
child of James Puryear and
has been in operation since
May, Mr. Purpear is a for-
mer native of Sommerville.
(Withers photo)
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STUDENTS FINED
Thirty-nine Lane college stu-
dents were fined last week in
Jackson, Tenn, for participating
in an election day parade, Jack-
son City judge Robert Holt fin-
ed eight of the students $51 and
31 others $6. In all, 144 Negroes
were arrested on Nov. 8. Judge
dismissed cases against ii v e
Merry high students, explaining
that they were minors. The re-
maining 100 arrested are sched-
uled for trial in subsequent
weeks.
NAACP
NAACP popped back into the
news again, in Mississippi. A
boycott was supposedly started
against a store owner in Bates-
ville, Miss after the owner, Leo
Daniels, allegedly beat up a 12-
year old Negro girl who he said
was stealing. Medgar Evers,
state field secretary of the Mis-
sissippi NAACP, said the Negro
community of Batesville was
steaming angry over the re-
ported attack by the owner of
the store. Meanwhile, Mr.
Daniels said if there was a boy-
cott on his store, he hadn't
noticed it because business is
going on as usual.
TURN-A-BOUT
For fear of a suit against
them because of discriminatory
practices, officials of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee opened its
doors to all students applying
to its undergaduate schools.
They school promptly asked the
young Negro who applied for
admission to the school recently
to come back. The Negro want-
ed to enter the college of medi•
cine. Negroes have been admit-
ted to the graduate school.
Tennessee is the fourth larg-
est medical school in the nation.
SMELL TELLS
Sheriff's deputies, unable to
bang a liquor law violation on
Lenon Verges, 48, when they
found corn whisky in jugs near
his 2206 Henrietta road home,
obtained a search warrant and
found two glasses which smell-
ed of whisky and a half-pint
bottle in the kitchen drawer con-
taining what appeared to be
corn whiskey.
Mr. Verges had argued that
the first whisky found outside
was not on his property.
After finding the second evi-
dence Mr. Verges was fined $50.
FREEDOM AWAITS
Eight Shelby County Negroes
are up for, three having already
been released, parole from pen-
al institutions. Charges in their
cases ranged from taking part
in a service station burglary to
involuntary manslaughter.
LARGE MIRSHED
Albany—New York City is
fed milk by all of New York
state, substantisl parts of six
other states as well as two near-
by provinces in Canada.
MISS OW IN. center, in the
person of Betty Jean Johnson
was chosen recently by the
student body of Owen college
in a close race with Meriam
Cooper. Miss Johnson is a
sophomore majoring in busi-
ness education and is a IIIS9
graduate of Melrose high
school. She lives with h e r
parents. Rev. and Mrs. L.
Denelsou of 789 Dallas at.
1:1
Miss Johnson was the fresh-
man attendant to the 1959
Miss Owen, At top is Clan.
dine Flesteris, freshman at-
tendant, and bottom, Mary
Etta Perry, sophomore at-
tendant. Miss Hesteris is a
Booker 1'. Washington grad-
uate as is Miss Perry. Coro-





Julius Thomas of the Nation-
al Urban League's Department
of Labor rated the recent Ca-
reer Conference on Government
Employment for Negroes as
practicable, necessary, and
beneficial. Presidents, J o b
Counsellers, a n d Placement
Officials from over thirty pre
dominantly Negro colleges and
universities attended the Con
ference, which was presided
over by President Stephen
Wright of Fisk, and President
W. S. Davis of Tennessee State.
"Such a conference as this is
so new that the placement per-
sonnel of Negro schools should
meet together in order to pool
their techniques and experi-
ences," advised Mr. Thomas.
Recalling the earlier develop-
ments of placement services in
Negro schools, Mr. Thomas re-
lated his difficulties in selling
such a service to Howard Uni-
versity. Nevertheless, he stated
that the Urban League is still
over-loaded with requests from
more than 78 industries which
are seeking to employ "bright
Negro boys and girls." "The
National Urban League cannot
be a repository of bright Ne-
gro boys and girls. Your place-
ment services must see to it
that they are gainfully employ-
ed," he warned.
Mr. Theimas asserted that this
Conference on Government Em-
ployment is significant because
the Federal Government uses
a "color-blind" procedure in
employing workers. "But until
we shake private industry and
business up to the point where
we have the same opportunities
for employment that we have
in Government, you will need
to invite twenty college presi-
dents annually to such a confer-
ence as this."
DIPLOMACY JOBS
"I received a request recent-
ly from one of the new African
nations inquiring if I knew of
200 American Negroes who
could take over this new Afri-
can nation and run it. These
African nations have Chinese,
Indian, and Russian advisors,
but they would rather have
black talent. They are in need
of black talent. America has
the greatest number of edu-
cated black people in the world,
but we can't find ten who could
take over an African govern-
ment and run it," claimed
Mr. Thomas.
"Why is this so? It is so
because the American Negro
has not had the working ex-
perience in the United States
Government. If our Govern-
ment, ten or fifteen years ago,
had realized what was happen-
ing in Africa, and had given
us the opportunities for working
experience in the operation of
our Government, we would
have had over a thousand com-
petent American Negroes ready
for foreign service, including
Africa. These experienced
American Negroes would have
been the best American am




Dr. J. B. Bell is the newly-
elected vice-chairman of t h e
Board of Directors of Mammoth
Life and Accident Insurance
company He was elected to fill
the vacancy caused by the death
of D. P. 0. Sweeney.
His years of service on Main
moth's Board have firmly estab-
lished the opinion Dr. Bell had
when he was elected to the
Board in 1953—that there is
a mutuality of interest between
an insurance company and the
medical profession, the health
of people in the community.
In addition to numerous local
affiliations, Dr. Bell is nation-
ally known through his member
shin in the American and Na-
tional Medical Associations
Kenutcky and American True-
dean societies; National TB.
Association: American college
of Chest Physicians; Interna-
tional Congress of Disease of the
Chest. As an American Affiliate
of the latter organization, Dr
Bell served as a discussion lead
er in the Fireside Conference





Quite a mixup prevails in the case surrounding the
Jiffy Car wash on Thomas where several Negroes
picketed last week resulting in the arrest and fining
of two of the pickets.
The Negroes said the car wash establishment
Is discriminatory. Smiley Freeman, one of the owners
of the firm, said race had nothing what so ever to do
with the incident.
Miss Annette King of 1040 N.
Seventh, a former employe at
the wash place told the Tr -
State Defender that she quit her
job along with other Negro em-
ployees because of insults from
the management. She said one
of the Negroes was called a
After the incident, Miss King
said, she and the employees who
left, decided to picket the place
showing their protest of the
firm's treatment of one of their
race.
Miss King, student at Le-
Moyne, said the trouble reach-
ed a head when an employee
was fired because she would
not get in a car with a sick
white woman. Miss King said
one of the owners began using
profanity and called the worker
a n. . . .
60C AN HOUR
"We were only paid 60 cents
an hour," Miss King said, "and
when we went to ask about a
raise to a $1.00 an hour, we
were refused our request. We
really got sick when the inci-
dent happened concerning the
car."
Miss King said after the Ne-
gro refused to get in the car,
she was told that she was fir-
ed. Miss King said the young
lady went back to the manage-
ment's office the next day for
a discussion and was told to
"get the h--out of my of-
fice, n  I
Few days later she and the
girl who had been fired, along
with other former employees,
began around the clock picket-
ing.
Miss King said the young
white boys, cleaning the cars,
would turn their hoses on the
pickets, pretending it was a mis-
take.
The police were called, Miss
King said and for several days,
all the officers did was sit
nearby in a squad car and watch
them picket and watch the boys
spray them with water.
Finally, last week, arrests
were made and two Negroes
were fined $26 each in Judge
Beverly Boushe's cour t. The
charge centered around inter-
fering with trade.
The Tri-State Defender con-
tacted a member of the NAACP
who said that his organiza-
tion had nothing to do with the
picketing of the car wash. He
said the only NAACP authoriz-
ed picket was the one aimed
at the downtown stores.
EGG WEIGHT
Seattle — Salmon lay about
1,000 eggs for every pound of
their own total weight.
Turner NAACP Prexy
Without Opposition
Come Dec. 10, members of the
Memphis Branch of NAACP will,
have to choose between Dr.
Vasco A. Smith and 0. Z. Evers
for the position of first vice
president of the
area NAACP.








Jesse H. Turn- Jesse Turner
er, bank executive and Demo-
cratic leader is unopposed for
the presidency, as is Edward
B. Davis, second vice president;
Mrs. Rufus Thomas, secretary
and Thomas Willis, treasurer.
Opposition was expected to
bar Mr. Turner's way toward
the president's seat but it failed ballot,
to materialize.
The only incumbent running
for re-election is Mrs. Thomas.
The rest are newcomers.
In a spirited session at the
Cathedral, Rev, D. S. Cunning-
ham, long-time president of the
Memphis group presided over
perhaps his last session of the
organization. Rev. Cunningham
has led the Memphis branch
through several notable drives
for membership and has been
active in formulating high-
ly beneficial registration cam-
paigns. (Rev. Cunningham will
be the subject of a Tri-State
Defender feature in a subse-
quent issue.)
NAACP officials indicate that
the balloting for the position
will take place in their offices
at 236 S. Wellington. However,
this is subject to change. All
members of th e Memphis
branch are eligible to cast a
Ao
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(Continued From Page 1)
scarred as they are exposed to
the fires of hate searing the
sacrificial altar upon which
they have been placed. Their
experiences will be unforgetta
ble to them, their parents, the
city of New Orleans, the South,
the nation, rnd the world.
Everybody is waiting to see if
these "four little sacrificial
lambs" will he consumed by the
hot passions of ignorance, prej-
udice and brutality lighted by
so-called reasonable men led by
the Governor of Louisiana and
spokesmen for the State Legis-
lature.
I
Really, the struggle is not be-
tween the little girls and the
forces for integration of the
schools of New Orleans on one
l hand and the segregationists
law-makers a n d citizens of
Louisiana on the other. Rather
It is another battle in the long
war between those who believe
in justice, equality, and law,
versus those who subscribe or
surrender to urges for exploita-
tion of their fellow men, ditre-
garding considerations of right,
human dignity, and freedom of
choice.
Several basic lessons may be
learned from the New Orleans
situation. The chance has been
given to see what will happen
in the Deep South when integra-
tion of schools . . . either token
or full, is attempted. So far
only an ugly picture has been
given . . . except in the eases
of the Federal Judge who or-
dered the integration, the May-
Woman He
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OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Two Year Old Country Moms  9te per Lb.
Six Month Old Country Horns  110c per Lb.
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Three Year Old Country Hems .$1 10 per Lb.
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Th. South's Most hautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
A METHODIST MINISTER (right) accompanies his daughter —one of two white students remaining in
school in New Orleans — as girl left school after attending kindergarten class. The clergymen were jeered
gregated outside school building. Minister's daughter is one of two white students attending Frantz school
attended made a total of three pupils for entire school. The priest engaged in a verbal exchange with the h
jeered for his efforts. UPI Telephoto
integrated William Frantz
by hecklers who had con-
Monday. A Negro girl who
ecklers and was shoved and
Education. Perhaps the bright-
est highlight of the better side
of the picture is that of the Ne-
gro mothers and their wide-
eyed children whose courage
launched the second Battle of
New Orleans.
Another lesson which might
be learned from the "battle" is
that most of the trouble arising
from integration in the South
seems to stem from the calcu-
lated and organized efforts of
certain segregationist organiza-
tions.
In the New Orleans incident
as in others growing out of
school segregation the outlines
of a definite pattern of resist-
ance may be discerned. The in-
tegration step is taken. Then
there is a lull. Maybe it's the
"lull" before the battle. In the
integration cases, however, it's
a lull that seems to exists only
until reactionary newspapers
have time to fan the fires of
unthinking prejudice and hate
with inflamatory news stories.
It's a lull which seems to exist
only until the country whites
and small town folk living on
the perimeters of communities
where integration is attempted,
get into.t9wn. In Little Rock, in
cHntiva,-And other communities
thet hes been the pattern.
Whites who are not directly con-
cerned form the nucleus of the
mobs which form. They are
usually lower case folk ... who
or of New Orleans, and the
udents Continue Ga.
spokesman for city's Board of St
Sit-Ins, Scorn Talks
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Negro
leaders say only one of two
things will prevent a new wave
of sit-ins today — desegrega-
tion, or store owners closing
down.
The Committee on Appeal for
Human Rights said yesterday
its stuglent members — joined
by a grop of adults — will con-
tinue to picket its "target"
stores even if lunch facilities
Govt.
(Continued From Page It
bassadors and diplomats for
the U. S. in the world today."
MUST ADVERTISE
With reference to expanding
employment opportunities for
Negroes in State and local gov-
ernments, this Urban League
official stated that the next ten
years will see the development
of over ten great population
centers which will need skilled
and professional workers in the
planning of villages towns and
seem to have been recruited for cities.
their roles.
In the New Orleans case it
seems that the real trouble-
makers are the rural legislators
and country folk outside the
city limits of New Orleans.
They, gm "country cousins,"
came to 4own and started at
once to ruffling the feelings of
their city kin. The result was
the ugly picture of rampaging
teen-agers and grown men and
women shouting insults at four
small children and jumping on
police officers.
One wonders what can make
otherwise sane, church - going,
fairly intelligent men and wom-
en leave off their daily pur-
suits, forget the principles of
their country and religion, and
join in an ungainly display that
does nobody good, and definite-
ly disgraces them and their
country in the eyes of the world.
One wonders if America can
afford such tantrums • . . . in
the face of a sneering Khrush-
chev, a screamingly threaten-
ing Castro, and a China that's
r'arin to rattle rockets at the
United States.
One wonders if the proud
Southern white man realizes the the most important groups in
ridicule to which he is subject-
ing himself and his progeny by
his fitful and unrighteous re-
sistance to God's wish that all est number of young people who
men live as brothers on the, are seeking opportunities for
earth, acknowledging Him as, advancement.
their Father .. . all equal in
















"Private industry is respond-
ing to racial pressures and have
swamped Howard Uriversity of
Washington, D. C., with re-
quests for qualified Negroes in
engineering and industry. Pri-
vate industry knows little or
nothing about the engineering
and industrial education at such
schools as Tennessee A & I,
North Carolina A & T, Florida
A & M, Alabama A 8z M, Ark-
ansas A M & N, and other such
schools. We need to bridge
the gap with public education
and advertisement. Career Con-
ferences such as this one are
helping to open the eyes of pri-
vate industry and Govern-
ment."
Recalling the recent success-
ful sit-ins in Nashville against
racial discrimination, Mr.
Thomas challenged, "Every
Negro college in this section
of the country needs to do some
research in order to find areas
which need some actions: such
as sit-ins, sit-outs, push-ups,
and pull-ups, until these col-
leges get their education pro-
gram off dead-center. One of
race relations today are people
such as you who have the re-
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are closed down.
Student Lonnie King said this
would be done despite rumors
that "certain Negro leaders"
would meet today with mer-
chants in an attempt to settle
the controversy.
KING SPEAKS
Speaking for both the stu-
dent group and members of
the adult liaison committee,
King said: "We have not been
invited to the meeting . . .
Therefore (we) will not neces-
sarily be bound by any agree-
ment."
The "certain Negro leaders"
whom King referred to were
believed to be influential mem-
bers of the Negro community
who have declined to lend their
support U. the desegregation
effort. King charged that the
meeting was simply a "stalling
effort" on the part of the mer-
chants.
A truce between businessmen
and the sit-in leaders, which
had be-n in force for 32-days,
ended with a wave of new sit-
ins Friday, when Negroes de-
clared no headway was made
in negotiations.
As a protest over the renew-
ed sit-ins, robed Ku Klux
Klansmen appeared in down-
town Atlanta the following day
to demonstrate on behalf of
segregation.
With Negroes pitcketing snly
short distances away, a surly
silence was maintained between




UNITED NATIONS — (UPI)
— Colored delegates Monday
were warned to "stay close to
the buildings of the United Na-
tions and the brothels of Har-
lem and not defile the hotels
and restaurants of our white'
city."
An anonymous broadside re-
ceived through the mail by
Brahim Seid, Chad's ambassa-
dor to Paris and member of nis
country's U. N. delegation, said
the warning came from the
Ku Klux Klan.
Seid passed the printed
sheet on to Miss Abgie Brooks,
Liberian assistant secretary of
state, who said it will be trans-
lated into French and circulat-
ed among the African delegates.
The neatly-printed broadside
said that a "foul stench from
the East River" was seeping
over New York, heavy with the
smell of "greasy sweat of the
black races of Africa and the
yellow races of Asia. . .
CALLED SUBHUMANS
"It is enough to make white
protestant America vomit . . .
"Subhumans have come down
from trees and cut of swamps
to lord it over the white race."
The broadside said the G•en•
eral Assembly is controlled by




wr rl CART HOME SAVINGS!
They have tried to force a
summit meeting between "black
Nkrunsph, brown Nehru, tan
Nasser, yellow Sukarno, com-
munist Atheist Tito and anti-
Christ Khrushchev," it said.
The paper added that "the
Lord created the white race to
rule over the animal kingdom
and the lower races," and con-
cluded with the warning that
unless colored delegates keep
close to the U. N. and Harlem
"the fiery crosses shall burn.".
Washington — The United
States was without a public
debt in 1835 but thereafter a
new debt was created by reason
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WASHINGTON, — (U P I) —
Sen. Paul H. Douglas, D-111.,
says he favors the removal of
certain Democratic Senate com-
mittee chairmen who failed to
support the candidacy of presi-
dent-elect John F. Kennedy.
Douglas made the statement
Sunday when asked about Sen.
Harry F. Byrd, D-Va., chair-
man of the Senate Finance
Committee, and Sen. J. Strem
CLUBS
BEAUTICIANS
The Tennessee State Frog-
ressive Beauticians Association,
Inc. presented its Annual Fall
Fashion Coiffure-Rama on Pa-
rade featuring Miss Vine Am-
brose of Miss. Wednesday nigh
Nov. 30 at the Flamingo roorr,
Mrs. Parthenia Bell was the
supervisor.
HYDE PARK
Hyde Park Hollywood (adult
and junior) Civic League is pro-
moting a community project in
the form of a plan to build a
recreation hall in the Hyde
Park community. Junior league
members will call on every
residence and business in their
area and further explain the
project. They will canvass the
neighborhoods beginning Dec.
2. They will have credentials.
Roosevelt Parker, president;
Mrs. Eula Belle Neely, secre-
tary and Mrs: Rose Brown,
youth director.
DELMONT
The Delmont Social club met
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.ak,,,
Rosser at 1060 Cella st. recent-
ly. The hostess served a tasty
menu. Mrs. Ruth Anderson,
president; Mrs. Eve Mae Jack-
son, secretary; Inez Boyd,
treasurer and Mrs. Lucille Ros-
ser, reporter.
CHRISTIAN CLUB
The North Memphis Christian
club held a recent meeting at
the home of the president, Mrs.
G. W. Clark. Meeting lesson
was taught by Elder William.
Mrs. Jessie Clark was the sick
member absent and the club
took in a new member at the
meeting in the person of Mrs.
M. Kirk. Mrs. B. Clark is sec-
retary.
SHOW MEASUREMENT
Washington — The United
States weather bureau meas-
ures snow in a standard rain
gauge 8 inches in diameter,
2 and one-half feet high. Snow
is levelled to uniform depth
to establish the fall.
Thurmond, D-S. C.
He also said he believed no
man should be chairman of a
Senate committee if he oppos-
ed any party platform plank




Memphis' ONLY Complete Service
Store On Main Street
SALES — RISBY'S — SERVICE
2571/2 N. Main St. BR. 6-3986
Refrigerators * Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Irons * Fans * Stoves
Restaurant & Grocery Store Equipment
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brings to the screen its
powerful drama of city
streets. Sock teatime by
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Ike Unit Asks End Of




WASHINGTON, — (UPI) —
President Eisenhower's Corn-
mission on National Goals
wants every state in the union
to make progress "in good
faith" by 1970 toward ending:
racial segregation in public!
schools.
In its long-awaited report to
the President, the commission'
denounced discrimination on,
the basis of race, religion and
sex as "morally wrong, econo-
mically wasteful and in many,
respects dangerous." 1
"In this decade we must
sharply lower these last stub-
born barriers," said the 23-
page document issued Sunday..
The commision urged All
Americans to devote more of
their time and energy "directly'
to the solution" of this and oth-
er national problems.
Three commission members
went further in the civil rights
field by calling for an end to
all discrimination in education,
employment, housing and pu-
blic services by 1970. They
were Clark Kerr, president of
the University of California;
James R. Killian jr., formerly
Eisenhower's science adviser,
and George Meany, president
of the AFL-CIO.
"the right to vote is basicl
and should not be thwarted by,
traditional "state control of
voting qualifications."
The report was deliberate]
witheld until after the Nov.
Presidential election to avoi
any embroilment in partisan
politics.
The bipartisan commission of
11 distinguished Americans was
appointed by Eisenhower last
February to chart board goals
for the U. S. in the next de-
cade and beyond.
$495,000 SPENT
The chairman, Henry M.
Wriston, president of Brown
University from 1937 to 1955,
and the commission members
served without pay. Staff and
administrative expenses total-
ing $405,000 were financed b
grants "rom seven private
foundations.
If the country's growth slow
down, the report warned, sue
sacrifices as increased taxe
and a temporarily lowered liv-
ing standard may become ne-
cessary.
The commission pointed up
the urgency of several prob-f
lems — civil rights, science and
technology, education, farming,
health and housing, the gen-4
era economy and maintaining;
The commission declared that world peace.
fa Choke with Homemakers...FOREST LL MI
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Scalp Treatment
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But it put primary emphasis
on the individual — his "in-
finite" worth to the coun-
try and his responsibility to
work on its behalf.
SUMMATION
The special group said that
by acting both individually and
through all levels of govern-
ment, Americans can both help
meet the nation's needs and
demonstrate the fallacy of "the
materialistic ethic" of commu-
nism.
In summing up its. finding,
the commission said:
"To preserve and enlarge our
liberties, to meet a deadly
menace and to extend the area
of freedom throughout the
world: these are high and dif-
ficult goals Yet our past ner-
formance justifies confidence
that they can be achieved if
every American will accept




— Educatibn must be streng-
thened "at every level and in
every discipline." Combined
spending by government and
private groups for education
should be doubled to $40 billion
by 1970.
— "Knowledge and innova-
tion must be advanced on every
front." but extravagant space
programs should not be under-
taken merely to satisfy "na-
tionalistic competition."
- "We must remedy slum
conditions, reverse the process
of decay in the larger cities
and relieve the necesity for
low income a n d minority
groups to concentrate there."
— There must be a gradual
return to free market condi-
tions in agriculture "with a
fair return to farmers."
VOICES of telephone custom-
ers In Morris, Illinois, are
carried through gas-filled
tubes that make up the
"switching network" shown
above. An installer left, re•
moves a tray of the tubes
while a telephone engineer
observes. Dots of light at the
right are tubes being used at
the moment to set up tele-
phone connections.
First Electronic
Phone Put To Use
sion phones as intercoms, sim-
ply by dialing two digits —
Reach frequently called num-
bers by dialing only two digits
instead of seven — Have incom-
ing calls routed to another nhone
when the original called line is
busy — Dial a code which caus-
forms electronically all the 
as all subsequent incoming calls
tfunctions in handling telephone 
o be automatically transferred
calls,
to any other number — for ex-
Tiny gas tubes, a vast memory
ample, to a friend's home if you ;.. 
be there for the evening.will system, and thousands of trans-
istors and other solid state de-
vices, operating in millionths of
a second, make up the new
system that permits Morris'
trial users to —Use home exten-
Telephone customers began a
trial of the world's first elec-
tronic telephone office in Mor-
ris, Illinois, recently. It is being
conducted jointly by Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories and Illinois
Bell Telephone.
Developed by Bell Labora-
tories, the electronic central of-
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This is THAT time of the year when you can
make a truly wonderful buy on the Chevrolet
of your choice. Come in today ... take a
demonstration drive . . . learn how much you
can save if you take advantage of these won
derful clearance prices. You'll be glad you did'
NOWI Look At What You Can• Buy At Reduced Prices






If You ACT NOW!
UNION CHEVROLET
1020 Union BR 4:1400
34 Veers With Chi, rOlft
In The Son.* Location
ATLANTA — (U P —
Evangelist Billy Graham
sharply disagreed with Negro
integration leader the Rev.
Martin Luther King, jr., on the
subject of obeying laws, b u t
declined to take a stand on W-
in demonstrations.
King, a Baptist minister gen-
erally regarded as leader el
southern integration efforts.
said Saturday night in a nation-
al television debate that "an
unjust law is no law at all" and




LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI) —
Three thousand shouting stu-
dents forced their way into the
Nigerian parliament house Mon-
day, surrounded a cabinet min-
ister, pushed him to his knees
and spat on him.
The banner-waving students.
protesting the signing of an
Anglo - Nigerian defense nact.
swept aside steel barricades
apd jammed into the foyer of
the house.
The students trapped works
minister Alhaji Muhammadu
Inuwa Wada in the foyer, caus-
ing him to stumble to his knees.
Students spat on him before
police cleared the mob away.
NO FIGHTING
Defense minister Alhaji Mu-
hammadu Ribadu escaped the
mob by fleeing to government
offices.
No fighting broke out. but a
policeman said, "we only need
someone to belt one of these
students and we really will
have a riot on our hands."
Police v-ere not armed, but
wore steel helmets and carried
wicker shieldc with which they
shoved the students from the
Parliament house in a 40-min-
ute pushing match.
The students, carrying such
signs as "No British bases
here," shouted to police "Go on.
shoot Nigerians. We have been
betrayed by our government."
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
no* anyone cart bey DIRECT
from U 8 ooveueuxier turn-
PLUS DIPOTEL by mall for tour
self OT for rose I Ca 111 e
aocutars. ears, Jeeps. truces. boats.
bardware afire machines and
'iiitpttilTit, tOn ta. c00I• and ten*
of-thousands of otber Rem, at
traction of their original sort
Many Items brand new Pot 110
pf hundreds of 0 III Government
8urp1us Genet% located in every
State and overseas with asmoblot
'Soo Governmwnt Oen Shin iltrret
' To Ton," olus procedures. ROW
TO BUT and bow to ,ret FRYZ
SURPLUS mall $206 to erVIIPLO8
8ALE8 relPORMA71(11,11
1.718. °cot No 105 Room ISO
Albes Ride.. Wash U , O. C
obey "unjust law."
Graham said in Atlanta
without mentioning King, that.
"we have the responsibility to
obey . . . no matter what that
law may be . . . (even thiftighl
it may be an unjust "
Graham said that to disobey
such laws could lead to an-
archy. "We can use every
legal means to protest it, but
we should obey it, unless it .n-
terferes with our worship
of God," he said.
He said he would "rather
know more about the ait-ins"
before commenting on them.
"I do not know the legal ram-
ifications on this particular sit-
uation. I have been out of the
country almost an enure year
since the sit-in started . .
(and) I have not talked to any




NEW YORK — Flowers, trees
and other vegetation hlve in-
creasingly important uses in
prospecting for the minerals
and ores of metals used by the
steel industry, American Iron
and Steel Institute said on the
basis of recent reports.
Plants absorb and are affect-
ed by high concentrations of
metals from ore deposits at con-
siderate depths, according to
one geologist in the field.
"Indicator plants" are de-
scribed as those whose distribu-
tion is affected by the Phemis-
try of an ore deposit. They are
classified as "universal" if their
presence always indicates a
specific mineral in the ground,
and "local" if they act as an
indicator only in a specific area.
Some plants have an altered
appearance if growing in the
Other new services expected
to be introduced will permit
many of the trial customers to
— Allow a third party to be
called into a telephone conver-
sation—llave an immediate con-
nection to a busy line as soon
as the line becomes available.
HISTORIC SPOT •
Little Rock—First white men
to settle in Arkansas were
French traders who, in 1686,
established a trading post now
marked by a state park.
President-Elect Kennedy than
originally indicated by his per-
sonnel specialist, it was learn-
ed.
Architects of the new admin-
istration are intensifying their
studies of key government
positions. The first appoint-
ments of major Kennedy ad-




called a news conference to an-
nounce what he termed "hard
news." The news will not in-
volve appointments. Sallinger
may disclose new studies
ordered by Kennedy, not neces-
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — MRS.
MARGARET SIMMS, director
of Scribner Dormintory, Fisk
university, received an 'ward
for 25 years of "Devoted Ser-
vice" to the National Council
of Negro Women. The Coun-
cil celebrated its 25th anni-
versary recently at the Com-
modore Hotel, tie- Yolk City.
Highlights of the meeting
were: Human Relations award
presented to Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt, and the pre-
miere of the movie produced
by Moral Rearmament on the
life of Dr. Mary McLeod
Bethune, THE CROWNING
EXPERIENCE. Mrs. Simms,
a life member, has held




The Lester high school chap- Booker T. Washington high
(Cr of the National Honor So-
ciety of Secondary schools held
its annual induction serv-
ices for new members in the
school gymnasium on Tuesday,
Nov. 29.
Nine students of the junior
and senior high school classes
were voted into membership by
the faculty. These students,
chosen on the basis of scholar-
ship, leadership, character, and
service to the school are: Mary
Etta Farabee, Peggy Jackson,
and Bishop Trotter, members
of the junior class.
Seniors are Milton Burchfield,
Mable Knox, Bessie Meek
Bernice Pierce, Robert Sims.
and Mable Young. Members
from last year are: Anna Blake-
m o re, Alene Bromley, Arctic,
Myers. Lelia Myers, Leon Stro-
ther, Clifford Townsend and Van
Turner.
Speaker for, the program will
be Dr. Floyd Bass, Dean of Le-
Moyne college. Special guests
are. Montoya Gonzola, a senior
at Christian Brothers college
who is a native of Bogata. Col-
umbia; and parents and friends
of the inductees.
Music will be furnished by
the 65-member chorus of Book-
er T. Washington high school
under the direction of E. L.
Pender. The induction service
were conducted by Rnbbie
Collins, president of the Nation-
al Honor Society chapter at
presence of an ore body.
Still a third method of using
plants in prospecting is analyz-
ing them chemically to deter-






Each Account Insured To $10,000
school.
Adviser of the Lester Chapter
are: Mrs. F. M. Duvall, Mrs.
F. M. Sartin and T. W. Per-
kins. R. H. Morris is principal
of the school.
sartly involving personnel mat-
ters.
Kennedy arranged to establish
Job Turnover
By MERRIMAN SMITH
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The turnover in federal jobhold-
ers may be far more extensive
a temporary office in the capi-under the administration of
tol, probably the same one he
used during the pre -election
session of Congress. He will use
it until he returns to Florida
for a Christmas vacation.
Kennedy and his chief ad-
visers in planning the transi-
tion of government from Re-
publican to Democratic control
have given priority to filling
about 1,800 top federal policy
jobs. ranging from the cabinet
down to "Schedule C," a clas-
sification of apprOximately
1,200 federal positions which
may be filled by presidential
appointment.
United Press International
learned from within the Ken-
nedy planning staff, however,
that the new administration is
Expect Big Top' DEFEWER
WEEK OF DEC 3-9,1960
studying thousands of federal
posts within the normal career
classifications of the Civil Ser-
vice system.
Kennedy's liaison men in
contact with the Eisenhower
administration have called for,
and are receiving, long lists of
jobs under civil service "sche-
dules A and B," which are fill-




— Gen. Carl Von Horn, United
Nations Military Commander.
is "ill and under sedative,"
U. N. sources said here.
The Swedish General was be-
lieved to be extremely fatigued
as a result of overwork in the
past week following the attack
by Congolese troops on t h •
Ghanaian Embassy.
GAY HAWK DRIVE IN
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Available in all sizes. Including Yo gallons.
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BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRifill
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
227 SO. MAIN AT VANCE OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Uglier Dealer
"We .n't Dianna Get Rich" Free Parking Spare.
40.011,. SOM.
With Thanksgiving passe'. . .
the in-betweeneas of this holi-
day and the most celebrated of
all, Christmas, is filled with
activities galore in our church-
Some we will 'peak of this
week and others just as inter-
esting, we will be delighted to
tell of as soon as church repor•
ters gather the final details and
mall them to:
Mrs. Hattie House
care of Tri-State Defender
Newspaper
Post Office Box an
Meniphis, Tenn.
This service is one the Tri-
State Defender finds pleasure
in giving "fret of charge."
CASTALFA BAPTIST
"Our Pastor A Progressive
Leader" is the theme of the
Appreciation Day for the pastor
and his wife, Rev. and Mrs. C.
Mims of the Casteha Baptist
church, Sunday, Dec. 4. And,
an appropriate theme it is, for
attesting to it is a new, mod-
ern and very beautiful sanc-
tuary built since the pastorate
of this dynamic leader.
The elated members and well-
wisher, of the city will gather
for this momentous and most
deserved occasion. Speaking
will be Rev. W. M. Brown. His
church, the New Friendship
Baptist will accompany him
and provide the service. Rev.
BTOwn will be heard at 3 p.m.
Henry Shannon, 0. D. Miner
and Robert Stinson will speak
Oe the theme. Miss Evelyn
Bucharmon, Miss Ardia Ward
and Little Venessa Bowen, will
Make the presentation.
The Appreciation Day will be
tinder the leadership of Mrs.
Laura Bowen and Mrs. Ora
Lewis, chairman and co-chair-
man.
Mrs. Gladys Shannon is the
church reporter.
SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
The Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper will be celebrated at
the 11 a.m. services on Sunday,
Dec. 4, at the Second Congre-
gational Church of 764 Walker.
The pastor, Rev. John Charles
Mickle, will preach the Com-
munion sermon. There will he
a service of reception of new
members.
Children of all ages from
three years through high school
are invited to attend Sunday
school at 9:45 am. Dr. Juanita
Williamson is the superinten-
dent.
Acclaiming much attention at
the church is the forth-ecrming
Annual Bazaar. The Bazaar
which is being sponsored by
the Women's fellowship will
be under the capable direction
of Mrs. N. M. Watson, chair-
man and Mrs. Marietta Letting,
Co-chairman. It will be held in
the parish hall of the church,
Friday evening, Dec. 9.
The popular Annual Bazaar
will consist of various and col-
orful booths. There will be
the Country Store managed by
Mrs. Mary Alice McWilliams,
chairman; Mrs. Callie Stevens,
and Mrs. Jacelyn Lovelace.
Mrs. Willett* Humphrey, chair-
man; Mrs. A. S. Hunnicut vrW
be in charge of the Apron
Booth. The Variety Booth will
be handled by Mrs. Willie
Sinith, chairman and Mrs. Al-
thea Price. Chairman, Mrs.
Winifred Franklin and Mrs.
Frances Hayes will take care
of the Linen Booth. The Sweets
Booth will be under the super-
vision of Mrs. Elma Mardis,
chairman, Mrs. Mildred Wil-
liams and Mrs. Imogene Stotts,
Mrs. Helen Prater, chairman,
Mrs. Gladys Sharp, Mrs. Ome-
ga Shelto and Miss Grace Col-
lins will serve at the spaghetti,
hot dogs and cold drinks booth.
Mrs. Effie Flaggs, chairman,
and Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp will
be in the Jewelry Booth. The
music and games will be direct-
ed by. Mrs. Bobbie Jones,
chairman, Mrs. A. Melba Bris-
coe and Mrs. Lois Hargraves.
Mr.. Martelle Trigg will be in
charge of the Fortune Telling
Booth.
The affair will begin at
110 p.m. Mrs. Lillian Crow-
der is president of the Women's
Fellowship.
A Union Thanksgiving Service
Was held at the church the
past Thursday. The Metropoli-
tan Baptist church of which
*ay. S. A. Owens is pastor,
worshipped with Second Con-
gregational.
The R. fugene Waller de-
livered the Thanksgiving mes-
sage. Mrs. Bobbie B. Jones
gave the organ prelude.
GOSPEL TEMULE
Annual Women's Day was
one to be long remembered at
the Gospel Temple Baptist
church the past Sunday. A ca-
pacity crowd turned out to bear
speaker, Mrs. Lillian Campbell.
The program marked another
"success" for the energetic
membership. It was a tribute
to the leadership ability of the
chairman, Mrs. Clara Shells
and co-chairman, Mrs. Vera
Herron . . . and an example of
splendid_ co-operation of the
congregation.
Rev. C. T. Epps is the minis-
ter.
LADIES CHRISTIAN CLUB
The Ladies Christian Club
met and held a most interesting
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Inez Glenn of 1388 Hemlock,
recently.
Plans were made for some ac-
tivity for the holidays. They
will be further outlined at the
next meeting, which will be
held at the home of Mrs. Mabel
Purnell of 1179 College St.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
A correction please. . , Col-
lins Chapel church was referred
to last week as an AME church.
It is a CME church located at
676 Washington.
SALEM GILFIELD
Senior choir of the Salem Gil.
field Missionary Baptist will
present Mrs. Joan R. Williams
in reclial Sunday, Dec. 11, at
5 p.m. Mrs. Williams is one of
the most outstanding vocalist in
the city. Mrs. Lillie C. Luchett,
president; Mrs. Joan Williams,
pianist; Mrs. M. B. Purdy, or-
ganist and Rev. A. L. McCargo,
minister. The public is invited.
GREATER MT. SINAI
Harvest day program was
held Nov. 27 at the Greater
Mt. Sinai MB church, 379 Beale
at 3 p.m. Visiting churches
were Greater Mt. Pleasant and
Christian Chapel. Dr. L H.
Aldridge delivered the sermon.
Rev. W. S. Buford is pastor.
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
philosophy of non-violence in
achieving desegregation was
emphasized here Sunday night
by the Rev. Martin Luther
King, jr.
The integration leader told
an audience at the United He-
brew Temple that the U. S.
is standing on the threshold of
the most creative period in the
development of race relations.
Rev. King said that there are
presently forces exemplified by
the Ku Klux Klan and the White
Citizens Councils whose meth-
ods "do not stop at legal at-
tacks."
LeMoyneCareers Take
On Lane December 1
LeMoyne college's Magicians
get their big test this week
when they launch a four-game
road trip that will pit them
against some of the toughest
basketball opponents in the
Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference.
The Magicians meet Lane col-
lege at Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 1;
Fisk university at Nashville,
Dec. 2; Knoxville college at
Knoxville, Dec. 3, and Alabama
A.&M college at Normal Dec. 5,
The outcome of this quartet
of cage tilts should let the
Magicians know in which di-
rection they'll be travelling this
season and, above all, it should
help them to get ready for their
Memphis opener against Ala-
bama State college of Mont-
gomery in Bruce Hall on the
night of Dec. 10.
The Magicians, six of them
promising freshmen, are itching
for action and are expected to
play better than .500 ball this
Season.
Coach Jerry Johnson is ex-
pected to start Donald Nelson,
a freshman from Cincin-
nati, and Chester Collins, sen-
ior of Memphis, at the forward
posts; Robert Nelson, sopho-
more of Kentueky, at seater,
The familiar Christmas ket-
lks of The Salvntion Army can
be found on street corners all
1Ver the United States, whet-
4Wer the Army is at work.
as.
Members of the League of
Mercy, an organization of Sal
vation Army women, make a
total of nearly 3 million patient
visits in more than 6.000 institu-
tions across the country each
year Maw of these visits are
made at aldtmas time.
P4COS Available
net 'es rats tames
VENCE, FASNION
pta$t.,5.1. 77 Amasses St., S.W.
11Iloots 3. Beirsis
You can have healthful In-
door (*Oka oiwatkIrt all
summer long for only a few







and David Gaines, sophomore of
Detroit, and Sam Parks, Mem-
phis senior, at the guards.
Ready to take over should
these men fail will be Willie
Brown, Memphis sophomore;
Robert Hambric, freshman from
Chicago, and Cleo Owens, fresh-
man of Memphis, forwards; Al-
ger Taylor, freshman from New
Orleans, center, and Eugene
Davis, freshman from Cleve-
land, Ohio; Curtis Mitchell,
Memphis junior, and Paul Low-
ery, freshman from New Brigh-
ton. Pa., guards.
CLASS REUNION: Mr. Ellis
Bolden, 1910 Tuskegee gradu-
ate from Somerville, Tenn.,
receives a Golden Anniversary
Certificate from Tuskegee
President Dr. L. H. Foster,
at a reunion banquet for the
1910-'20 classes recently. The
18 1810 graduates returned
for the reunion were also
Inducted in Tuskegee's Hall
Century Club. At the class re-
union program, the 1919 and
1924 classes presented Tuske-
gee Institute $1,513 and $1,600
respectively. Seated In front
of Dr. Foster is Mrs. Cora
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Caught you with your speech saxophone player
down again, but this time "I" Not being clairvoyant, but I
see all the turkey has gone, all can truthfully say, "Drive on
the cranberry sauce has gone Tenth Graders and someday
and their accessories, if you you'll become seniors!"
care for that kind of stuff and My Problem:
what's left is a fuller you and 
smpolue Gin
Tenth Grade Class- The s. Haiti Normal
ond tenth grade of our schools
history has increased consider-
ably over the last year's class.
There are sixty members of the
presently enrolled class.
Currently, they are being ex-
posed to a great literary work
by Alfred L. Tennyson, "The
Idylls of the King," a series of
poems which took fifty years to
write. This has proved to be
of great interest along with
other subjects in the tenth grade
curriculum.
They would like to say they
are the "swinefneest" class,
hut from a junior's standpoint
T don't know. Let's see some of
the outstanfline stedents.
Erma Jean Faiokner, co-edi-
tor of Capleville Journal, clari-
net player in the band and hon-
or student.
Charles Franklin, President of
the N.F.A. and quite studious.
Sammie Young, Vice presi-
dent of N.F.A., reporter for
"Sophomore News" and trum-
pet player in the band.
Winfer Turner, Trombone
player in the band.
Annie Bell Dean, Student
Council representative and clari-
net player in the band.
Elizabeth Ann Faulkner, Sec-
retary of the band and alto
PORT All PRENCZ, Haiti—
(UPI) — Haiti appeared norm-
al Monday in the midst of a
government shakeup of the
army in which five high-rank-
ing officers were ousted arbi-
trarily..
Rumors of an impending
general strike failed to mater-
ialize. Public and private
schools remained closed as a
result of the government's de-
cree advancing the Christmas
holidays by a month.
The school closure followed
a student strike protesting al-
leged official abuses of civil
rights. The government declar-
ed martial liw to give the
army control over develop-
ments.
There was no official expla-
nation for the arm - shakeup,
but it was assumed to be con-




24 telephones for every 100
residents and maintains its
rank in that regard second only
to the United States in the
number of phones per person.
I'm looking for that boy who
had on a hat and a coat, that
wore blue shoes, and that talk-
ed like that actor I like so
much.
Can anyone help me?
Latest Raps:
The first game of the basket-
ball season was played between
the Capleville Cavaliers and the
Father Bertrand Thunderbolts.
The high point man on the team
was J. C. Polk. We lost, but
fought hard and fair.
This is the second season for
the Cavaliers and they defin-
itely plan on being ready for
their next game.
The other players on the team
are Archie Phillips, Leon War
lace, William Faulkner, Atris
Niter, Robert Savage, Berry
Crutcher, Ben Key and Clar-
ence Sharp.
The first four games are
scheduled as follows:
December 6, Mt. Pisgah
December 8, Mitchell Road
December 13, Father Bertrand
January 9, Mitchell Read
I Wonder Why:
Henry Boyd still talks of a long
ago birthday party? S. M., N.
H., and E. F. are trying to get
R. S's heart, don't they know
who he loves? Jimmy Sauls-
berry walks down the east
stairways instead of the west?
W.J H. goes the other way when
she sees J. B.
Lett of the Week
"Hello," c ame a feminine
voice over the phone, is that
the Humane Society? Well, I
want you to send an officer to
my home at once. There's a
brush salesman sitting in a
tree in my yard, teasing my
bulldog with a long stick.
Nuggets
For CHRISTMAS GIVING
and YEAR AROUND READING—
Two New Books on Africa—
the latiel the whole world is watching:
AN AFRICAN TREASURY
Stories. Poems, Articles and Essays by Black Africans.
Edited by Lanestor Hughes. . 13.50
THE FIRST BOOK OF AFRICA
Introducing both modern and tribal Africa to children.
Ages 9 - 12, by l,angston Hughes, illustrated   $1.95
Ask for these books at your favorite bookshop Or
order by mai, now in time for Christmas. Send check
THE MARKET PLACE
2305 SEVENTH AVE. — NEW YORK
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
THAT WON'T JAR YOUR BUDGET
Visit Your Quality Stamp Redemption
Center. Quality Stamp Centers
Are Stocked With Wonderful
Gifts Made Especially For San-
ta's Bag. Visit Big Star And SJAPYour Redemption Center
Today!
Yes Madame,
Its harvest time and the Big Star
Stores are full of fall fruits and
vegetables that will help to balance
that ever leaning budget. Just get
your sack of Jack Sprat wheat Flour
and Jack Sprat cream style meal
and they too will help further adjust
that budget.
What could be more tempting with
those fall vegetables than hot corn
muffins or crusty brown corn sticks.
Taper this meal off with apple 'n
Dumplings served with plain or whip-
ped cream. Dad will want coffee,
the small fry milk.
BIG STAR TALENT line up for their picture just outside
radio station WDIA where the Big Star Talent Time
Show is beard each S-eerday marling at 11:30 a.m. This
show features the sterling Young talent of Memphis and
the Mid-South and it gives Big Star a chance to show
APPLE DUMPLINGS
Roll or pat baking powder biscuit
mixture, 1-4 inch thick; cut in 4-inch
squares. Place a whole apple, pared
and cored in middle of squares. Fill
apple with sugar mixed with sugar
and cinnamon. Dot with butter; draw
four corners of dough together on
top of apples. Pinch edges together;
prick with fork and bake twenty-
five to thirty minutes in moderate
oven (350 degrees F.) May also be
served with lemon sauce or hard
hew much it appreciates the budisess of the Mid-South
consumers. It also give* Big Star a tremendous sense of
pride to point to the shows and hear the good things con
dandy said about the na• youngsters who appear regu-
larly on the show. Above, from left are Yvonne Townsel,
Bettie Jones, Beverly Baukstms and Gwendolyn Times&
CASH FOOD STORES
,tailikunimmaninadiaimisommuwommo'
CURTIS DIXON, a Winston-
Sakm, N. C., senior at A&T
college, Greensboro, has re-
cently been named editor of
the AYANTEE, the college
yearbook. Dixon, the son of
Mrs. Georgia Dixon of Winston-
Salem, is a major in math-
ematics. He bolds memberships
411: the Alpha Kappa Mu andeta Kappa Chi Honor societies
and the Omega Psi Phi Fratzr-
atty. He is a member of the ad-
vanced program of the Air
Force ROTC.
Minnesota
St. Paul and Minneapolis
William E. Cratic has been
appointed by Governor Orville
L. Freeman as chairman of the
Fair Employment Practices
Commission. Mr. Cratic suc-
ceeds Mrs. Eugenie Anderson,
former ambassador to Den-
mark.
Mrs. Carl Clairhorne, was
pictured in the daily papers
with several other ladies, all
members of the Arts and
tramics League of Minnesota,mpleting figures to be shown
at the coming show.
The Rev. Denzil A. Carty,
rector of St. Philips Episcopal
church was named "President
of the Year" at the third an-
nual President's ball sponsored
by the Twin City Council of
Clubs.
Thirty-two delegates attended
the Minnesota State Conference
of the NAACP held inDuluth,
Minn., Nov. 12. The Rev. Den-
zil A. Carty was elected presi-
dent.
Leonard Carter, Region IV
field secretary, addressed the
evening banquet. Elected to the
board of directors were Carl
Weschcke, former state presi-
dent; Robert M. Patterson and
Mrs. Addie C. Few of St. Paul;
Ashby Gaskins of Minneapolis
and Ruth Maney of Duluth.
The Crispus Attucks Home
Wir the Aged will hold its an-
nual tea Sunday. Memberships
will be taken. Dr. Alexander
Abrams is the chairman of the




vertisement in America appea
ed in the Boston News-Letter






HAPPY DELTAS — These They are from left to right;
coeds at A&T college were Jean Breeze, Burlington, N.
last week initiated Into the C.; Mary Barnes, Murfrees-
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
n Christ Sets Meet
10,000 Attend 53rd
Annual Convocation
boro, N. C.; Elizabeth Minix,
Pantego N. C.; Bessie Little-
John, Winston-Salem; Elnora
Bell, Oxford; Sylvia Walker,





By CORTLAND R. RHEA
"Veterans' Day" was observ-
ed at Friendship Baptist
church on the afternoon of Nov.
11, with Rev. W. R. Williams
as the principal speaker.
Open house took place at
Dunbar elementary school on
the night of Nov. 7, as an ob-
servance of "American Edu-
cation Week." Mrs. P. M. Owen
Is principal. Open house was
held at Douglas elementary
school on the night of Nov. 9,
as an observance of "Ameri-




Mrs. Lula Weldon of Johnson
st., was operated on last Thurs-
day evening at Graham hospital.
She is doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beech-
am have moved into their new
home on Bondeau street.
Mrs. Jeanette Wright is not
so well at this writing.
Mrs. F. Robertson is a pa-
tient at St. Joseph hospital. She
is much improved.
Mrs. E. Harris' condition is
the same. Also Mrs. S. Tayflor.
Rosa C. Carson is principal.
Open House was also held at
Langston high school on the
night of Nov. 10, as an observ-
ance of "American Education
Week." Prof. D. R. Reed Is
principal.
Mrs. Louisa Jackson has re-
turned from Ashville, N. C.
Mrs. Marva Johnson, from
Benham, Ky. was the house-
guest of Prof. and Mrs. J. T.
Harville, and family recently
while enroute to Stanford, N. J.
Miss Athea Woods attended
the home-coming football game
of Deleware State college in
Dover, Del., recently.
Prof. Gerald Prater has re-
turned to Asbury Park, N. J.
where he is a teacher in the
city school system after spend-
ing a few days here with his




Bolivard Ind. PTA held its
annual Community Fund drive
Nov. 17. It was climaxed with
a calendar tea and a splendid
program was rendered.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hudson
are this proud parents of a
baby born Nov. 3. His name
is Robert Lee. Mrs. Nannie




Mrs. W. A. Jenkins attended
the funeral of her sister in
Birmingham.
Funeral for Mrs. Luxie Bax-
ley of Century was held at Mt.
Zion Baptist church of Flame-
ton, Ala., where she had been
a faithful member. Rev. J. B.
Bryant, pastor officiated. Burl. 
a!at Pollard, Ala.
Mrs. Nellie Mirona is still on
the sick list.
The male chorus of St. Silo-
am Baptist church journeyed
to Sandy Ridge last Sunday to
hold a musical program.
Mrs. George Humphrey of
Akron, Ohio attended the fu-
neral of her sister.
Alex Hunt was called to the
bedside of his brother, who is
ill in Pensacola, Fla.
Mr. L. Johnson attended a
football game in Mobile recent-
ly. Also Mr. and Mrs. R. K.
Simmons.
Mr. Bennington is home from
the hospitaL
Mrs. Lennie May Jackson
and daughter are visiting her
son and daughter-in-law of New
mother of little Robert spent




teaching staff this semester
are top row (Left to
right) Herman B. Smith,
Education; M. Saunders, Spe-
cial Education; James Kel-
e a w, Sociology; Wilbur
Clarke, Chemistry; mid-
dle row, William Hicks,
Education; Wardell Thomp-
son, Education; J. Clarke,
Sociology; James Morris, SU
Branch, New Orleans; bot-
tom row. Roger Newman,
Mathematics; William Brad-
ley, Health, Physical Ethics-
thin and Recreation; and Le-
Guard Spearman, Psycheito./.
Jersey.
Ike Robinson is still on the
sick list.
Jeff Jackson's wife who pass-
ed away a few days ago in
Mobile was buried here. She
leaves her husband and three
children.
EMPIRE
By Donald E. Pendleton
The Federation met at Union
Baptist church last Sunday. It
was very successful.
Mrs. Perry visited her niece
in Bessemer last week.
Mrs. Creigs has returned
home after visiting her children
In Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams are
proud parents of a fine baby
girl. Mother and baby are fine.
• • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Henry Jones underwent sur-
gery at Bessemer General hos-
pital recently. He is reported
Improving. Mr. Jones is a dea-
con and superintendent of the
Sunday school at New Bethle-
hem Baptist church and an em-
ployee at U.S. Pipe and Foun-
dary Co.
Funeral services for Robert
L. Gaines were held at Mt.
Zion Baptist church. Rev. A
C. Pool officiated. Mr. Gaines
leaves to mourn his passing a
loving w If e, 10 children, 1
granddaughter, father mother,
5 sisters, 3 brothers, 1 step OGDEN IMrs. Louise Hugins and Mrs.
brother, 5 aunts, 3 unoles and Sandra Lestrict of 2827 Pin-Lena White. These people work-
other relatives and friends. gree ave., Ogden, who is at-ied until the wee hours of dawr
Chambers funeral directors; in. tending Skiles jr. high school' the following morning count-
terment Croom Cemetery,
Newbern, Ala.
Miss Merlyne Gates under-
went surgery at University hos-
pital, Birmingham. She .s re-
ported doing fine. Miss Gates
is the daughter of Mrs. Berda
Gates and is a member of New
Bethlehem Baptist churcn.
The No. 2 choir of St. John
Independent Methodist church
held a musical festival at the
church recently with mail
choirs of the city and of Helena
participating. Ernest W. Ivey,
president; Miss Lula T. Wil-
liams, secretary; Miss Delores
Ivey, assistant, secretary; Mrs.
Bernice Gray, musician Rev. R.
G. Williams, pastor.
The rampaging "Blue
Devils" of Jackson Abrams
continued their winning streak
by defeating Westfield high 26-
6 before a capacity homecom-
ing crowd at Bessemer Stad-
ium. The Devils met Wastfield




By L. R. MEYERS
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The three
million member Church of God
In Christ, International, con-
venes in Memphis, Nov. 2,5,
to Dec. 14, with more than
10,000 delegates and members
expected to attend the 53rd
Annual Holy Convocation too be
held at Mason Temple.
Senior bishop and founder,
Charles H. Mason, 97, will pre-
side over the convocation with
his seven special commission-
ers.
The commissioners include;
Bishop A. B. McEwen, chair-
man of commisioners, Mem-
phis; Bishop J. 0. Patterson,
secretary board of commis-
sioners, Memphis; Bishop J. S.
Bailey, cochairman board of
commissioners, Detroit; Bishop
0. M. Kelly, vice-president,
Home and Foreign Missions
Board, New York r'ity; Bishop
S. M. Crouch, president Home
and Foreign Missions Board;
Bishop 0. T. Jones, national
president, Board of Education,
Philadelphia; Bishop U. E. Mil-
ler, general secretary, Church
of God In Christ, Inc.
Bishop Louis H. Fed, chair-
man of public relations and
pastor of St. Paul's Church of
God In Christ in Chicago, stated
that "plans are underway to
make this the greatest convo-
cation in the history of the
church." Special plans are be-
ing made to honor Bishop Mas-
on Dec. 4, with choral groups
from all parts of the nation
participating, Bishop Ford said.
PILGRIMAGE SET
On Dec. 2, a pilgrimage will
be made to Saints Jr., College
Lexington, Miss. Dec. 3, will
mark International Public Re.
latiOlIS observance with Bishop
Ford presiding The Education
Day program with Dr. A. C.
Mallory presiding, will be held
Dec. 5.
In paying special tribute to
Bishop Mason in his golden
yeara. delegates and elders
of the church will welcome
him at the train station upon
his arrival in the city from
Detroit.
Mother Lillian Brooks Cof-
fey national supervisor of Wom-
en's Department of Church of
God In Christ, founder of Lil-
lian Brooks Coffey Rest Home,
154 Arden Park, Detroit, and
president of the Women's Inter-
national Convention, will also
preside during the convocation.
HISTORIAN INFORMATION
The Church of God in Christ
got its start in 1895. under the
leadership of Elders C. P.
Jones, C H. Mason and others.
In August, 1907, the general
assembly convened at Jackson,
Miss., with Elder Jones pre-
siding as overseer. He was not
In agreement ,ith the new
doctrine advanced by Elder
Mason and others.
The first general assembly
of the Church of God in Christ
was formed by a group oaf min-
isters, led by Elder Mason,
later in 1907, in Memphis.
Mrs. Lizzie Woods, Mother
Lillian Brooks Coffey and Mo-
ther Robinson, among others,
played prominent rots in the
history of the Woomen's depart-




By R. C. DURR
The city wishes to express
sympathy to the Walker fami-
ly during their hour of sorrow.
Miss Betty Walker appreciates
the acts of kindness shown and
messages of sympathy receiv-
ed.
The 36th annual session of the
Kississimee Valley association
and women's convention held
at Shilo M.B. church has come
to a close. Moderator 0. D.
Williams preached the annual
sermon. Many state and nation-
al officers attended the session.
Choir No. 1 of St. James
AME church participated in the
choir union held at the South
Florida annual conference.
Mrs. Claudie Mae Hannah, di-
rector and Robert Durr, or-
ganist.
The Royal Light Gospel Sing-
ers rendered a wonderful pro-
gram at the Church of God re-
cently.
Mrs. Sadie Mae Palmer and
family from Bridgeton, N. J.
were recent guests of Charlie
and Lucas Palmer.
Mrs. Ellen Holden recently
adopted four boy3 ranging in
ages from 18 months to 5 years.
The boys were guests at St.
James AME Sunday school the
second Sunday.
Mrs. Katie Abner has been
on the sick list. Also Mrs. An-
na Kirkwood, Mr. Willie James
Tennyson and Walter Kinnedy.
Morris Henderson was paid
a surprise visit by his family
from Albany, Ga., last week-
end.
Henry Robinson from Ft.
Lauderdale was weekend guest
of Mrs. Pearl Proctor.
Frank Edwards from New
York is house guest of Frank
Asbury.
Walter Glenon, pioneer citi-
zen of Pahokee passed away
after a short illness in Ever
glade Memorial hospital. He
was known to all and the city
mourns his passing.
Services were well attended
at New Bethel Baptist church
last Sunday. An inspiring mes-
sage was delivered by the pas-
tor.
Members of other churches
in the community attended the
annual celebration of Women's
Day at Ilagood Chapel Baptist
church in Pinson and the choir
anniversary at First Baptist
church in Alton.
Mrs. Louise Collins of Ft.
Wayne, Ind., is here visiting
her mother and stepfather, Mr
and Mrs. Ed Freeman.
Mrs. Sadie B. Latham has
been dismissed from the hos•
pital and is reported resting at
her home.
Mrs. Minnie Lee McAdory,
who suffered a mild stroke sev-
eral days ago is reported im-
proved.
Mrs. Muriee White of Tusca-
loosa recently visited her
mother and other relatives.
UTAH
tering its free "voices from
home" Christmas program to
benefit servicemen around the
world. Now in its sixth year, the
plan permits relatives to record
"talking letters" for military
personnel.
Recording activities were
scheduled to begin Monday at
Red Cross headquarters, 529 S.
Wabash. The service is avail
able Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m., to 4:30 p.m.
More information can be ob-
tained by calling WA 2-7850.
The records provide a full
t* e minutes, about 400 Words
of news from home.
Four suburban locations will
offer the same service. They
are:
Preitent prtpulationof Uruguay
Is about 2,500,000. -)
in Evanston, Illinois won sec-
ond prize of the Y-Teen club ,
of her school for her portray-
al in Pocohonuts in a Hallo-
ween contest. Sandra is an out-
standing student in dramatics;
also. The young teen-agers ofi
Ogden are looking forward with
keen interest in Sandra's re-
turn for the Xmas holidays.
Many outstanding parties have
been planned in her honor.
Mr. Charles Johnson of 136-
30th at. is now holding the ?osi-
tion of Deputy Sheriff of Web-
er County. The citizens af
Ogden wish nothing but success
for Mr. Johnson. He was re-
cently a red cap at Union Sta-
tion.
Working on the polls on elec-
tion day were Mrs. Bea Miles,
Mrs. Grace Johnson. Mrs.
Gladys Cope, Mrs. Zera Horton,
jag votes, and most of them
worked in their own district.
Mrs. Mine Bell of 2846 Wall
ave., is now holding a key posi-
tion at the Ogden City Library.
We wish for Mrs. Bell continu-
ed success.
Mrs. Rubie Shakespeare, wife
of Rev. Melvin Shakespeare
pastor of. Embry Chapel AME
church is visiting her mother
and sisters in Lincoln, Nebr.
Mrs. Agnes Rhodes and Mrs.
Lottie King were in St. Louis
last week to attend the funeral
of their father, who passed
away very suddenly.
Mrs. Katherine Williams of
2681 Lincoln ave. passed away
at Dee hospital on Monday,
Nov. 14. Burial was in Ogden
City Cemetery.
Please contact Mrs. Lena
White (export 90062i for news.
Send Serviceman
Record Letter
The Cnicago Red Cross Is of South Cook County branch, 157
E. 155th at., Harvey, Dec. 5-9;
Oak Park River Forest branch,
820 N. Boulevard, Nov. 28-Dec.
GOODMAN2; Evanston branch, 615 Davis
By P. BILLINGSLEA
Funeral services for Ned De-
laney were held at Mt. Mortals
Baptist church last Saturday.
Eulogy by Mr. Delany's pastor
from Jackson where he had liv-
ed several years. His daugh-
ter, Goldia of Chicago was here
for the funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Elena Moses of
Chicago are here visiting rela-
tives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Redd
are the happy grand parents
of one month Jacqueline Redd.
DEFENDER
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UNITY
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Pastor and members of Mt.
Zion Baptist Church, several
members of St. James AME
church, and the Christian iom-
munity chorus motored to
Paducah, Ky. Sunday afternoon
as guest of the Pleasant Grove
Baptist church:- Rev. H. L. Tar-
ver, pastor. Rev. I. H. Wiggins,
pastor of Mt. Zion, delivered
the message. Members of the
St. Mark Baptist church of
Klondike, Ill., made the trip
also. Their choir, with the
Christian Community chorus of
this vicinity, furnished the song
service. Rev. Wiggins is pas,
tor of St. Mark.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wheat
of Chicago, Ill, were weekend
guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Winston, and
other relatives.
Mrs, Lorraine Garland is
visiting relatives in Kentucky.
Mr. Roman Holmes of Chi-
cago, Ill. visited Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Vaughn and mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth Fisher. He is a
brother to Mrs. Fisher.
On the sick list are: Mes-
dames Sarah Hayes, Carrie
Winston. and Iliac Winslow;
Messers. Mark Kay, James
McGinnis, Sr., and Walter
Simmons. Mrs. Alice Johnson,
also is on the sick list.
as. •
SANDUSKY
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Trotter
and mother. Mrs. Anna Cham-
bers, and Mrs. Tinsley moter.
ed to Paducah, Ky. Sunday,
Nov. 13 where they visited
friends, and attented services
at Pleasant Grove Baptist
church. Mrs. Trotter is a mem-
ber of the Christian Community
chorus of Unity, Ill.
Funeral services were held
for Mr. Willie B. Ridley at
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church.
COLP
By ANNA BILLINGSLY
Shaffer Chapel AME church
held its annual Men's Day serv-
ice last Sunday. Rev. Carl Mc-
Kay, pastor. Rev. Taylor, pas-
tor of Bethel AME church and
two of his faithful members
were guests. Rev. Taylor was
guest speaker. He preached a
wonderful sermon which was
enjoyed by all who were pres-
ent. The singing was led by
Mrs. Carl McKay, who furnish-
ed the music.
The AME Laymen held the
annual banquet last Saturday
night at the Laymen Building.
Laymen came from Carbon.
dale, Cairo, Marion, Murphy,-
boro and Elkville, Presiding
elder, Dr. Emory Davis was
guest speaker. He also served
as pianist.
Mississippi
st., Dec. 12-16; and DuPage
County branch, 1004 W. Willow
st., Wheaton, Dec. 12 16.
Spaulding Son
Class Prexy
raURIIAM, N. C. — The fresh-
man "Golden Anniversary
Class" of North Carolina Col-
lege at Durham inslalled offi-
cers here including Aaron
Spaulding, son of Mr and Mrs
A T. Spaulding, as president.
Spaulding, whose father is
president of North Carolina Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company,
finished Oakwood High School
in New York last June.
PICKENS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Sunday School was well at-
tended last Sunday.
Miss Ruth Davis motored to
Indianola last week to visit
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Green
and Mrs. Green's niece Arme•
ha and her four children motor-
ed to Memphis recently to visit
her brother, Harry Davis who is




By C. A. HARKINS, JR.
Funeral 'rites were held for
Rev. Mason Kirkwood at Miles
Memorial CME church. He was
a member of Miles Memorial
CME church and had served
as local preacher, steward
Trustee and superintendent of
the church school. He leaves
to mourn his departure a de-
voted wife, one daughter, Mrs.
Ella M. Armstrong; one grand-
son: two great grandchildren;
2 step-grandchildren; 2 sons-
in-law; 3 sisters; one brother
and other relatives and friends.
Eulogy by Rev. C. D. Wilkins;
final resting place, Oakgrove
cemetery.
A women's day program was
held at Everdale M. B. Church
the third Sunday. Rev. Eu-
guene Burley, pastor.
Rev. and Mrs. C. 0. Wilkins
are proud parents of a baby
boy, born Nov. 10. They have
5 other children.
Send news items to your re-




Chlcains—A la-story steel skel-
eton building constructed in Chi-
cago in 1885 was a forerunner
of the modern thyseratier.
A.B.C. 
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Our Opinions
Sounding The Battle Cry
Already an ominous blue note has
been sounded in the pre-dawn hours of
the Congressional battle that is shap-
ing up outside the Capitol Hill. Some
opposition, of course, was expected
from the frustrated members of the
defeated party. We had assumed that
the opposition would be based on hon-
est differences of points of view.
Though with ample precedents to sup-
port it, the assumption was faulty. It
was faulty because we had neglected to
reckon with the character and tenor of
the leadership of the opposition.
An opposition that makes known its
negative attitude in advance and that
draws the battle lines before conflicts
of interest are committed to action, is
not one that should be judged in t h e
context of intellectual honesty.
House Republican Charles Halleck
has officially announced that the an-
cient coalition of right -wing Republi-
cans and Southern Democrats will con-
tinue "business as usual" when the 87th
Congress convenes.
This unholy combination, which is
massing its strength against any pros-
pective progressive legislation, is ready
for a fight to the death against Senator
Kennedy's liberal legislative program.
This threat must not be minimized.
Eight years of the "Eisenhower Repub-
licanism" have sunk the GOP Congres-
sional leadership deeper into the mire
of despair and reaction. Now that the
Republicans have lost control of the na-
tional government as of January, every
effort will be made to prevent the new
Administration from making a liberal,
inspiring record.
Mr. Halleck is a man devoid of any
sense of legislative responsibility; in
truth, he h a a no political conscience
even in regard to his own constituency.
Ile did his best to keep the Civil Rights
bill from being brought to the floor of
the House for final determination.
If he failed at the end, it was be-
cause pressure from within and from
an aroused public forced the issue into
the open. Now, the fate of Kennedy's
proposals to Congress may well depend
upon the reception they get at the
hands of the coalition of anti-liberal Re-
publicans and Southern racists who will
go to any lengths to embarrass the new
Administration.
Halleck is at his old stand, ready to
pounce on anything that smacks of lib-
eralism. He will lead the oppositiOn to
Kennedy's program with greater verve
and gusto than ever before. With him
in the House and Goldwater in the Sen-
ate we may see a lively revival of the
spirit of McCarthy that did so much to
confuse and confound the Congress and
the people on those great public ques-
tions of the day.
The opportunity for a revival of
that once discredited spirit has never
been more alluring than it is today.
Much of the Eisenhower domestic and
foreign policies must be swept aside, if
the new Administration is to move for-
ward with its program.
Mr. Kennedy will be attacked at ev-
ery turn by those who wish to advance
a partisan cause at the expense of the
national interest. He will be dubbed a
Red sympathizer, if an agreement for
ending the cold war is reached with So-
viet Russia. There will be cries from
enraged Republican quarters that the
"socialist trend" of the Kennedy gov-
ernment must be stopped if America is
not to be converted into haven for crack-
pots and avowed enemies of democracy
and its basic principles.
They are sharpening their knives
now in the expectation of making Ken-
nedy a one-term President. Those who
believe in the cause of democracy, who
really yearn for peace and progress
must be prepared to do battle with the
enemy. For the Old Guard neither dies
nor surrenders.
Malaya's Prime Minister
The Federation of Malaya's Prime
Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra,
was given a warm welcome when he ar-
rived in Washington, recently, aboard
President Eisenhower's official airplane
Columbine III, on his first visit to the
United States.
The Prime Minister was given a 19-
gun salute. Greeting him were the U.S.
Secertary of State, Christian A. Her-
ter, who headed the official welcoming
party, and General Lyman L. Lemmit-
zer, chairman of t h e Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
In welcoming the Prime Minister.
Mr. Herter who represented the United
States at the Malayan Independence cel-
ebrations in August, 1957, said:
"We have all admired the orderly
and purposeful way in which Malayn
achieved its independence. You have
given an example to other young coun-
tries — and to some old ones as well —
of the spirit and the approach which
are necessary to mould diverse groups
and communities into a unified people."
Mr. Herter might have extended his
remarks to include a warm commenda-
tion to Malaya for the lead it took in in-
sisting that the Union of South Africa
should be boycotted for its barbaric
treatment of the native black popula-
tion and for its insistence on a brutal
enforcement of its apartheid policy
(segregation of races).
Malaya insisted on that course of
action long after the other members of
the British Commonwealth had discon-
tinued their mild agitation for punitive
action against the government of South
Africa. Thus, Malaya has given not
only an example how best to achieve in-
dependence, it has also given a healthy
demonstration of how best to. deal with
countries which ignore human dignity
and rights. Long live Malaya.
Says Anti - Jack
Move Will Fail
BATON ROUGE. La.—(UPI)
—Loyal Democrats among the
Louisiana legislature said Sun-
day a move to withhold the
state's 10 electoral votes from
John F. Kennedy would fail.
The legislature was scheduled
to resume meeting at 8 p.m.
(EST) Sunday in a second
emergency session convened by
Gov. Jimmie W. Davis to block
federal court orders to integrate
two New Orleans schools.
Sen. Howard M Jones said
h would introduce a resolution
sir _ing the state's 10 Demtle
ir el l's not to vote for any
•r • 1 candidate who has
not made his position clear on
segregation and states' rights.
Readtion to Jones' proposal
from legislators was cautious.
"Unless Louisiana was the
swing state, and our electoral
votes would decide whether
Kennedy receives a majority
(of the electoral college) there'd
be no point in tampering with
them," one representative said.
However, he added he would
seriously consider such a move
if Kennedy should lose Illinois'
27 electoral voles on recount.
The effe:t t h e resolution
woult have on the electors was
questionable. None of them has
Being Frank . „
About Pimple, Pleoes
Aiwa Problowto
fly FRANK L STANLEY
— -
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Last July when Sen. John F. Ken-
nedy had the wisdom to ask the man whom he defeated for
the Democratic nomination, to accept second place on the
ticket, he actually paved the way for his Nov. 8 victory. With-
out question, if it were possible to determine any single indi-
vidual who contributed most to Kennedy's success it would be
Lyndon B. Johnson, Vice President-Elect.
At that time, when this unusual ticket was named by the
Democratic National Convention, there was much conjecture
in the Kentucky delegation, of which I happened to be a mem-
ber. There was strong disappointment at first. Kentucky, as
most people will remember, went about fifty per cent pledged
to Johnson; and Kennedy had only some half dozen votes in
the Kentucky group.
Frankly, the possibility of a Kennedy and Johnson ticket
was a big surprise to most delegates, but it was also readily
apparent that it was the most expedient one that could come
out of the convention. Without doubt it was a strong ticket; it
was a ticket of millionaires and it was for the first time in
our history, a ticket of two U. S. Senators.
The general consensue was that Democrats had selected
theil strongest combination possible although it was evident
that considerable voters wanted the respective roles reversed
of the candidates, reasons were that:
(1) Kennedy was labeled as a liberal that favored the
Americans for Democratic Action, and was heardily supported
by many union labor politicians. (2) Johnson was regarded as
fairly conservative and a foe of the A.D.A., and more or less
anathema to the union political leaders. But the ticket did
represent perhaps the shrewdest peace move possible by the
two dominating factions of the Democratic Party. Its main pur-
pose was to hold disturbed southern states in line.
Assuredly, Johnson's place on the ticket was one of political
asset: at the same time he had some evident liabilities, but in
weighing all the pros and cons, it was conceded that Kennedy
had won more than he lost. Many people considered this move
by Kennedy as tangible evidence of his leadership ability.
Today, there isn't any question in the mind ef any Ameri-
can as to the effectiveness of the Kennedy-Johnson ticket.
Johnson has performed his job marvelously well. He held
the South mostly intact with fewer losses to the Republican
Party than of 1958; and he won acceptance in the North where
there was vigorous objection to him.
There is considerable speculation today, in Kentucky that
those in control of the Democratic Party here in the Bluegrass
State did not work as hard for the election of Kennedy as they
should have. There are reports of foot-dragging, religious pre-
judice, ineptitude and everything else that usually comes when
defeat is had. Whether this is a carry-over from the way some
of the Kentucky delegates to the Democratic Convention felt,
I don't know, but it was obvious that this delegation then had
a few disappointed members.
Upon leaving the convention hall the night of Kennedy's
nomination and Johnson's defeat as presidential candidate, the
chartered bus on which I rode made a good listening post. Here
are a few typical comments:
One delegate, a man, from the Southeastern portion of
the state unashamedly expressed complete disappointment, he
remarked, "well I'm gonna do just what I did in 1928; on Nov.
8, this year. I'm gonna hold my nose and pass the polls." A
lads' from the Northeastern portion of the state, turned to me
and asked: "Don't you think r'atholics have too much?" And
before I could even reply, because I was stunned momentarily,
she continued:
"Well I do. They are just taking everything, now they're
on our school boards, they hold governmental positions, they're
on the police force, fire department and what have you. They're
just trying to take over." In effect these sentiments were echo-
ed over and over past campaign.
Some reporters have tried to say that Kennedy lost Ken-
tucky because our state is 90, per cent protestant; this of
course, is an indirect suggestion that religious prejudice play-
ed the major role. While it was very evident all over the state
that anti-Catholicism was running rampant. I perfer to be-
lieve that there were other reasons, that were proportionately
as damaging. One. with Senator Cooper running the kind of
race he did, the best of his entire career. Vice President Nixon
rode to a good majority on Cooper's back; in fact, the Vice
President, himself, was hopeful of this, because when he
came to Louisville, he indirectly hinted it.
Kennedy had very little help from his Kentucky running
mates. Gov. Keen Johnson was, of course, a dismal flop, and
Frank Burke, while a good candidate, who ran the best race
of his party in the third district, was affected by the resent-
ment of Louisville Negroes over the present administration,
Thus Kennedy's campaign in Kentucky, while he visited
here and many members of his campaign team did likewise,
suffered, because of the division in campaign command, the
lack of adequate finance, and the naivete of many of the mem-
bers the campaign committee. So as one reporter put it,
after the Democratic convention, that _Kentucky missed the
bus in Los Angeles because it went committed to one man
and failed to jump on the Kennedy Band Wagon, at the right
time.
It is now apparent that Kentucky Democrats failed even
in their second chance although they can take pride in the
fact that Kennedy is now our President-Elect they can certain-
ly claim no credit for having assisted in his success, nor can
they even expect any patronage or national recognition for a
"Jo- Well Done."
A very striking coincidence, in the words of Gov. Leroy
Collins, who said. "Delegates, this is the call of history to
this convention. What an exciting opportuniy to again bring
Americans to their feet, tingling with pride and glowing with
courage, not out of fear, but out of faith in an America for
all. Ours is the generation in which great decisions can no
longer be passed to the next, the hour grows late and you
and I have work to do."
Democrats in Kentucky have work to do if they would
redeem themselves in the eyesight of their party and the
world.
promised flatly to vote for the
Democratic nominee. despite
Kannedy's refusal to reply to the
legislature on his views of "ju-
dicial tyranny" imposed upon
Louisiana by U.S. Dist. Judge
J. Skelly Wright in enforcing his
integration order.
Gov. Davis lieutenants in the
legislature have disclaimed
support of Jones' move, al-
though the resolution written by
them and forwarded to Ken-
nedy implied there was still
doubt Kennedy would receive
enough electoral votes for elec-
tion.
Davis' administration also
has consulted Mississippi Gov.





Los Angeles—It has been esti-
mated theje are about 10 hil —
lion tons4of gold contained in SHE'S GOT A SHAPE JUST 4.IKE A TURN-PIKE .
the world's sea waters. 9 • NO CURVES."
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"A meat ball by any other
name is still a meat ball just
the same," said Simple. "My
wife, Joyce, is a fiend for
foreign foods and almost every-
time she drags me downtown
to a show, she wants to go eat
in some ne. kind of restaurant,
Spanish, French, Greek, who
knows what? Last night we had
something writ on the menu in
a Filipino restaurant as
BOLA-BOLAS. They turned out
to be nothing hut meat balls."
"BOLA probably means ball
in their language," I said. "But
I am like Joyce. I sort of go
for foreign foods, too — some-
thing different once in a while,
you know."
"Me, I like plain old down
home victuals myself, with corn
ribs, pork chops, and things
bread," said Simple, "spare
like that, ham 'lock and string
beans, salt pork and cabbage."
"All good food," I said, "but
for a change, why not try chick-
en curry and rootie next time
you take Joyce out."
"What is that?" asked Simple.
"An East Indian dish, chick-
en sort of stewed in curry
sauce," I said. "And rootie is a
big round thin pancake like
Indian bread served hot off
the griddle. Delicious! And all
for a dollar at the Pakistan In-
Simple A La Carte
dian restaurant down by 119th
and Lenox. It's about the best
cheap meal in Harlem, and
lots of Indian students from
Columbia come down there to
eat."
"I might let Joyce try it some
night," said Simple. "Don't they
have any American chow in
that place?"
"I don't think so," I said.
"All East Indian, and you can
get ginger beer with your
meals."
"I am not West Indian," said
Simple.
"You don't have to be foreign
to like foreign food," I said.
"Lots of Americans drink Scotch
whiskey, but the are not Scot-
tish."
"I am neither East Indian,
West Indian, nor Red Indian,"
said Simple, "and left to me,
I would go to Jenny Lou's up
yonder on Seventh Avenue
across from Small's Paradise
at 135th st, and around the cor-
ner from the Y. Jenny Lou's
is where all the down-home
folks eat when they is visiting
Harlem, and all them college
boys from schools like Tennes-
see State who km ws good food
a mile away by the way it
smells."
"A restaurant is not supposed
to smell," I said. "The scent
of cooking is supposed to be
kept in the kitchen."
"Jenny Lou's kitchen is right
in the dining room," said
Simple, "and it sure do smell
good. When I were a single
man, I et there right often.
Prices right down my alley."
"How about Frank's?" I
asked.
"That's where Joyce takes
her society friends like Mrs.
Maxwell-Reeves," said Simple.
"Menu is as big as a newspa-
per, and got too many things
on it. Too hard to know what
to pick out. I like to just say
'Pork Chops' and be done with
it, and get pork chops."
"In other words, you like to
dine a la carte," I said, "which
is always more expensive, pay-
ing for each item separately.
It's better to take tilt whole
dinner."
"I dcet want soup," said
Simple. "And who wants rice
pudding for dessert, or jello?
Leave off them things, also
olivos. Just give me pork
chops."
"Maybe with a salad?"
"No salad," said Simple,
"but I'll take gravy."
"Pork chops, bread and gra
cy," I said, "just simple a la*
carte."
"If that is what you call it,"
said Simple, "a la carte."




The Archbishop of Canter-
bury's "courtesy call" on Pope
John XXIII is a symbolic act.
It will not, of itself, alter the
course of history.
But it does register and drath-
atize an historic change that
has already taken place in the
climate of Protestant-Roman
Catholic relations.
When the most Rev. Geoffrey
Fisher walks through the doors
of the Vatican this week, it will
be the first time in more than
400 years that a primate of the
Church of England has iti-t with
a pontiff of the Roman Catholic
church.
The tall, gaunt Archbishop
and the short, plump Pope will
not sit down to negotiate a re-
union of their churches. They
will simply exchange pleasan-
tries.
Both will be keenly aware,
however, that their friendly vis-
it has a deep significance.
It advertises to the _ whole
world a fact which has hitherto
in bringing about the new spirit
close observers.
A truce has been declared in
the cold war among Christians.
Diplomatic relations have , at
last 'leen established between
the Church of Rome and the
great Protestant communions
which sprang from the Refor-
mation.
The two men who will meet
in Rome have played key roles
in bringing about the new sprit
of mutual cordiality.
The Archbishop of Canter-
bury has been one of .he -ut-
standing leaders of the World
Council of Churches, which aas
brought together 170 major
Protestant and Orthodox bodies
in ecumenical fellowship. He
has emphasized repeatedly that
the Protestant - Orthodox unity
achieved in the World Council
is not enough — that the whole
family of Christ, including he
vast Roman church, must be
reunited.
Pope John, by many small
but meaningful gestures since
he ascended the papal hrone,
has made clear his own 'leer'
loncine for Christian unity
He pti ged from Catholic lit-
urgy a number of ancient phras-
es that had long been a source
of offense. Protestants became
"separated brethren" rather
than "heretics."
He set up a secretariat for
Christian unity on the highest
level of the Vatican staff, to
serve as a formal and perma-
nent channel for contacts with
the World Council of Churches.
When the central committee
of the World Council met in
Scotland last summer, the Ro-
man Catholic church \ is repre-
sented for the first time by an
official observer.
These gestures caused a stir
of excitement among -'rotest-
ant leaders ')ecaae they repre-
sented a sharp change in Va-
tican policy. In the past, the
World Council had tried repeat-
edly to open official lines of
friendly communication with
Rome. But the Vatican had
simply ignored the existence of
the council.
It is important not to over-
estimate the degree of rapyr‘
prochement that has beefti
achieved. The Roman Catholic
church and the major Protest-
ant communions ,ire still a
very, very long way from or-
ganic reunion. They are divid-
ed, not only by four centuries
of acrimonious history, but also
by theological differences that
are too important for sincere





an internal infection acquired
from contaminated food or
drink, now can be treated suc-
cessfully and has become less
prevalent in the United States.
Dr. Gordon McHardy, New
Orleans, an authority on the
disease which flourishes under
poor sanitation conditions, ex-
pressed this .opinion during a
panel discussion of the diarr-
heas recently at the Clinical
Meeting of the American Medi-
cal Association.
"Successful treatment of
amebiasis is uniformly achiev-
ed with our present modes of
management, supplemented by
antibiotics therapy." he said.
VERY EFFECTIVE
One of the newer experiment-
al drugs, Entamide Furoate,
has proved "very effective" in
treating the disease, he said.
"From our experience we
consider it as one of the agents
to recommend in the treatment
of a mebiasis, particularly in
the so-called asymtomatie or
carrier states wherein It has
been particularly efficient in
our evaluation," Dr. McHardy
said. "We have had very consis-
tent results in the carrier p
tients, and in a three-month fo
low-up have had a 90 per cent
therapeutic efficiently."
It is as effective as most of
the available agents, being po-
tent, specific, and free of any
appreciable side effects, he add-
ed.
The prevalence of the disease
has been reduced by public
health preventive measures and




PITTSBURGH — The Board
of Directors, H. K Porter
Company, Inc., declared ik" i
quarterly rash dividened of IP- y
cents per share on the common
/stock, payable Dec 19, 1960 tO
shareholders of record Nov.,
30, 1960. 0 17,
NOV
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New Orleans Girl Has
Classroom To Herself
By WILLIAM COOK
(Copyright, 1960, United Press
International)
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
One of six-year-old Ruby Nell
Bridges' best friends is a U.S.
Deputy marshal who takes her
to school every day.
Ruby has a classroom all to
herself. She nearly has a school
all to herself. She is the lone
Negro girl attending William
Frantz elementary school here,
and only four white students
are left in the school which has
an enrollment of more than
500.
Two U. S. deputy marshals,
Ikearing yellow armbands, pickuby up every morning and
takes her to school, and then
bring her back. She missed
last week, because school was
out for a holiday.
WANTS TO PLAY
-I like the one in the grey
suit best," she said. "He talks
to me. He asks me how do I
like school and do I wanna go
outside and play."
Ruby hasn't been able to go
outside of Frantz and play.
There have been no recesses
because of the crowds of an-
gry white mothers and teen-
agers waiting outside to jeer
her.
Little Ruby, who wears her
hair in pigtails with bright rib-
bons, is one of four girls who
ditegrated New Orleans 
schools
at week. The others, whose
names haven't been released,
are in McDonogh 19 school. They
are the only students there now.
The more than 400 white stu-
dents enrolled have boycotted
classes.
SMILES A LOT
Ruby smiles a let but doesn't
talk much.
"I want a bicycle for Christ-
mas," she said, clocking her
head to one side. "I'm going
to be a nurse when I get big."
Ruby doesn't respond to
some questions. Asked what
che thought of the crowds that
jeer at her, she just smiled
a !ittle more and cocked her
head a little more.
INTERESTED IN READING
She was more interested in
reading to this reporter from
her first grade reader, called
"We Look and See."
"I like it," she said, holding
up.
"Oh Jane, look Jane, look,"
1 e read in a sing-song voice.
LIKES HER TEACHER
"I like my teacher," Ruby
said, closing her little book.
"She's Miss Hennessey. She
reads to me and teaches me
how to draw pictures. I like it
better than kindergarten."
Ruby went to an all-Negro
kindergarten last year and had
lots of friends."
Ruby's mother seid "she's
real smart already. We're go-
ing to see that she gets all the
education she can. We couldn't
get ours."
FATHER FRED
Ruth is the oldest of five
children.
Her father, Abon, was fired
from the filling station whcre
he worked when the employer
arned Ruth was going to
411,rantz. The man said "friends
and neighbors have given us a
couple bags of groceries."
He scoffed at reports that
the NAACP has given kin a
;
new car and $150 a week for
sending his daughter to a
white school.
PAY $50 RENT
They live in a five-room apart-
ment near Frantz and pay $50
a month for it. The furniture
is in need of repair.
During the first week of in-
tegration, marshals guarded the
home. But when the holidays
came this week, two Negro po-
licemen in uniform took over
the vigil in a car patrolling the
area.
Abon said he got a purple
heart in the Korean conflict
for "totin' a wounded white
man out."
'CAN'T UNDERSTAND'
"I can't understand all this
fuss about integration. In the
Army we ate together, slept to-
gether. . ."
Mrs. Bridges family is not
happy about Ruby attending a
white school. The girl's name
was made public in an inter-
view with her great-grandfath-
er in Mississippi, who said her
mother "wasn't raised that
way."
Mrs. Bridges said that "my
momma wrote me a letter fuss-
ing about it, but I told her it's
something that's gotta be."
She said "colored schools
may be seperate, but they
ain't necessarily equal."
AS ONE of their party holds
a Confederate Flag, a group
of parents and students from
New Orleans' two integrated
schools begin to form on the
steps of Louisiana State Capi-
tol Building. The group march-
ed into the Legislature in pro-
test demonstratior against in-
tegration of four-six year old
Negro girls into New Orleans
schools. (UPI)
Says Take 'Humbug' Out
Of Advice On Baby Care
When pediatricians give rules
to parents on how to care for
their children, they should tell
them the reasons behind the ad-
vice, according to Dr. Kenneth
S. Shepard of the Northwestern
University Medical School.
In his new book, "Care of the
Well Baby," Dr. Shepard ad-
vises physicians to "tell parents
why they do what they do—and
take the uncertainty, the mysti-
cal elements and the humbug
out of your routines."
Doctors must endeavor to ex-
plain the reason for routines to
parents, he said, "so that an
enlightened, reasonable routine
will be carried o it by them."
BASED ON EXPERIENCES
The book is based on ex-
periences with thousands of
mothers and children at North-
Western University's Well Baby
Clinic at the Medical School's
downtown Chicago campus,
where Dr. Shepard has been di-
rector for eight years.
Dealing with the manage-
ment of the child from birth
to two years of age, it is the
first book of its kind that em-
phasizes well, normal babies,
rather than diseases and abnor-
malities.
It is directed toward pedia-
tricians, general practitioners,
medical students, interns, resi-
dents and nurses, but is also
available to parents.
Many fecliatricians are giving
I
it to parents to serve as a ref-
errence, Dr. Shepard said.
It stresses that parents and
physicians must love children
to really provide for their best
care and tries to answer many
of the questions—often unspok-
en—of parents with new chil-
dren.
Dr. Shepard said the respon-
sibility of the physician is great
at this time because "the first
two years of life of a human be-
ing set his whole life pattern
physically, emotionally and de-
velopmentally:"
Northwestern'g Well Baby
Clinic serves as a training cen-
ter for senior medical students
and is the only well baby clinic
for residents in periatrics from
Children's Memorial Hospital.
The clinic teaching program
is especially planned to adapt
medical students and residents
to future office practice and
use of preventive medical tech-
niques in pediatrics.
It was the first clinic to use
the four-in-one vaccine for chil-
dren, combining shots for dip-
theria, whooping cough, tetanus
and poliomyelitis, and is now
beginning work with new one-
shot, high potency Salk vaccine
and oral vaccines against polio.
FEATURES OF BOOK
The book includes such diver-
sified information as what to
look for in a one-day-old infant,
what the normal development
of the infant is month-by-month
through the first two years of
life, hospital routines, advice
on feeding, diaper rash, aller-
gies, sleep requirements, toilet
training, weaning, and a recipe
for baked custard.
Other contributors to ''Care
of the Well Baby" include Mrs.
Ruth L. Bromberg, Dr. Law-
rence Lawson, jr., Dr. Frank
W. Pirruccello, -A% J. L. Rob-
bins, Dr. John Sever and Dr.
L. Wood, all of Northwestern;
Mrs. Margaret Evans of Evan-
ston Hospital Association, and
Dr. George Frauenberger and
Dr. Harvey Kravitz of the Uni-
Dear Mme Chante: I am 25,
nice looking, 130 lbs, 5 feet, 5
Inches tall, fair complexion.
Would like to meet a nice, se-
rious gentleman between the
ages of 30 and 50. Like all
sports and am active in church
work. I live with my mother.
Please send picture with let-
ter. Would prefer hearing from
gentlemen from places other
than East St. Louis, Ill and St.
Louis Mo.
Miss Lana Belch, 2638 Bond
Ave., East St. Louis, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
young bachelor who desires to
correspond with pen pals of
either sex regardless of race
or color. Will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos.
Orville Smith, Jr.. Car Hotel,
5141/2 Main St., Kansas City
6 Mo.
. •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
stranger in Chicago; my wife
passed away over two years
ago and I am very lonely. I
am 41, a Christian, have a good
steady job, brownsldn, fair
looking, good hearted and very
understanding. I am seeking a
good companion and wife. Pre-
fer sincere ladies between the
aces of 27 and 37, weighing be-
tween 105 and 160; 5-2 to 5-8,
color or race does not matter.
Harry Philips, The Royal
Arms Hotel, 64th & Maryland
Ave., Apt 213. Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante- I would
like to correspond with a worn.
an between the ages of 18 and
30. Will exchange photos and
answer all letters.
Alfred D. McAdoo, General
Delivery, Pasadena, Calif.
• * .•
Dear Mme Chante: I know
that you have helped others in
the past maybe you can do the
same for me. I am a young
lady who is looking for a gen-
tleman between 39 and 49 who
wants something out of life and
a good wife. I am 41, weigh
196 lbs, brown complexion. Will
answer all letters. If not sin-
cere please do not write.
Miss Louise Harper, 415
Ruth Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
•
•
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
reader of your lovelorn corner
and see where you have help-
ed others. I hope you can help
me. I am 40, medium brown-
skin, 5 feet, 5 inches tall. Have
one child 16 years old. I am
very lonely and would like to
hear from nice men between
40 and 45. I belong to the Bap-
tist faith and a member of the
senior usher board. Love to
cook and go to the movies.
Please send photo in first let-
ter.
Miss Mary L. Smith, 4612
Washington Ave., St. Louis 8,
Mo
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: Since
you've helped many women and
men find husband and wives,
we thought you might help us.
We are an inter-racial couple
— ages 34 and 47 with three
children 10, 6 and 5. We'd
like to hear from inter-racial
couples, Henceforth, make last-
ing friendships. We are great
lovers of music, good movies,
dancing. Most of all we love
church and attend the Presby-
terian church. Please let us
hear from you. We need friends
Allen & Jean Roekwell, 1715
E. Marquette Rd.. Chicago, Ill.
versify of Illinois.
The book is nublisheri by .7.
B. Lipppincott Co., Philadel-
phia. and is available in medi-
cal book stories in both hard
back and soft cover copies.
Dr. Shepard also is staff ex-
aminer of the Infant Welfare
Society of Evanston. pediatri-
cian at Evanston Hospital As-
sociation and St. Francis hos-
pital, Evanston, and a member
of the American Board of Pedi-
atrics.
He resides at 2703 Sheridan
rd., Evanston, Ill.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
lonely lady 36 years old. Would
like to correspond with a man
in his 30's or 40's. I am brown-
skin, weigh 113 lbs, 5 feet, 3
inches tall. Will answer all let-
ters. They say I am nice look-
ing.
Lillie Jill Daniels, Rte 3, Box
A4, Clayton, Ala.
S. .•
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
single man, born in Jamaica,
but now living in England and
working with the British gov-
ernment. I am 40, 5 feet, 7 in-
ches tall, weighing 175 lbs. I
am desirious of corresponding
with a young lady in Chicago
who desires to settle down and
enjoy the very best. I have no
ties, have college education,
dark brown complexion. Would
he glad to hear from as many
as possible as I promise to an-
swer all letters.
Hartely W. Brown, 92 Oval
Rd, Erdington, Birmingham 24,
England,
Qagatqa 91) ProE Doodle.
SOME Of LOU ItILED`GENTLEMEN stiouo
WATCA SOUR LAN6UA6E!ACIING UNCOUT44
TO PEOPLE SOU THINK ARE BENEATA
1/4?0Ulrii GoT To 
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WITH A SECRET sEgificit
man (right) close by. Prima.
dent-elect John F. Kennedy
(in dark coat) takes daugh-
ter Car011ne for a walk around
the block near his George-
town home in Washington. His
stroll with Caroline followed
a visit to Mrs. Kennedy and
their new-born On in George.,




PALM BEACH, Fla. — (UPI)
UPI White House Reporter
— Backstairs with the Presi-
dent-Elect:
Theres a story floating in
South Florida that the Secret
Service vetoed President-Elect
John F. Kennedy when he want-
ed to do some sailing during
his holiday here.
Even though the fanciful tale
got into print, it still is so much
nonsense. Even if Kennedy
wants to go water-skiing, the
Secret Service won't try to stop
him. They'll just come up with
some agents who know how to
water ski and send them along,
too.
QUITE A PICTURE
This could make quite a pic-
ture on the waters of Lake
Worth, not far from the ocean-
front home of the President-
Elect: Kennedy on water Cis
flanked by agents in swimming
trunks. There is this question,
however: Would a Secret Serv-
ice man on water skis also
wear his .38 revolver? Maybe
a fishing spear gun would be
more appropriate.
The role of the Secret Service
tends to become somewhat mag-
nified when there is a change
of administrations. Actually, the
agents assigned to a President
do not make a practice of telling
him what he can or cannot do
unless there is definite danger.
Kennedy can go sail boating
any time he wants to, and the
Secret Service will adjust to
GREEN0 CuouLD %I NANE, 4
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the conditions, probably by the
simple method of following the
Kennedy sailing craft fairly
close in a small power boat.
NOT ROMANTIC
The work of the Secret Service
in Palm Beach is not nearly
as romantic as some of the
local people would like to im-
agine. In this transitional stage
of the White House, the agents
assigned to Kennedy are doing
as much learning as they are
protecting.
They're learning the friends
of the President-Elect, the -peo-
ple who can come and go in
an area where he is resident;
the agents are learning about
Kennedy's personal tastes—what
time he gets up and goes to
bed, whether he tends to move
impulsively or give much ad-
vance notice when he leaves
his home.
They've learned, for example,
that he likes to irive his own
car occasionally, preferably a
convertible with the top down.
Some local eyebrows were
arched on a Sunday when Ken-
nedy got up to 50 miles an
hour while driving himself to
church, and there were some
who thought this was a new
problem for the security men.
TRUMAN HIT 70 MPH
It wasn't. Former President
Truman loved to get behind
the wheel of a fast car and
even though he had faulty vis-
ion which required wearing
heavy glasses, Truman on oc-
casion hit 70 miles an hour or
better on the roads around his
home town of Independene4,
Mo.
President Eisenhower has not
driven a car for many years
and eonsequently, his neeor
transportation has been a sim-
ple matter of having cars and
drivers at his disposal.
The Secret Service may not
be pleased about Kennedy driv-
ing himself. but the agents
know that regardless of the pro-
tective powers given them by
Congress, Kennedy can take
the wheel any time he so de-
sires. An agent always will be
in the car with him and there'll
be a "follow" car loaded with
more agents. If another car
broke through An intersection
and threatened to endanger the
vehicle driven by the President,
the follow-up Secret Service car
would protect Kennedy by the
simple expedient of quickly
ramming the threatening auto.
COCONUT THREAT
The Secret Service is set to
protect Kennedy from about'
any possible threats in Palm
Beach except one—falling coco-,
nuts. The big nuts do fall with
some frequency from the palms
that abound in Palm Beach and
occasionally —not often— they*
bang onto the tops of passing
automobiles.
If Kennedy is driving along-
ocean boulevard with the top'
down and a coconut starts down'
toward him, the Secret Service
man in the car knows his duty.
He is to intercept the pass.
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You've Been Waiting For!







BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961
40 -1
OtIrk•-'
A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."
N : TWO CONTESTS IN ONE
RULES:
1. The contest will I. based on the number of your overage increase ever year bout.
2.. Your base will be tlie number of papers you sold for October 24.
1. The basis for *ay new boy will be 0.
1. Your coneplet• report must be made every week.
5. You must sell papers each week of the contest.
IL Employees of the Tri-State Defender and inviability of their family are
for this contest.
Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!




















9th Rol'fast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chemcraft Chemistry Sit
16th 4 Barrel Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)
PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (RoIlfast)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera







FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!'
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFEND?*
CLIP AND MAIL
TRI - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
I would like to bacon+, a Tri-State Defender Carrier, I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
•
I have 10 or more customers ( I would like a route ( )
early business trilobite like most of Americo', great men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN
I woald lik• my sow desightier tie make some spending money and frof




ALPHA MEMBERS — Alter
a whirlwind of activhy during
rushing, new members of
•
Alpha Gamma and Alpha
Beta chapters were inducted
Into the sorority. Pledging
were the following: Sorors
S. P. Hightower, S. Smith,
E. B. Fletcher, A. Ferguson,
F. Johnson, L. Johnson, L.
Gist and D. Hood to the Alpha
Beta chapter and Sorors C.
Ward, A. Harrnqn, A. McGhee,
T. Clayborne, B. Robinson,
L. Smith and A. Able to Alpha
Gamm a. Congratulations
came from all the members
of the sororities. Mrs. Lena
Reams is president of the
Alpha Gamma chapter. Mrs.
Maggie Newsom is president
of the Alpha Beta chapter.
She pinned the new sorors and
gave each a warm welcome,
as did Mrs. Reams.
StorkStops
01.
Born at E H Crump hospital
Nov. 10
Son, Alan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy H. Taylor of 1268 De-ciatur.
ov. 11
Daughter, Rosilyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert May, jr., of 3019
Johnson, Apt. B.
Daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene McDonald of 3343
Fostoria rd.
Son, Tommie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Rodgers, sr., of
227 Tillman, Apt. E.
Nov. 12
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Hayes of 1588 Rice.
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Payne of 1655 Silver.
Nov. 13
Twin daughters, Linda and
Brenda, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Blaine 359 Silverage.
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
George T. Kwin of 1344 We-
bash.
Nov. 14
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
' .
Ors. Perry Cayton of 1626 B.
anuer. 
Nov. 15
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Turner of 502 Glanker.
Son, Ken, to Mr. and Mrs.
Burl Johnson of 3028 Tillman
cove, Apt. 4.
Nov. 16
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Burns of 405 W.
Brooks rd.
17
Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Norwood Whooper of 135 Mod.
der..
NOV. 18
Daughter, Joe Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Johnson of 808
lielakell Place.
Daughter, Patricie Linne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A. Joyner
of 477 E. Trigg.
•
SOn, Mervyn, to Mr. and Mrs.
.ohert Price of 263 Holland.
Twin daughters, Carmen and
Cheryl, to Mr. and Mrs: Hor-
ace Wallace of 1407 Rayner.
Nov. 20
Daughter, Rhoda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Evans of 1408
Kyle.
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Jones of 1424 Bridge-
water rd. Born at John Gaston.
Nov. 18
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Wade of 1206 Empire.
Daughter, Darlene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Booker T. Wells of 870
Annie.
Daughter, Sherry, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Archibald of 1158
N. Dunlap.
Son, Dwayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Smith of 832 May-
wood.
Daughter, Debora, to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Merriweather of 807
Speed.
ak Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
W Ars. Leroy Smith of 48 W.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Carter of 222 N. Manes-
sal.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Carey Newsom of 1307 Bruce.
Daughter, Jean, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Ervin of 1309 S.
Wellington.
Daughter, Theresa, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Conley of
2350 Hunter.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Anderson of
1342 Nichols.
Nov. It
Daughter, Gladys, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis H. Hawkins of 1342
Nicholas.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel P.syford of
(
3 Melrose.
Son, Samuel. to Mr. and Mrs.
, smile! Collins of 1616 Hamil-
ton.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Xrnest Jones of 1941 Caatalia.
2tW
Liy 00
Son, Bennie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Graham of 4251
Rushing.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander Ward of 2712
St. Elmo.
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Spears of 3006 Mc-
Adoo.
Son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earmon Terry of 702 Tillman.
Daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Jett of 886 Esti-
val.
Dat:,;hter, Edith, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Woods of 872 Nep-
tune.
Daughter, Brandy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Jeffries of 1567
Hamilton.
Nov. 20
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Griffin of 590 S. Lauder-
dale.
Son, Raymond, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Clinton of 788 S.
Lauderdale.
Daughter, Euletta, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Austin of 1236 N.
Bellevue.
Daughter, Theasses, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Johnson of
1610 Hanauer.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Crawford of 690
Boston.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Gebber of
1138 N. Bellevue.
Daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Rolack of 547 N.
Fifth.
Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Nelson of 8083 Mill.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Thomas of 361
Abel.
Nov. 21
Dauphter, Venessa, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Holmes of
1529 Webb.
Son, Raymond. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Marshall of 1783
Keltner cir.
Daughter, LaJuene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry McMillan of
473 Carpenter.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Oliver of 2156 Erie.
Daughter, Lola, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Bell of 2213 W.
Ketchum.
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
and Mrs. 0. T. Reed of 830
Dallas.
Daughter, Robbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gebelk Tato of 621 St.
Paul.
Nov. 22
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Smith of 307 Georgia.
Daughter, Andrea, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Myers of 973 E.
Trigg.
Daughter, Lena. to Mr. and
1Mrs. Sylvester Thomas of 270
, Richmond.
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Primes of 805
Williams.
Daughter, Karen, to _Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wilson of 1299
Gaither.
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Chambers of
364 Pear.
Nov. 23
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Parker of 2240
B. Howell st.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Jones of 1198 College.
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Smith of 3.31 Vaal.
Daughter, Laura, to Mr. and
Mrs. Overtis Fuller of 1422
Greenwood.
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Smith of 1096 Tul-
ley, No. 98.
Daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson Murphy of 858
McComb.
Daughter, Jewell, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jewell Carr of 1902 Car-
ver, No. 4.
Nov. 24
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Beck of 839 Whit-
ford.
Daughter, Charlette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Rogers of 926
Speed,
Son, Dewayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Bouye of 1416 Sil-
ver.
Daughter, Tommie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Fox of 1179
Dellwood.
Daughter, Teresa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Reuben Edwards of 566 C.
Lauderdale.
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Booker Dickerson of 890
C. LeMoyne mall.
Son. Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Hum n of 2607 Hernando
rd.
Son, Archie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers Buford of 692 B.
Wortham.
Son, Tarzan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Foster of 729 A. Wells.
Twins, Dennis and Denise
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ward
of 1594 Brookins.
Nov. 25
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Fisher of 62.0 Georgia.
Son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Hines of 359 Ashland.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Winston of
1535 Glasco.
Daughter, Annie, to Mr .and
Mrs. Primes Brewer of 147 W.
Fields.
Son, Darius, to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Burgess of 1319 Engle-
wood.
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Cox of 2424
Cable.
Son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ossie Smith of 584 Exchange.
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Earl of 1786 Bel-
mont.
Son, Ervin, to Mr. and Mrs. j
'Ervin Harvey of 3066 McAdoo.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Whaley of 1161 Grant.
Daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and '
Mrs. Jessie Rivers of 2179 Kan-
sas.
Son, Quentin, to Mr. and Mrs.'
William Jones of 1588 Oriole. ,
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Jenkins of 267 W. Essex.:
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Brown of 960 Ethel.
Son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs. I




Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor
SPOTLIGHT
The spotlight falls on a very
inspiring sophomore Miss Glor-
ia Willis. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Willis.
In religious life she is a mem-
ber of the Rock of Ages M.B.C.
where she is an active mem-
ber of the Sunday School and
Baptist Training Union.
On the campus, Gloria is the
reporter of the N.H.A., chaplain
of the Dramatic club, and an
active member of the Musette
club. Gloria is a very attractive
and well-liked person around
the campus. We say to you
Gloria, lots of luck in the fu-
ture.
SENIOR NEWS
We were very fortunate to
have 12 young ladies to repre-
sent us at B.T.W. in taking the
Hoard University Scholarsho
test. The representatives were:
Lula Wrushen, Mary Young.
Willie Frank Taylor, G 1 o ri a'
Crawford, Dorothy Jones, Joy
Ann Patton, Jo Ann Young, Lin-
da Pegues, Bettie Crittenden.
Bettie Smith, Bettie Taylor, and
Pellmetrie Stone.
A SALUTE
We now take time out to 1salute our very outstanding and I
most promising basketball team
and our very efficient coaches,
Mr. Robert Hewitt and Mr. Dor-
sey Franklin. "A" team captain
Clarence King and co-captain.',
Lawrence King. Reporter, Rob-,
bert "Hog Jaw" Jones.
The first game for the B
team will be Nov. 30. They wiiJ
play Mt. Pisgah high school.
WHITE STATION
Saludos:
In greeting you cheerfully
again I cordially invite you to
travel with the New Philadel-
phia Baptist church to the Mag-
nolia Baptist church on Dec. 1,
Thursday night for the pastor's
anniversary (Reverend Mims).
The program starts at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday night, Dec. 7 the
NPC will be present at the
New Friendship church also
under the auspices of their
pastor's anniversary. Dec. 10
New Philadelphia will appear
on program at the St. Mark
Baptist church in Collierville,
Tenn., pastored by Rev. H. P.
Sanders,
PTA
Patterson Junior high school
PTA is scheduled to have a
calendar tea Dec. 11 at 3 p.m.,
in the school auditorium. All
parents are invited. Mrs. Byr-
dies .Mitchell, president and
Mrs. G. Nash, chairman.
PARTY SUCCESSES
Recently, Emma Jean Jones
was given a delightful birthday
party by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Jones, sr.
The affair was given at their
home in the community at 5044
William East Arnold. Emma
Jean celebrated her eighth
birthday. Among her many
little friends were Hazel Wil-
burn, Sandra Walls, Doris Gen-
try, Calvin Tuggle, Carl John-
son, Lavern Walls, John Ray,
Mary Ann Hill, Tressa Richmon
and Betty Collins.
TALKING THAT NOISE
Matthew Burkins to Carolyn
Dukes, Walter Lowe to Doris
Macklin, Charlie Wesley t t
Gloria Calloway, Leroy Davis;
to Carolyn Davis, Ralph Wil-
liams to Brenda Walker (Les- '
ter), Otis Williams to Beverly
Burrows, Johnny Bullack (Les-
ter) to Fannie Nicholson, Cur-
tis Johnson to Vicky Mitchell,
Level] Garret to Myrtis Bur-
rows, William Allan to Curtis. 
tineMason.
Gee Whiz and My Dearest
Darling especially for Emma
Nicholson and Percy Jones.
Myrtis say Lavell, Lavell
says Nora, George says Myrtis,
while everybody else is won-
dering what it would be like for
Barbara Turner not to have so
many talents. (Namely, singing
and dancing).
Lorene Cotton and Hickman ,
Johnson, Tennessee A & I State,
university. Marjorie Crutcheri
and Lawrence Woods of Lane
university. Ralph Williams and





Make Baxter's your first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.
HUNDREDSOF PAIRS
OF NEW FALL i
SLACKSI
Start at $399 to $1295





















If you could read your man's mind,
you'd find a new sports coat loom-
ing large in his dreams for Christ-
mas. Why not reward his wishful







"HOLIDAY BEST" in a
HANDSOME
NEW SUIT
100 All Wool . . Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette . . Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains, also durably moth proof.
'2995 to $3895
Alterations Free




1911 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins
Al! Three Baxter Stores Open Until 9 P.M.
For Customer's Convenience
0 DEFENDER
WEEK OF DEC. 3-9, 1960....s...m.•••••••••••••••• • SOCIETY •• •• ••• Merry •••• Go-Round •
•
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
4•MOSSM•iiiii••106.••••
THANKSGIVING, 1960 — A
LA MEMPHIS: . 'Tis a well-
known fact that success of any
gourmet recepie is conditioned
by proper ingredients and the
mixing thereof... and Memphis
society delighted in the results
of a perfect Thanksgiving
"dish" of social fare.
THE INGREDIENTS? . . .
Have 'Mother Nature' lave the
city with balmy temperatures
and sunshine . . . stage her
dazzling show of swirling leaves
of crimson, gold, russet, brown
and green . . . bless the land
and tables of the people with
the fruits of a bountiful harvest
•. . add the fruits of 'ivine in
a land of free enterprise with
itS net results in the good life"
• .stir in kith and kin gathered
from far flung cities . . mix
with hospitable hostas and hos-
tesses . . . and jell with round
the clock brilliant brunches
dinners, cocktail parties and
dances.
STELLAR GUESTS
The lush top drawer hospital-
ity of our fair city is reknown
throughout the country . . . and
Thanksgiving weekend has be-
come an established tradition
for inviting interesting out-of-
town guests to rounds of swank
social festivities.
DR. AND MRS. LELAND
ATKINS had as their guests Dr
and Mrs. Maurice Gleason and
their charming teen-age dangh-
ter, Joy. Mrs. Gleason, Dr.
Atkins' aunt and a Ph. D. of
outstanding charm and beauty;
. . . and Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Morgan of Chicago, Ill., Mr
and Mrs. William H. Jones of
St. Louis, Mn.. and Mrs. Mit
Carpenter of Princess Anne,
Md., a member of the faculty of
Maryland State college who is
Dr. Atkins' other aunt, a sister
arid counternart in beauty and
brains to Dr. Gleason.
Famed guests of DR. AND
MRS. G. W. STANTLFY IsH. Jr.,
were Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bar-
nett. Mrs Ish's parents, of Chi-
cago, Ill. Mrs, Rarnett is the
concert singer. Etta Moten, a
rowie star, one of the nation's
r ,st glamorous and charming
ladies who had Memphis swains
hanging on to every word and
every exotic movement and
captivated everyone with whom
she came in contact . . . an
ardent member of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority . . . who with
her suave and learned husband,
Mr. Barnett, founder and direc-
tor of the Associated Negro
Press, have made 11 trips to
Africa..
They had just recently return-
ed from the Independence Day
ceremonies of the Republic of
Nigeria — and are both among
America's foremost authorities
on the changing picture of Af-
rica. Additionally, they have the
country's best collections of
African Art. Lovely Etta has
our vote as "America's Most
Stylish" grandmother — her
figure and face the envy of
many of the gals much her
junior in terms of chronologic-
al age'
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer's
guests were insurance moguls.
Mr. and Mrs. Junius Hankins
of Louisville, Ky.. the home seat
of Mammoth Life Insurance
company of which Mr. Hankins
Is president. Mrs. Hankins is a
'living doll' . . petite, blonde
end vivacious . . brought your
scribe tidings of some more of
the few Ulens in the country,
related to your scribe by mar-
riage in the persons of Lewis
•
houseguest, Alfred Callaway of
Houston, Texas, and Dr. and
Mrs. H. A. Young were hosts
to his brother and sister-in-law,
Dr. and Mrs. Nobel Young of
Tyler, Texas.
BRILLIAN'i CALENDAR
Your scribe's social peregrina-
tions began on Thanksgiving
night, beckoning the smart gold
and purple emblem invitations
issued by Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity for their dance at the
Flamingo room, and in antici-
pation of a real swish formal
graced with Sinegar's band from
Nashville, with Big Joe Turner
at the helm. We were impressed
by the lovely gowns, lush furs
and brilliant jewels donned by
the ladies, the many colorful
dinner coats of the gentlemen
and those sharp beruffled, be-
laced and embroidered shirts
. but wholly unprepared for
the more than capacity crowd
and the reverberating din of the
music fare. Could it be that
some folk attended who were not
expectead? It happens some-
time! But the men (bless 'ern)
proved that chivalry is not dead
. . . and undaunted dancers
entered into the syncopated
boats and literally on a dime,
"Twisted," "Horsed" and eVen
"Madisoned" and had a swash-
buckling time.
DR. AND MRS. H. H. JOHN-
SON AND MR. AND MRS. W.
F. NABORS were hosts at a ,
soignee breakfast party honor-
ing out-of-town guests a n d
friends immediately following
the dance, at the lovely South
Parkway home of the Johnsons.
There, with tables set in the
living room and down in the
distinctive den in the basement
that is adorned with an entire
wall of pictures of gay parties.
national personalities and con-
vivial scenes in the eantrance
hall . . . and a large collection
of ebony masks over the fire-
place . . . African drums on the
floor . . colorful tropical scenes
provided relaxful atmosphere
for the serving of cocktails and
the wonderful breakfast fare
dispensed from lavish table ap-
pointments in the upstairs din-
ing room.
Our hosts wore smart red
velveteen jackets, and their
beauteous spouses were elegant
in lounge attire — Catherine in
royal purple and gold striped
slim pants, and Carrie in green
pants and an overblouse with
swirled band of red, gold and
green velvet.
There we encountered the
Memphis hosts and hostesses.
plus friends that v,ere present
at the many beautiful affairs
which followed the remainder
of the gay week end.
These included Atty. A. W
and Annie Laura Willis, A. Ma-
ce° and Harriette Walker, Rus-
sell and Lessye Sugarmon, Pet-
and Leoth Jones, Russell and
Laurie Sugarmon, Jewel Gentry
Dr. A. B. and Rachel Carter,
Thomas and Helen Hayes, Au-
gusta Cash, Floyd and Lillian
Campbell, Dr. E. Frank and
Jenette White, Dr. Vasco and
Maxine Smith, Dr. W. 0. and
Jewel Speight, Dr. James and
Ophelia Byes, Bettye C. Bland
Taylor and Frances Hayes, Attv
A. A. and Marietta Letting, C-o
ole Letting and Alfred Calls
way. June Billops Lattino. Dr
Stanley and Sue Ish, Rnber
and Ruth Lewis.
Dr. Arthur and Elnioe Flow
ers, Dr. W. A and Grace
Young, H. A. and Leola Gilliam
Dr. W. W. and Marion Gibson
Addison A. and Rose Branch
and Millicent Ulen, morticians
of Harrisburg, Pa
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Gibson
'were delighted with thepres-
tnce of Mr. and Mrs. A. A
Branch of Tougaloo college at
I/Timer, Miss., he's a former
dean of LeMoyne colleg.e who
still claims Memphis as "home"
and a Creole beauty Mrs. Ann
Teaheau of New Orleans. La., a
real who's who in Negro history
being the granddaughter of
Frederick Douglass and sister
of Federal Housing's Frederick
Weaver.
At the manse of Mr. and Mrs
A. M. Walker, Mrs. Walker and
Ish's sister, Miss Lucille
ish of Chicago, Ill, and Mrs
Waffle Wright and daughter
'also of the same city.
A charming former Mornnh-
fan, Mrs. Daisy Kennedy of
Chicago, Ill.. was the guest of
ilfra. Marie L. Adams and her
lister, Mrs Mattie Ben.
: Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson
3r's guests were the delightful
rr. and Mrs Jack Pettiford of
rrinefield.
TB., both nationally
own on the golfino circuits
• Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Letting
letere happy to have their daurh-
fer, Carol, home from Southern
Mots U., accompanied by her
. . . and throughout the beauti-
ful confines of the club were
from Harry and Augusta Cash,
evidences of floral compliments
Dr. Hollis and Althea Gibson,
Phil and Alma Booth, John and
Walterine Outlaw, Peter and
Leath Jones and Jewel Gentry.
Everyone was heading to the
two dances of the night, The
Southern Belles' at the Flam-
ingo room, and the subscrip-
tion dance of Alpha Phi Alpha
at Curries Tropicana.
At the party though, we were
delighted to see Mrs. Daisy
Kennedy who was holding forth
with old guardians of society.
Mesdames R. S. Lewis, sr., Miss
Emma Crittenden, Mrs. Matte
Bell, Mrs. Marie L. Adams and
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite. Here
too, we espied social scribe
Rubye H. Gadison catching up
on the latest from the African
scene from the Claude Barnetts.
and Floyd and Hazel Bass, Le- 1
roy and Betty Young, John and ,
Louise Whittaker Roscoe and A
Margaret McWilliams,
William and Mae Fitzgerald,
the Howard L. Sims, Stanley
Scott, Hollis and Althea Price.
John and Juanita Brinkley, our
Thaddeus Stokes, escort. Robert
and Mai Ratcliffe, Alma and
Phil Booth, Dr. Theron and Nell
Northcross.
The gourmet buffet fare re-
ceived loud acclaim, and did
the lush hospitality of the boun-
tiful hosts.
Came Saturday . . . and ring
down the curtain and a back-
breaking to say nothing of
calorie filled week-end. Dr. and
Mrs. Leland Atkins were hosts
par excellence at a beautiful
seated dinner at 5, to honor
their guests nd compliment the I
guests of their friends. Here at
the smart contemperary home
of the Atkins. We found myriads
of flowers throughout the house,
compliments of Caffrey and Sal-
lie Bartholomew, Dr. Frederick
and Margaret Rivers, Peter and
Leath Jones, Alma and Phil
Booth, Dr. W. H. and Grace
SCINTILETTES — Thc Scin-
tilettes Social club held a
"way out" shindig at the Fla-
mingo club recently. From
left are Mrs. Bernice Smith,
Cornia Jones, Shirley Nelnes,
Florence Bowen, Grace Holi-
day, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Cole,
Shirley Cole, Shirley Curry,
Norma J. Taylor, Sallie John-
son, Cary Turner and Thelma
Fondren. (Withers photo)
'Gives Party
C. C. and Helen Sawyer, Thom-
as and Vivian Willis, Caffrey
and Sallie Bartholomew, John
and Walterine Outlaw. Dr. 
Frederick aid Maeoaret Rivers, and
of course, the aforemert'ore,'
out-of-town guests of the Walk•
ers, Gibsons and Branches, the
Atkins and the Sawyers.
MORE PARTTES
During the day, the you"- fr,
had their fling too, whlt the
Lettings and their Judy play
inc hosts for the c'-'1(loen of out
of-towners, and friends of their
own children who had an op-
portunity to meet Chicagoans
Joy Gleason arl Pamela Wright
and Dr. and l'os. Byes and their
Mae Olivia complimenting them
also on Friday afternoon from
2 to 13, to chat and dance and
eat — the combination that teen
avers like the best.
Friday nieht found Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Branch and Dr. and
Mrs. W. W Gibson as hosts for
a smart cocktail party at the
Top Hat and Tails club. Catered
delicacies were proffered to the
groups of beautifully dressed
guests by white coated waiters
. . . the buffet table was a mass
of floral beauty with its massive
arrangement of gold. bronze and
russet blooms In a gold bowl
Young and Jewel Gentry, the
latter sending the gorgeous cen-
ter piece of red carnations in-
terspersed with cigarettes, cen-
tered with a red candle.
Individual tables were cen-
tered with bunches of red nan-
dine berries and greenery, as
was other tables and areas of
the lovely home.
Champagne a n d cocktails
gave the correct flair to the
repartee of the gay group as-
sembled, which included the
Walkers and their guests, the
Branches and Gibsons and their
New Orleans visitor, the Saw-
yers and their charming Louis-
ville guests. the Ish's and their




Mrs. Rivers, Dr. and Mrs.
Speight, Dr. and Mrs. Byes,
Harold Jamison, J. 0. and
Meryle Patterson, Dr. and Mrs.
W. A. Young and their guests,
from Tyler, Texas, Jewel Gen-
try and yours truly. -
Joining the group for cock-
tails at 8 were Dr. and Mrs. H.
H. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Nabors, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Hayes, Mr. and l's` . John Whit-
taker, Dr. and Mrs. R. Q.
Venson, Dr. and Mrs. Theron
Northcross, Dr. and Mrs. Vasco
Smith, Dr. and Mrs. Arthur
Flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew, and Mr. and Mrs.
P. M. Jones,
The Atkins were a fetching
pair. — she in smart leopard
slim pants with a tunic blouse
of beige with leopard lasels, and
Dr. Atkins in a red velsit jacket
and a beautifully embroidered
lawn shirt. The dinner was de-
licious and so beautifully served
by a retinue of the caterer, and
about were all the evidences of
gracious living at its best. Thus
rang down the curtain on a
wonderful week-end cued to
Thanksgiving and enjoying the
fruits of the land in which we
live.
WHERE THEY WENT
Lots of folks went away too. .
Ann B. Harris and Gloria
(See SOCIETY, Page 18)
a N/9




FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
We have a store full of beautiful gifts for the woman or
the young lady, in your life.
Come to the store where you are treated with courtesy
and dignity.
We carry nationally advertised merchandise and are not
undersold by anyone, anywhere, on this type of quality
merchandise.
Don't be fooled by the advertising of off brand merchandise.
MANNE'S LADIES SHOP
1727 Lamar Ave.
Free Parking In Rear Of The Store.
TRIPLE FASHION HIT.. .FROM ONE SEWING PATTERN
by Evelyn Cunningham
Armed with a pattern,
fabric, sewing machine and
zeal, the beginner tackles her
first sewing job with optimism.
She has been assured that
anybody who can read and who
has the will can make her own
clothes. She envisions the
accumulation of a huge ward-
robe at a minimum expense.
She swells with pride at the
prospect of testing her
creativity.
Sometimes - not too often
— she tuns into a snag. She
bogs down. She becomes im-
patient. She might find that
the fabric she has selected
does not lend itself too well
to the style she has chosen.
Of she might discover that
she has not followed her pat-
tern instructions carefully.
These things may happen
to a beginner. They are far
It's McCall's Pattern *5471 that
gets the "triple treatment" here.
Misses' 10-20. Mt It's a pro-
portioned dress — sealed for the
short, medium or tail! woman. And,
its "F.asy to Sew" Shirtwaist
Lines make it perennially sound
tesidoe. Side ripper closing by
Talon is faehioe's perfect finish-
lag touch. New Magic Zip has
woven sewing guide Hee right on
the tape. For a season-right
dress, stitch op this patters in
Inetetcc4ton or wool.
less likely to occur, however,
if the beginner starts out with
one of McCall's "Easy to
Sew" patterns. Long hours of
meticulous planning, styling
and cutting have gone into the
production of patterns that
reduce the margin of error —
almost to nothing.
Making sewing even easier,
McCall's has created a number
of proportioned dresses,
skirts and slacks. These pat-
terns eliminate the necessity
of extensive altering: raising
or lowering the waistline or
hemline or adjusting the
shoulder line.
One of the most popular
of the proportioned dresses it
the violet plaid pictured here
(McCall's Pattern No. 5471).
The three dresses are pro-
portioned to fit the tall figure
(5' 8"), medium figure (5' 6")
and the shorter figure (5' 3").
The dress has a dart fitted
bodice and four-gore gathered
skirt. Long or short sleeves
may be made. Long sleeves
are gathered into buttoned
bands and short sleeves are
turned back to form cuffs. The
dress has a round collar and
front neck opening. Besides
cottons and silk, this dress
may be made in lightweight
wools, flannel or synthetic
mixtures.
While it does not come in
proportioned sizes, the Misses'
and Junior dress and pinafore
(McCall's Pattern No. 5449)
has been recommended by
SEVENTEEN.
Made here in blue printed
cotton and solid blue corduroy
the outfit offers endless
variety. The dress has a fitted
bodice and four-gore gathered
skirt. It may be sleeveless
and collarless or have three-
quarter set-in sleeves,
gathered into bands, and a
band collar. The "under-
dress" has a back zipper
closing. For a professional
appearing placket, always use
a Talon Magic Zip available
in 4" to 36" neckline zippers.
The back-buttoned pinafore
also has a four-gore gathered
skirt. It is laced with ribbon
in the front and has corded
piping in the waistline seam.
The bodice is lined and the
front edges are interfaced.
Suggested fabrics include
printed cotton, calico, syn-
thetic mixtures, shantung,
surah, velveteen, or taffeta.
Here's a fashion reason for see-
ing doublet Floral print cotton
dress goes ender a TYr0i01111
corduroy pinafore, to wear Or NC
For holiday evenings the des
night be done IN black sod whit*:
black crepe dress with black awl
white taffeta pinafore. The yams
and charming fashion: McCall!'
Patters *5449. Ankle 11-13
Misses' WO. NC
The Thanksgiving program
was presented by the Freshman
Class at Henderson Business
College. The guest speaker was
the Rev. J. T. Dentham, pas-
tor of St. Peter's AME church,
Clarksville, Tenn.
Rev. Dentham, a leader in his
denominational organization, is
a graduate of Wilberforce uni-
versity, and a dynamic leader
of today.
Straighten your hair
at HOME in one
easy application!
Now you can have easy-to-
manage, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even in
hottest, humid weather. Easy-to-
follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
SILKY STRATE
GENTLE or REGULAR strength
BIG ECONOMY JAlt $125
,It noutralizar
Complete Home Sit $1.96 piss Fed tax
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS
Benevolence means being
charitable. -ft) express it from
your heart would mean an act
of charity. The spirit of giving
was exemplified by the student
of H.B.C., when they collected
foodstuffs and donated fundc.
from their own resources, so
that a segment of the needy
population of Memphis might
have a happy Thanksgiving.
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NUMBER ONE IN THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF SOUND
COLUMBIA GIVES YOU A
COM PLETE
STEREO SOUND SYSTEM






Jection" for true sound sepa.
ration. Six speakers; two 12.
two 8' and two 5% Crossover
network. Dual channel ampli-
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MEMPH1ANS FETE HOLIDAY VISITORS
DR. AND MRS. W. W. Gib-
son and Mr. and Mrs. Addi-
son Branch were hosts to cock-
s
CHICAGOANS Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Barnett are seen with
daughter and son-in-law Dr.
and Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish,
tail party honoring Mrs. Anne
Beabeau of New Orleans, La.
and complimenting guests of
jr. at their home, 1483 S.
Parkway. Mrs. Barnett is the
well-known Etta Moten of
stage and screen fame. Mr.
The  
by
Anna C. Cooke A
As we have just completedlthe day to give to thanks, to
another Thanksgiving season I joy, to gratitude for the many
blessings we have received;
hope that each one set aside
remembering that Got. is glori-
fied, not by our groans, but
by our thanksgiving. Here's
hoping the day was a most en-
joyable one.
We now approach .he Christ-
mas season with the hopes that
it will take on a new meaning
this year, the meaning that it
was originally. I think many
of us are gradually, finding out
that we can do without so
many material things.
A program that is much look-
ed forward to each year is the
annual Achievement Program
sponsored by Theta Iota and
Kappa Sigma chapters of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
The program was held in the
Lane College auditorium on
Sunday, Nov. 13 keyed to the
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Liquor - Gin - Wine
Vodka
Buy by the case at a saving
Also Mixed Cases at





At The Same Address
Ladies Invited
their friends. The party was
held Nov. 25 at the Top Hat
and Tails club. The quintet
Barnett is the founder and
director of the Associated
Negro Press. From left are
Mr. Barnett, Mrs. Ish, Mrs.
Barnett and Dr. Ish.
are shown above sharing
comment.
C. C. SAWYERS and Louis-
ville, Ky. guests pose for a
holiday picture. Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Sawyer were hosts to
guests from Louisville in the
persons of Mr. and Mrs.
Accelerators of Program and
Change." Main speaker for the
occasion was Dr. Joseph A.
Payas, Jr., Omega Brother
who is dean of students at
Tennessee A. & I. State Uni-
versity.
A special feature of the pro-
gram is the naming of the
citizen of the year who has
been most outstanding in civic
work in the community. Since
the Jackson chapter of Omega
is the hub of surrounding com-
munities, persons. are eligible.
Honored this ye-ar were two
most outstanding personalities
whe have given up even jobs
in the leadership campaign for
the same rights for all human
beings. They were Curry Port-
er Boyd, chairman of th. Civic
and Welfare League of flay-
wood County and Johr. McFer-
ren, chairman of cr e Civic and
Welfare League of Fayette
County, the latter I'm sure you
read about in the August issue
of Ebony magazine.
They both received trophies
and citations from the organi-
zation. Also cited were the orig-
inal nine students who partic-
ipated in the bus sit-in in
Jackson, Henry Nichplas who
is president of the Student Non-
Violent Movement on Os camp-
us of Lane College and Ralph
Boston, 1960 Olympic gold med-
al winner from Tennessee
A & I State University. Mr. A.
J. Porter, hook-keeper at Lane
College and advisor to the Stu-
dent Non-Violent Movement,
was named Omega man of the
year.
Nationally, achievement week
programs have endeavored to
remove any inferiority complex
that may be impeding the pro-
gress of the Negro masses, by
having them realize that the
Negro has nobly achieved: and
must continue to do so.
Past winners of the award
which has been presented in
Jackson since 1948 have been
Rev. U. Z. McKinnon, Rev. V.
J. Malone, Mrs. F. A Dobbins,
Atty. J. E. Ballard, President
C. A. Kirkendoll, Dr. I. L.
Hildreth, Prof. J. T. Reck (de-
ceased) Miss Anna Jackson,
Isaiah Savage, Miss Darlene
Hutson, Bishop P. R. Shy and
Joe S. Merry.
The first in the artist series
at Lane College was the pres-
entation of the fa eelty in recital
on Mondae evening. It was
found that talent was definitely
among the participating mem-
bers who were Mrs. I . Beets
Avant, dramatics; Preston
a ATKINS GUESTS — Dr. and
Mrs. Leland Atkins pose with
their house guests during the
Junius Hawkins. From left
are Mr. Hawkins, Mrs. Saw-
yer, Mr. Sawyer and Mrs.
Hawkins. The Sawyers enter-
tained scores of comptiments
big holiday gests.




This is every cooes' op.nion,
No savory dish without an
onion,
But least your kissing should
be spoil'd,
Your onions must be
thoroughly boiled.
Dean Swift
Onions are on parade! Along
Stewart, vocal; Dr. Allan Ward,
guitarist; S. N. Goysl and Dr.
G. C. Wang, traditional songs
and poems of the Orient; Ber-
nard Clay, dramatics; Mrs.
Mary Williams, vocal; Miss
Dorothy Jones, flutist; Dr. W.
E. McKissack, vocal; Mrs.
Marie Penn, organ; Kenneth
Martin, French horn; 0. W.
Hewitt, piano; and Robert G.
Owens, piano. Master of cere-
monies was William H. Jones.
The program came under the
Division of Humanities of which
Dr. Carrie D. Bigger is chair-
man. Chairman of the faculty
artist program was 0. W.
Hewitt.
The next in the Artist Series
will be "The Merchant of Ven-
ice" presented by the Shake-
spearean players on Tuesday,
January 31.
The Y.W.A. girls of First
Baptist Church observed their
annual Y.W.A. Day on Sunday,
November 20. A special pro-
gram was held during th, after-
'noon service at which time their
own, Mrs. W. G. Terry, first
lady of the church, was the
guest speaker.
Participants on th. program
consisted ix some of the youth
in the community, namely:
Millicent Brown, St Paul C.
M. E.; Leatha Jones, Cumber-
land St. Baptist; June raider,
Mt. Zioi ; Bernice McKinney,
and Brenda McKinney, Home
Baptist; Patricia Dennis, Salem
Baptist, and Theresia Womack
of Liberty C. M. E. Church
served as mistress of ceremon-
ies. Platform guests included
Mrs. B. C. Lucas, Mrs. Mar-
garet Savage, Mrs. Gladys Date
is, and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham.
It was felt that the youth
present gained much from the
address uf Mrs. Terry as she
so vividly presented twelve
rules for poise which is needed
an much among our yoidh to-
day. The day proved success-
ful inattendance and
cially.
the produce counters there are
white ones, red ones, yellow
and brown. Take your pick for
savory holiday dishes. Despite
their reputation as a social out-
cast onions remain one of our
most popular vegetables. But
just as with all things to be used
effectively, you must know your
onions."
There are two general classes
of onions grown in the United
States—the large mild flavored
and the medium size mild. On-
ions are also classified as white,
yellow, red and brown. How-
ever, color is not an indication
of mildness. The size general-
ly determines the flavor—the
larger the onion, the sweeter
and milder the flavor. Onions
grown in cold weather are us-
ually stronger than those grown
in warmer climates.
In selecting onions, choose
those that are well shaped, with
dry skins, and avoid those that
are sprouting. Look for bright
shiny onions—this is an indica-
tion of careful handling. Pick
the large ones for slicing for
sandwiches and onion rings—the
smaller ones for cookine whole
Perhaps the universally popu-
lar use of onions is in casserole
dishes. These dishes are im-
proved if the chopped onions
are browned in butter before
they are added. And be sure
to chop them fine. The use of
onion, however, is not limited
to combination dishes. For a
real savory holiday treat we
swiftest baked onions.
To prepare baked onions, peel
medium-sized onions and cut in
half crosswise. Then place in
a baking dish and sprinkle with
salt and pepper. Add enough
water to cover the bottom of
the dish. Cover and hake in a
275-depree oven for 30 minutes.
Then top with bread crumbs
mixed with metfed better. Next.
bake uncovered 15 to 20 min-
idea leneer 'ntil the crumb,-
ere brown and the oninns ten -
An onion sauce is another tan
talizing way to turn a plain dish
into holiday fare. To make about
one cup of onion sauce use this
easy recipe. Cook 1-2 cup chop-
ped or thinly sliced onions in
1 tablespoon butter until the
onion is yellow. Then blend in
1 tablespoon of flour and slow-
ly stir in 1 cup of milk. Cook
Thanksgiving holiday season
at their home at 1940 S. Park-
way. From left are Dr. At-
kins, Mrs. William H. Jones
of St. Louis; Dr. Maurice
OMEGA PSI PHI fraternity
members took time out for a
picture at their holiday dance
Gleason and his wife. Dr.
Gl,ason, of Chicago; Mrs.
011ie Carpenter of Princess
Anne, Md., Jerome Morgan
and Mrs. Morgan of Chicago
held Thanksgiving night at
the Flamingo room. Te dance
featured Big Joe Turner and
and W. H. Jones of St. Louis
and Mrs. Atkins. The Atkins
were hosts at a dinner party
last Saturday evening.
Dill Dinegar's band. Hnimm,
it s6ems as if the brothers
were having a good time.
financHFla. NAACP Plans Yule
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
The Christmas shopping ban
spread to this city as the local
NOW YOU KNOW
The largest chandeliers in the
world are the eight instaileu
in 1953 in the central lec,urs
hall of the University ol Mos-
cow. Each has six tiers of
lights and weighs 21/2 tons. —
(UPI)
over very low heat, stirring con-
stantly until thickened. Season
with salt and pepper to taste.
Cook just a minute longer, stir-
ring occasionally. This sauce is
good over vegetables or meat.
Just one more tip about us-
ing onion—onions are socially
acceptable, if von are to be ac-
ceptable too, rib your hands
'horoughlv salt or vinegar
after peeling reiens to remove
any uneleases -nr. Then was'
wi“, Roan o”-/ water.
For other recipes and holi-
day suggestinsq write or tall
the Memohis Dairy Council. tr
North Paulin.. Memphis, Ten-
nessee. JA A-77,03.
"A Guide -To Good Eating" is
a service provided tor the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Home
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3574 PARK FA 4-3767
NAACP president, Dr. Ralph
Wimbush, warned the mayor
thst Negroes will refuse to
make Christmas purchases in
view of the continued segrega-
tion and discrimination here.
Dr. Wimbush, in a letter to
Mayor Edward F. Brantley,
scored the 'failure of a berach
al commission appointed by
you. to take heeci of the de-
mands by Negro citizens for an!
Buying Ban
end of racial segregation at
lunch counters in downtown
stores." The NAACP offical
called the Commission "use.
less" and do-nothing.
The NAACP, said Wimbush,
will vigorously seek "an end to
all forms of racial discriminas
tion in our community."
He called on Mayor Brantley
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You Will Love and Your Friends Will
Admire Come To
Manne's Ladies Shop
• Come in and apply for Charge ac-
count.
• We do not charge for lay away
We Specialize in
LADIES CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL,
OFFICE, SPORTS WEAR, HOME
AND AFTER 5 
1727 LAMAR AVENU7
TELEPHONE BR 4 5140
FREE PARKING SPACE
S
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urists Criticize Un-American CommitteeDEFENDER
4
Turns Hilly Land Into
Rich, Farming Bonanza
PRENTISS, Miss. — "Folks the family and five hired work.
shook their heads and said I
wouldn't be able to raise even
a fuss on the poor hilly land
when I brought it 30 years ago
for $2 an acre," recalls John
Burkhalter, a n outstanding
farmer of Prentiss, Miss.
But today he and his wife
wouldn't take $100 an acre for
their 457-acre farm. A bale-to-
era well fed.
MODERN FARM
Almost any day the Burkhal-
ters may look up and see their
county agricultural extension
agent, Jasper B. Davis, or their
home demonstration agent, Mrs.
Deborah G. Polk with a group
of farmers or homemakers an-
xious to observe good examples
the-acre cotton and 60-bushels of modern farming and home-
per-acre corn are growing in making.
the valleys, and 300 head of And their Soil Conservation
quality beef cattle and more District through which they
than 100 hogs are grazing clo-
vers and Bahia grass on the
hillsides.
Near the gate stands an at-
' tractive, well furnished, seven.
room home Burkhalter built
mostly with his own hands. Two
home freezers in the cellar are
replenished frequently to keep
have been aided in the con-
struction of 13 ponds for their
livestock, seldom plans a tour
without including their farm in
it.
"But getting where we are
hasn't been easy," says Burk-
halter who started doing a
man's plowing at 11 when his
CORN AND CATTLE John
Burkhalter of Prentiss, Miss.,
and his grandson, John New-
som keep a careful eye on
corn production for their beef
cattle and hogs. They are ex-
amining a stalk of corn for
Insect or disease damage. In
the background are part of
their 300 head of cattle around
one of the 13 ponds on the
farm. Mr. Burkhalter has in-
creased his corn yield from
14 to 60 bushels per acre. —
USDA Photo
father died and he and his mo•
ther and an older sister con-
tinued sharecropping.
Finally in 1918 they paid $50
down on 80 acres and spent the
next eight years paying the re-
maining $300.
A little later Burkhalter start-
ed buying 258 acres of his own
for $2 an acre. It was then that
his neighbors shook their heads
and warned that he would never
be able to raise anything on
that poor hilly land.
SELLS STUMPS
But the farmer began clear-
ing some of the trees with an
axe and selling the wood door-
to-door in town. A chemical
company came along and bought
the stumps, and soon he was
planting a little cotton. Terra-
ces, contour tillage, cover crops,
and soil tests recommended by
the Soil Conservation Service
technician, together with advice
from the county agent, have
meant the difference, he says.
Within a few years, he had
the deed to the farm in his poc-
ket and was proposing to his
sweetheart. They soon married
and began planning to buy more
land.
The couple earned extra mon-
ey raising chickens and hogs.
They peddled fryers and fresh
pork in town, but seldom felt
they could afford a chicken or
a piece of pork for themselves
even on Sunday.
457 ACRES
The Burkhalters now own 457
acres and rent 370 acses more.
About 400 acres are in pastures,
175 in corn, 20 in cotton, some
in woodland, and the rest in
oats, peanuts, and sugarcane.
All the cotton is handled by
three tenant families on the,
place, while the farmer and his'
fly" hired workers devote them-
selves to livestock production.
Some of the animals are off-
spring of his brood stock, others
are brought, finished out and
sold. weeks ending Nov. 5, totaled
Mr. and Mrs. Burkhalter have
967657' 
I
two daughters and 15 grandchil- S714''' $69 ' 
as compared with
dren. One of their grandsons, ing perm o 
'181 :406 for the 
correspond-
16-year-old John Newsom, lives 
f 1959.
with them. He hopes to study
agriculture at one of the Land-
Grant colleges, and one day
take over the farm.
THREE NEW PROFESSORS
Pictured above are three
teachers at North Carolina
College at Durham recently
promoted from associate pro-
fessor to professor. They are:
Dr. Percy Young, Ph. D.,
education, Harvard; Dr. 1. G.
Newton, Ph. D., political
scienceiJniversity of Pene•
sylvania,; ar.c.' Dr. Leroy T.
Walker, Ph. D., physical ed.
ucation, New York university.
Jail 6 Mixed Students
At Nashville Sit-In
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI)
— Five Negroes and a white
Florida State University stu-
dent who said he took part in
Jacksonville, Fla., demonstra-





WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Roman Catholic Bishops of
the United States urged the
American people this week to
halt what they called a decay
mg trend toward conformity and
to revive traditional ideals of
individualism "before it a too
late."
They condemned the spread of
group conformity at every level
of American life. They said that
unless there is a rebirth of indi-
vidual obligation and responsi-
bility, "The automation of hu-,
man beings and the steady loss
of . . .freedom" is inevitable.
Parents, businessmen, union
leaders and the cult of the "or-
g neization man" c a in e under
criticism in s statement issued
at the end of a three-day annual
meeting here.
1:a. prelates soid of the Amer-
ican scene:
"Uniformity of thought and
supine loyalty to the organize
tion whether it be the industrial
corporation, the labor union or
the political party, are too often
encouraged and rewarded. The
organizational man, cloaked in
a sort of anonymity, rather than rights of their members . . .
the responsible individual, is fa-
vored and advanced."
The statement endorsed by 227
members of the church heir-
archy, including five U.S. car-
dinals, called for greater indi-
vidual responsibility in every
aspect of American life — the
family, education, industry, fed,
eral government and world af-
fairs.
—In education, a dangerous
trend toward confoernity shows
up in the emphasis "placed on
adapting oneself to the thinking
of the group."
After spelling out the pro-
test against too much conform-
ity the Catholic leaders appeal-
ed for a revival of individualism
in these words:
"A fresh evocation of the prin-
ciple and practice of personal
responsibility can revivify our
society and help to stem the
seemingly inexorable march to-
ward the automation of human
beings and the steady loss of
that freedom which is man's in.
stinctive attribute. It will cure
the mental legthary and inertia
which permit organizations to
usurp, mainly by default. the
Here is what they said:
—"The failure of parents to
fulfill their responsibilities, as
revealed in the frequency of di-
vorce, desertion and broken
homes is a national disgrace.
—"At a time when so much
depends upon the soundness of
our economy and upon the abil-
ity to produce to meet the needs
of a rapidly developing world,
we have been faced by a fre-
quent lack of truly responsible
leadership, both on the part of
management and of labor."
—In attaining social welfare
goals "pressures are growing
for a constantly greater reliance
on the collectivity' rather than
on the individual." The state-
ment said: "An inordinate de-
mand for benefits, most easily
secured by the pressures of or-
ganization, has led an ever-
growing number of our people
to relinquish their rights and to
abdicate their responsibilities—
intensive socialization can ach-
ieve mass benefits but man and
morality can be seriously hurt in
the process,"
Fifteen participants in the an-
nual meeting signed the state.
• RESULTS OF THRIFT — Mr.
and Mrs. John Rorklia.ter of
. !ratios, Las., own 457 acres
and a modern home as a re.
stilt of thrift and careful plan-
ning. They are shown in front
of their, home talking with
former district home demon•
stream agent, Mrs. Daisy
Lewis, left. — USDA Photo
H. V. McNamara, president,
National Tea Co., has announc-
ed that the company's overall
sales for the last four week ac-
counting period, as well as for
the year to date, continue to
make new records, with sales
volume of the Chicago based
food store chain the highest for
any like reporting period in the
oompany's history.
Consolidated sales for Nation-
al Food Stores and subsidiaries
for the four weeks ending Nov.
5, 1960 totaled $68,529,335, an
increase of $2,887,988 over the
same period of 1959.
Year to date sales for 44
sit-in here Saturday.
They were jailed when they
refused to post bond for breach
of peace for staging a sit-in an
in an east Nashville restau-
rant and refusing to leave it
when denied service.
The Negroes were all stu-
dents at American Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary.
The white student, Richard
Frank Parker, 25, was visiting,
the seminary atter a two-day'
seminar at Highlander Folk
school in Monteagle, Tenn.
Parker, who told newsmen he
had spent 60 days in jail for
his part in Jacksonville sit-int,
told a General Sessions judge:
"we are demonstrating human
rights."
The six defendants, were
charged by restaurant owner E.
N. Prentiss.
The other students arrested
were Paul E. Brooks, 21, Cleve-
land; Proctor H. Freeman, 22,
Morristown, N. J.; John Lewis,
29, Troy, Ala.; and Bernard La-




Waller County Negro Health
Committee is currently holding
its annual fund raising cam-
paign which will be climaxed
by a special program and Open
House at the College Public
Center on Dec. 15.
The Health Committee spon-
sors a continuous program of
health service and education
which is open to all citizens.
Well-child and maternity clinics
are conducted each week at the
public health center located on
Prairie View's campus. Hun-
dreds of mothers and babies
have received services at the
clinics.
When special medical atten-
tion is found to be needed, the
committee acts as a referral
agency, and arranges for special
services at the University of
Texas Medical Branch in Gal-
veston and centers in Houston.
The signers were Francis Car- A 
ment on behalf of all 227 mem-
bers of the Bishop's conference.
dinal Spellman of New York.
James Francis Cardinal McIn-
tyre of Los Angeles, Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston,
Aloysius Cardinal Muench, Al-
bert Cardinal Meyer of Chicago,
Archbishop Karl J. Alter, of
Cincinnati, Archbishop Joseph
E. Ritter of St. Louis, Archbish-
op Patrick A. O'Doyle of Wash-
ington, Archbishop Leo Binz of
Dubuque, Iowa, Archbishop Jo-
seph M. Gilmore of Helena,
Mont.,
Bishop Joseph T. McGucken
of Sacramento, Calif., Bishop
Lawrence J. Shehan of Bridge.
port Conn., Bishop Allen J. 
Ends Up In
SEBU, Sarawak — (UPI) —
A fear of too good a reputa-
tion was -tartly responsib e
for the failure of this North
Borneo's anti-litter campaign,
according to the Health De-
partment.
The local government of-
fered prizes for the two clew
est shops in town. The prizes
went begging.
Health Director Lim Beng
Up said most shopowners
and Bishon Albert R. Zurowests ing bo'her and that they Ul us Adler
•i
Babcock of Grand Rapids, Mich. were too busy making a liv-





would mean the added respon-
sibility of maintaining a high
standard of cleanliness in the
future — "A task they were
not sure they would do," Lim
said.
Wins Fifth
Autos: Major Cause 
„Scholarship
Of Death To Youth
NEW YORK — The fifth
ahnual Major General
Julies Ochs Adler Scholar-
ship was awarded last week by
the Columbia University Grad-
WASHINGTON — Automobile More than 80 per cent of fatal 
uate School of Journalism to
accidents are the major causet accidents occurred on 
dry, A. Raymond Cochran of 3256
of death among active, young roads and in good weather.
Americans, two Denver ortho- Almost 30 per cent of drivers
pedic surgeons told physicians involved in fatal accidents were
attending the 14th annual clini- young people under 25.
cal meeting of the American The two doctors made a
Medical Association, strong plea for universal use
Drs. Murray E. Gibbens and of seat belts in automobiles.
Samuel P. Newman said that "Your chance of avoiding in-
"42 per cent of young people
between 15 and 25, who die
each year, are the victims of
traffic accidents, and this is
by far the highest cause of ing: "Of the 38,000 people who Cle
veland. There he founded
,death in this age group."
"The automobile, therefore, 
died from auto accidents last and
 was advisor to the School's
year, 
first student newspaper.almost 10.000 could be__
is the ma}or cause of death in He is a graduate of Central
our active young group," they I 
alive and well today if they had
said. "and this should repres- 
been wearing these Life-saving ,
State college in Wilberforce,
devices." Ohi
o, where he majored in Eng-
lish and was class president
and editor of the campus news-
paper. He also studied educa-
tion at Fenn college in Cleve-
ent an important phase of pre-
ventive medicine."
Dr. Gibbens is chief of °rho.
pedic surgery at the Veterans
Administration hospital in Den-
ver, and Dr. Newman is assist-
ant clinical professor of ortho-
pedic surgery at the University
of Colorado Medical Center in
Denver.
Since injuries suffered in
automobile accidents are an im-
portant health problem in the
United States, the two physi-
cians stressed startling facts
and figures to show the seri-
ousness of the problem. They
pointed out that:
There are 70 million cars in
operation.
In 1959, there were almost
38,000 deaths from auto acci-
dents, 900 more than the pre-
vious year.
There were almost five mil-
lion Injuries from the same
cause, many of them causing
permanent disah"Ities.
More than 8,000 pedestrians
were killed last year
jury or death in case of severe
auto accidents are at least 40
E. !28th st., Cleveland.
The award is made in mem-
ory of the first vice president
and general manager of THE
NEW YORK TIMES, who was
also president and publisher of
the CHATTANOOGA (Tennes-
see) TIMES.
After serving for two years
with a U. S. Army intelligence
per cent better if you are wear-
unit, Cochran taught English at
ing seat belts," they said. add-
East Technical high school in
Loyalty Oath
Test Fails
LOS ANGELES — A chal-
lenge of portions of California's
Levering act, which requires
loyalty oaths from all state em-
ployees, by the American Civil
Liberties Union I lf Southern
California failed recently.
The civil liberties group had
sought to distinguish between
statewide test oaths and "rel-
event judicial inquiry into po-
litical beliefs." Superior Court
Judge Charles A Loring ruled
the distinction inconsitent and
denied the petition of A. L. Wir.
in ACLU of Southern California
counsel, who had brought suit
against a county clerk after his
notary public application was




Formerly Cochran had held a
Dart-time job at THE NEW
YORK TIMES in the Classified
department.
The scholarship is adminis-
tered by the New York Com-
munity Trust in commemora-
tion of General Adler's distin-
guished service to his country
as a citizen and soldier, and is
generally awarded to a veteran
of the U. S. Armed Forces.
Wirth asserted that the non-
disloyalty part of the oath
abridges "freedom of religion,
freedom of thought and the
Spaulding. son of Mr.. and Mrs.
He stated that while he was op.
posed to a general test oath on
grounds of principle, conscience
and religious belief, he was
willing to answer specific in-
quiry by courts of law into his
political beliefs.
4 Judges Disapprove,,.
Carl Braden Ruling -
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Four
of the nine members of the
U.S. Supreme Court were open-
ly critical of the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activi-
ties when they heard the appeal
of Carl Braden, Southern inte-
gration worker. A decision in
the case may not be rendered
for several weeks.
Chief Justice Earl Warren
and Associate Justices Hugo L.
Black, Williams J. Brennan, and
Potter Stewart voiced disap-
proval of the Committee f o r
questioning Braden about a let-
ter he wrote in opposition to
legislation favored by the Com-
mittee.
Braden is under a year's
sentence because he refused to
answer questions about the let-
ter and about his other activi-
ties in behalf of civil rights and
civil liberties.
FIRST AMENDMENT
He declined to invoke the
Fifth Amendment but based his
DR. P. R. ROBINSON, dean
at Saint Augustine's college,
spoke on "The Role of the Pub-
lic School Teachers in the Pur-
suit of Excellence," before 1200
teachers of the Second Congres-
sional District at Kelly-Edwards
high school, Williston, South







The stock market is sliding
into the last month of the year
when prices are affected by
two contradictory factors.
On the one hand, small in-
vestors find themselves with ex-
tra money on their hands
through Christmas bonuses, spe-
cial year-end incomes and sav-
ings, and they catch the specu-
lative fever. By creating a
creater demand for stocks than
usual, they push prices up.
On the other hand, some of
the richer citizens begin un-
loading stocks that have declin-
ed in the past year to cut down
on their income taxes by re-
porting losses. This is known
as "tax selling." By offering
for sale more stocks than
usual, the prices are depressed.
As a result, stocks may -ud-
denly go up or down in a puz-
zling teeter-totter for which
there is no real basic explana-
tion. This is the time to be
more careful and selective.
Don't buy a stock because
you see it shooting upward in
the daily stock tables. First
check carefully into the com-
ParlY on (1) its past record, (2)
its annual operations, (3) the
ratio of the price of the stock
compared to Its earnings per
share, (4) its dividends and an-
nual yield, and (5) the general
prospects of the industry in the
coming years.
Likewise, if you are tempted
to sell a stock in fear that you
will lose more in a continuing
decline, check on the same data.
U the reports on the company
are favorable and the stock has
been beaten down by "tax sell-
ing," it may be smart to buy
it because it is low. This column
cannot repeat too often its ad-
vice to buy when prices are
down. so long as the company
is safe.
BIONESTY IN WALL ST.
All brokerage houses that are
members of the New York Stock
Exchanee are now going to be
bonded for the protection of
their customers against fraud.
The action grew out of charges
against Anton E. Homsey, gen-
eral partner of Dupont, Horn-
soy & Co., of defrauding his
customers of ge90,000.
For the first time in history,
the Big Board will make good
on the losses. It points to the
high moral standard of re-
sponsibility the stock exchange
feels toward the public. Under
the bonding plan, insurance
Companies hereafter will make
good on auy frauds. John Q.
Public will be protected
refusal on the First Amendment
to the U. S. Constitution, which
guarantees freedom of speech.
press, religion, association, and
protest.
At one point during the ques-
tioning by the Committee mem-
bers, Braden told them: "My
beliefs and my associations are
none of the business of this
Committee."
The letter which caused the
Committee to question Braden
was sent to a number of his
friends throughout the country.
It urged them 'o oppose revival
of state sedition laws, which
was being proposed in Congress
when Braden appeared befora
the Committee in Atlanta it1.1
1958.
The point about the letter was
raised in arguments and briefs
presented to the Supreme Court
by Braden's attorneys, Leonard
B. Bou.din, John M. Coe, Conrad
J. Lynn, Rt. Rev. C. Ewbank
Tucker, and Victor Rabinowitz.
They said his conviction should
be overturned because the Con-
stitution protects the right of a
citizen to write letters without
being harassed by Congress-
men.
The Government attorney,
Asst. Atty. Genl. J. Walter
Yeagley. contended that the
Committee had a right to ques-
tion Braden about the letter be-
cause it suspected that he
might be a Communist.
Questioning by Justice Bren-
nan brought out that this sus-
picion arose from the fact th.
Braden was given 15 years on
a sedition charge in Kentucky
a few years ago. This conviction
was a direct result of his help-
ing a Negro family to buy a
home in a so-called white sec-
tion of Louisville.
SERVES 8 MONTHS
Braden served 8 months be-
fore he was freed under a rul-
ing of the Supreme Court which
voided state sedition laws. The
prosecutor who had brought
charges of sedition and com-
munism against Braden later
shot himself to death.
Justice Black said he was
puzzled by Yea gley's contention
that the Committee had a right
to interrogate Braden because
it had "probable cause" to be-
lieve him to be a Communist.
"I don't understand this prob-
able cause," Black declared.
"Is it all right to bring a mai"
in and ask him questions jusIIIP
because you have probable
cause to think he belongs to
something?"
Justice Stewart asked Yeag-
ley if the questioning of Braden
indicated that Congress was
thinking of making the writing
of letters illegal. Chief Justice
Warren added:
"If the Committee has a right
to ask Braden about letters he
wrote, wouldn't it have a right
to call before it anyone who
wrote a letter to Congress about
the Committee, stand him be-
fore it. and interrogate him as
to his beliefs? . . . Wouldn't it
have a right to ask any letter
writer . . . are you a Com-
munist?"
Braden has contended all
moned him because of his wor IP)
along that the Committee su
for racial integration as an em-
ployee of the Southern Confer-
ence Educational Fund, New
Orleans.
He said the Committee was
using the cry of "communism"




IIAWKINS, Tex. — Plans were
made at a recent meeting for
the training of grey ladies and
individuals for home nursing.
Appropriate training' will be
acquired through tht Smith
County Chapter of the Ameri-
can Red Cross.
The Jarvis Chapter gr
ladies and home nurses vv.
train other interested citizens
in the chapter area.
William Robertson, Red Cross
field director, outlined the du-
ties of each board member, and
assisted with some of the fu-
ture plans for the chapter.
Future plans include a visit
to East Texas Tuberculosis Hos-
pital and to the Terrell State
Hospital. Later volunteer serv-
ices will be performed in these
hospitals.
Members of the board are Dr.
J. 0. Perpener, chairman: MiSS
Bertha Berry, co-chaiman:
Miss Georgia Smith. soorctsr?;
J. J. Hawkins, trcaeurtt; Var.-
gie Johnson, Nursing E:erylees
chairman; Attlee.? Tteldesoc,
First Aid chairman: Mi.. leer-
ion WOliams, chairt.16e 0;
unteer workers; Mut* Ler,
Arnie, Co-Fund chi:mese; end










All set? Good, then let's blast
off to more unexplered realms
of news from in and around the
campus of the Bigger M.
HEY PRESENTS
The HI-Y Club of Melrose pre-
sented its annual "Operation
Can Goods" assembly recently
In the Melrose Gym. The pro-
gram commenced with a short
but inspirational devotion led by
John Cato. The program con- or (I'll be Home For Xmas)
tinued as follows: Occasion Junienne Briscoe to George
Charles Marshall, Solo Lemuel Bradshaw (GEE WHIZ) Bettye
McCall, Introduction of Speak-
er Thomas Hill, Speaker Mr.
Frank Lewis, Introduction of
Sweetheart Tommy hfartain,
Sweetheart Miss Bernestine Pre-
Cunnigan to Elmore Logan
(For Your Precious Love)
Nancy Echols to Allen Scruggs
(PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE,
PLEASE.)
witt, Presentation of Member- Bernadine Bullard to Jimmy
ship Cards John Greer, Presen- Morris (JUST A MATTER OF
tation of Canned Goods Jimmy
Payne, Recognition of Visitors
Johnny Jones and Remarks Mr.
F. M. Campbelle.
The officers for this year are
Prexy Thomas Hill, vice presi-
dent John Greer, Sec. Charles
Marshall, Asst. Secretary James
Boyd Treasurer Booker Cole,
Chaplain John Cato and Busi-
ness manager Charles Free-(Mans to Charles Marshall
man. Other members include!(LOOK OUT).
Rooselvelt Cross, Jimmy Har-
ris, Robert Mliler, Robert Cru-
cher, Lawrence Martin, John
Arnold, Thomas Washington
IJames Richardson, Roy Thom-as, Huston Gains, Charles Mc-
Clendon and John Guy. The ad-
visor is Mr. William Collins.
CITY-WIDE SLATE
RATS
Bernard Bates (B. T. W. ?)
Larry Mitchell (MELROSE)
James Marshall (Manassas)





Mildred Miles (Manassas) Bren-
da Jeffries (Hamilton) Norris
Truman (B.T.W.)
SURPRISE ! ! SURPRISE ! !
These were the happy shrills
that met Robert Jackson (B.T.
W.) as he entered the beauti-
fully decorated home of the
charming Miss Margaret Ann
Sherrod. The delightful refresh-
ments that teen-avers love so
well along with the latest se-
lections of rock 'n' roll records
helped to lend a festive note to
the surprise Birthday Party in-
itiated by the fabulous Miss
Sherrod.
Some of the guests attending
were George Milan, Ann Wil-
liams, Charles Marshall, Ann
Lemons, Brucie Newson, Jewell
Reed and many, many others.
The second highlight of the
evening was the double an-
nuoncement of surprise for Miss
Joyce Ann Berry. This part of
the evening was initiated by the
TIME) Regina Thigpen to Her-
bert Payne (THE SAME ONE)
Bernestine Prewitt to Melvin
Hamilton (HAPPINESS IS
JUST A THING CALLED JOE)
Willie Jones To Effie Erby
(PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE,
PLEASE) Jewell Reed to Clara
Smith (I'LL C 0 M E RUN-
NING BACK TO YOU) James
Marguerite Brigefort to Tel-
vern Wilhite (FOR YOU MY
LOVE) John Greer to Frances
Hunt (YOU'RE MEAN TO ME)
Laura Qualls to Tommy Bibb 
(I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOUR
CALL) Joe Carr to Barbara
Jeans (DEAREST DARLING)
Lemuel McCall to RoseMary
Jones (IN THE CHAPEL) SUP
Parham to Garland Briggs
(WHY DO YOU DO ME LIKE
YOU DO).
GRID-IRON GREATS
Selected for Grid-Iron Greats
from our most wonderful institu-
tion were; Elbert "SPEEDY"
Griffin and George "G E E
WHIZ" Bradshaw. Both of these
eentlemen are members of the
Senior Class. Around the cam-
pus George serves as President
of the Senior Class, Captain of
the football team, Major in the
NDCC Cadet Corp, Vice-Presi-
dent of the National Honor So-
ciety.
He is a dutiful member of the
St. John Baptist church where
he participates in many activi-
ties of the church. Elbert is a
halfback on the Golden Wild-
cats Squad and a member of the
Lettermen Club. tie also is a
dutiful church worker. Elbert is
known city-wide for his speedi-
ness on the Varsity-Squad and
the track team. He ranked 3rd
in the averages of football play-
ers for this season and was se-
lected for the All Memphis
Team. Hata off to you George
Bradshaw and Elbert Griffin.






The Hi-Y after organizing for
the year is now getting ready
for its many helpful projects.
This school club of young
men promises to make many
families happy come Christmas
time. Every year the Hi-Y takes
It upon itself to obtain Christ-
mas baskets from each home-
room to give to the needy.
The Hi-Y Basketball team is
also getting ready for another
basketball season. Last year the
team came in second place
This year, they have a better
team, so Look Out' Members
are Arthur Hicks, Willie Wil-
ak Items, Robert Strong, Walter
Perrino, Charles Tribble, Percy
Wiggins and yours truly.
DID YOU KNOW
Johnnie Lumpkin loves black-
eyed peas... Willie J. Williams,
after missing a meal the other
day. lost two pounds. . . Charles
Cannon still rides a bicycle. E
J. Washington's gold tooth is a
fake. . . Caine Harmon has put











Soft Lite Fibre Gloss end Con-
struction Co, int. of Memphis
WH 8-4079
1211 S. Parkway E.
popular Tommy Martain. A tru-
ly lovely time was had by all
who attended.
DEDICATIONS FROM
Flossie Wallace to Rudy
Smith (SOMEDAY )Tommy
Martain to Joyce Berry (HAP-
PY BIRTHDAY BABY) Mar-
garet Sherrod to Robert Jack-
son (HAPPY BIRTHDAY Baby)









Brenda Lee and Ezell Brown,
Leon Walls and liermer Hayes
(BTW), Marva Lovelace and
Aaron Thompson, Laware
Wright and Sheltie Owens, Cari-
ta Harrison arid Robert Theme.
GIFT TO LeMOYNE—These
LeMoyne coeds, members of
a campus organization known
as the Cliques, make an at-
tractive picture as they sur-
round a Grand Piano, a gift
to the college from the estate
of the late I. L. Myers, cul-
tural benefactor of the Mid-
South. Mr. Myer's will also
provided a gift of $1,000 to
the college. Coeds in the pic-
ture are, left to right: Carole
H. Higgs, Florida Adams,
Eliza Young, Jacqueline Lang,
Mary Ann Chaney, Essie Bun-
ton, Clara L. White, Bobbie
L. Nelson, Marie Edmundson,
Marva L. Barnes and Geral-
dine Douthet. The piano has








Hi, this is Brenda and Joan
relaying the scribblings of the
week.
HONOR TO HAMILTON
We, as Hamilton students are
about the proudest of all high
schools. Hamilton came in first
place for the wonderful per-
formance of their NDCC drill
team in the Veterans' Day pa-
rade on Main Street downtown
Memphis.
We received a beautiful and
outstanding trophy for the fine
work of the NDCC drill team.
The trophy will be in the trophy
display in the auditorium vesti-
bule for our viewers.
GRAND ASSEMBLY
November 14, there was an
assembly held in our beautiful-
ly designed auditorium. The pur-
pose of the assembly program
was to greet Mr. Roper a sales.
man for the World's Finest
Chocolate. He talked to us about
being successful in making sales
Johnson, business manager; and Patricia Griffin, Last Date — ogt ofremtshesi!ves
fi
v in: approachingchocolate.as  l.- Beingts er e:eauegsd:William Walker, reporter. 0. 'f. Marva Crawford and YKW, 
, Peeples is club advisor. Let's Go — Odelle Swoft and
1SPOTLIGHT Sandra Lee.
This w e e k's Frank 
latest withm  c c rBereendevaerRiesteo?p Wdiell
INCIDENTALLYspotlight falls laring his greet love for B. W.?
1 Mary McCleod is playing it con an attractive ! 
a n d versatile' 
cool, calm and collected this 1 
Will Helen Fields give one of
te Bates. . Milo Wells, if the
lunatic sees you and George
Jones together once more he's
gonna' think something. . .
Bernard Bates wore khakis
three days last week. . . Tyrone
Smith had an argument with
Vescova. . . Until next week
the Roving Lunatic says "Ruh
It Away with Act-On Roach
killer."
TOP FIVE GIRLS
Helen Prudent, Vivian Barnes
Bernice Yarbrough, Dorothy
Greene and Geraldine Gray.
ROYS
Yummie Kirk, Henry Hunter,
Roy Hopkins, Charles King,
Rooker Jones Ir.
HINT TO WISE
You don't win a relay race
because you're the fastest run-
ner on your team. You need
the other guys to be good too,
OLE TIMERS
The Ole Timers club of our
school, organized solely for the
young men only, presented its
annual Thanksgiving program
recently. The honored guests for
this occasion were Mrs. Julius
Goodman and Mayor Henry
Loeb, who, unfortunately could
not be present, but who sent
his executive assistant, Mark
King.
Highlights of the program in-
cluded the presentation of the
club mother for the coming year
In the person of Mrs. Hilda
Smith, a member of our facul-
ty and an excellent teacher in
the languages of today. Ole
Timer Fred Robinson sang
"Bless This House" which was
quite effective and inspiring.
Ole Timer club officers are
Daniel Brown, president; Hen-
ry Montgomery, vice president;
Charlie Morris, secretary; Leon
Walls, assistant secretary;
Roosevelt Richardson, financial




bert Ashford, chaplain; Johnny
McGlowan, chief OTD; Earl
Young, assistant OTD; Larry
Blanchard, dean oe pledges; El-
mer Harrison, historian; Jettie
IT'S BEEN SAID THAT
Gloria Shotivell is crazy about
J. P.! Warren Williams and N.
T. are now what's happening.
(What about it, Warren?) Sam
McDowell has been ringing a
certain junior girls number each
and every night. (What about
it, Sam? They tell me it's love,
love, love.)
Gwendolyn Robinson hag a
slight crush on one of the young
men attending the journalist
clinic just recently. (Who erhe,
Gwen?) William Walker's And
is on one of our junior girls
(BE) and that he's now resign-
ing as president of the Walker
Fan club.
Henry Montgomery has eyes
for Y. L. and she in turn has
eyes for him. (Y.L. says that
R. D. was a mere past-time
but Henry is here to stay!)
"TIGERS" CORNER
'"Everytime — Warren Jones
and Mattie Dearing, Gee Whiz
—Billy Doss and Beverly Guy,
Look-Out — Jesse Laird and
young lady 
year (Who the latest with
you,1 her two admirers a chance?
o u r senior
in
Mary?) Closing out the footballi Wdrramisst?he 
girl of James Flagg's
Who does Rita Phil-




in which Mrs. 
Saturday, huh?
E. Amos is the
Vivian Reams wishes to re-
instructor, mind 
us , that she's not toque-
Gwen Vaulx Gwen resides cious 
and that she is strictly
c
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
ool and quiet! Verna Bass and
Marshall Vaulx of 296 N. Deca-
(One of our junior boys)s
will be next on the scene as a
"top couple."tur.
Around our campus Gwen is
a member of the mixed chorus,
an NDCC sponsor, Gracious
Ladies Social club and parlia-
mentarian of the Bondads So-
cial club. In religious life she
Is an active member of the
Collins Chapel CME church
with the Rev. D. S. Cunningham
as pastor. She is also president
of the Junior choir there.
On graduation from o u r
school Gwen plans to further
her education at Tennessee
State University and the New
York School of Social Work in
the field of sociology. Hata off
to this intelligent and ambitious
- — —
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Contpony Mokos Whet Yeti Auk F./ And
Croat*, Whof You Think Of"
season this year the Manassas
Tigers have been SUPERB in
every way I How about that
game with Lincoln high last
BIG QUESTIONS
Will R. Richardson make
his big move toward YES'S now




RAY GOOD RYE to VI,
hair, selOs pow fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as eon would your
regular bah- dressing. Gray
bales disappear pokiest.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
Of rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with E2 5S
for Nit results jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
5163 N E. End Ave.
Miami U. Florida
lips admire?
Until next week, readers—
BCNU.
The Purpose in selling this
fine chocolate is to raise money
for school improvements and
equipment. Prizes will be




By DAVID C. NEELY
The Maroonette Staff of Doug-
lass high school rendered an
hour of Meditation "Thanks For
W h a t"? Namely: Security,
Freedom, School, Family, Cloth-
ing, Churches, Communication.
This Hour of Meditation was
dedicated to one of the most
loved and cherished faculty
members for her many years
of service. I speak of none other
than Mrs. Geraldine Sims.
The speaker for the program
was one of our own faculty
members. His address was most
inspiring. I speak in person of
Mr. George McFall.
The Douglass Glee club ren-
dered such numbers as: The
Lord Bless You and Keep You,
and Soon Ah Will Be Done.
SOCIAL AFFAIR
Socially speaking the Senior
On the assembly program
Mrs. Lucille Woods had charge
of the musical scores and we
feel that she did an excellent
job as always. Congratulation
Mrs. Woods!
HOME ECONOMICS
There was a demonstration of
meats held in Ws, Spann's
homeroom. The demonstrator
was Mrs. McSwain, from the
National Stock of Meat Board
of Chicago, Ill. She pointed out
the importance of Selecting good
meats.
TEENS PALAVER
Guess what?? Look and Dig.
Georgia Carroll has C.T. crazy
about her. We wonder if she'll
ever realize this. . . Charles
Jones is the ladies' choice. , .
Steve Payton and Sampson Bris-
coe are fueding over Pauline
Cox . .Marilyn Alexander fin•
ally passed a history test. .
Russell Purnell has a new
girl . . . Samuel Love and Rose
Cooper are tighter. . Essie
Boyd is still holding all the ice
of the Ice Club and if any body
wants any contact her at the
HOUSE OF ICE. . J. W. and
Edward Sheffa are going steady
. Lawyer Cox wants to come
to the Debutantes Social Event
. . . Richard Foster and Erma
Clarke are riding high . . .
The wind will start blowing in
Lois Davis' hair when the in-
surance company opens on Mon
day morning . . Maxine Fost
er's gigle box cords are about
to break . Shirley Newby and
Roosevelt Ratliff are dedicat
ing their lives to each other ..
Bettye Bowen and Archie
Scruggs are the best of friends
we wonder if this will ever
change. . . Anderson Guy and
Emma Jean Longley are seri-
ous over each other. . .
Delve Burns is always talk
ing about Carl Griffin at Rust
college. • . Billy Young is en•
gaged to Wayman Lengley ta
not cheek the third finger of the
left hand . . . Osbie Howard is
looking for a girl like Brigitte
Bardot. . George Motton
doesn't have to study American
History. Shirley Thomas has
gained a tray of Ice. . . Morino
Jackson and Helen Williams are
the fine ones from 12-A
LONELY HEARTS
The Lonely Hearts club has
been recently organized. The
purpose is for each to help one
another in the counseling of
their social affairs. The Offic-
ers. Prez.-Joan Williams, Vice
Prez.-Essie Boyd, Sec. Delores
Class of Douglass high present-
ed its annual Harvest Ball,
Wednesday Night in the gym-
nasium. The widely known Ben
Branch and the Largos were
on hand to assure an evening
of enjoyment. Many visitors
from Manassas, Lester, Hamil-
ton, Washington and others
Joined us in our evening of fun.
AT FATHER BERTRAND'S
On Saturday at Father Bet-
trend's Breakfast Dance, were
several faces mom Douglass
with a few Royal Gents there.
First and second place prize
winners were from Douglass,





son, Georgia Carat (Ham n)
Edward Byrant, Debris




Ill.-Brenda Jeffries, Bus. Nero
Lois Davis, Reporter-Carleane




Smith, Theodore Davison, Steve
Payton, Pete Ewell, Booker
Jones, Sampson Briscoe, Rich-
ard Foster, George hlotton, Al-
vin Junior. Duchesses—Victoria
Alexander, Maureen Allen, Max-
ine Davis, Lois Davis, Essie
Boyd, Patricia Hooks, Marilyn
Alexander, Delores Flynn, Em-
ma Longley, Helen Williams.
CITY WIDE
E. J. Washington (BWT),
Abraham Campbell (Melrose),
Richard Foster (Ham) Kenneth
Hayes (Bertrand), Gilbert Ah-
land (Man), John Swift (Les-
ter).
Essie Boyd (Hamilton), Cher-
ly Walton (Betrand), Margaret
Sherrod (Melrose), Hattie Orrs
(Man), Helen Prudent (BTW),
Martha Jones (Lester). .
Hamilton Top Tune of the
Week: Everytime by Ty Hun-
ter.
Stay in the know until next
week! B-Y.
Kiondy:ie Food Center
1287 Vollentine BR 6-9509
Prices Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday
December 1, 2, 3
Pork Chops, End Cuts  lb. 39'
Bacon (Tra.Pac) Columbia . .  lb. 39`
Turkeys, Tom (16-22 lb.) . . lb, 39`
Irish Potatoes, U.S. No. 1 . 5 lbs. 29'
Ribs, Country Fresh lb. 29`
Backbones, Country Fresh (3 lbs.) 99`
Riceland Rice  2 lbs. 29'
Cranberry Sauce  Lg.. Can 19`
Flour 2S-lbs Snew Boll orWhite Ring-low' PRII 
Sugar, Domino (Put . . 10 lbs. 09
Sweet Milk (Klink-Reed) . Gal. 43`
Hens (Gov't Inspected)  lb. 394
Fryers, Grade A  Each 594
Eggs, Grade A  Doz. 494
Lotion, Woodbury '1" Size  69'
Bacon, Slab (Whole or i) . . . . lb  394
U. S. GOOD
BEEF, LAMB, VEAL and BUFFALO FISH
XMAS CANDY and NUTS
Sorghum. Mountain Dew . . Gal. sr
FREE DELIVERY
For A Limited Time Only
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— The Grambling College bas-
ketball team will play a pres-
.4urized 26-game schedule this
season that would have an ordi-
niry club dangling from the
cliff of extinction.
But, as everyone knows,
• quality wise and quantity wise,
the Tigers are not an ordinary
'team.
Coach Fred Hobdy has a tal-
ented squad that thinks, moves,
shoots and operates in unison.
Last year's club—which post-
ed a 26-5 record—returns prac-
tically intact, prompting partis-
ans to envision another South-
western Conference title.
Grambling turned the league
race into an execution chamb-
er to win SWAC crowns in '59
and '60 while finishing second
and 10th nationally in final
United Press International
small-college ratings.
Two tournaments are induct-
ed_en the current card.
The comlpete schedule fol-
jpws:
.-.Dec. 3, Philander Smith col-
lege, Grambling
Dec. 5, Paul Quinn college,
Waco, Texas
Dec. 8-10, Grambling Invita-
tional Tournament, Grambling
Dec. 12, Mississippi Voca-
Vona' college, Itta Bena, Miss.
Dec. 16, Bishop college,
Mansfield
Dec. 17,' Bishop college, Ring-
gold
Dec. 27-29, Pelican State
Tournament, New Orleans
Dec. 30, Alcorn A&M college,
Grambling
Jan. 3, Southern university,
Baton Rouge
Jan. 4, Jackson State college,
Jackson, Miss.
Jan. 7, Texas Southern uni-
versity, Grambling
. Jan. 9, Prairie Views, Gram-
bling
A' Jan. 13, Arkansas AM&N,
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Jan. 14, Arkansas AM&N,
carambling
t Jan. 28, Southern university.
Grambling
Jan. 30. Jackson State col-
lege, Grambling
Feb. 4, Prairie View, Prai-
rie View, Texas
Feb. 6, Texas Southern uni-
versity, Houston, Texas
Feb. 11, Wiley college Gram-
bling
Feb. 13. Texas college,
Grambling
Feb. 18, Wiley college, Mar-
shall. Texas





Veteran mentor Mark Card-
Amemotai
BASKETBALL'S BIG MEN
— Boston Celtics' towering
center Bill Russel (6) takes
a shot but Philadelphia War-
riors' just-as-towering Wilt
Chamberlain (13) knocks that
ball harmlessly away from
the basket during Celtics.
Warriors game in Philadel-
phia. Chamberlain also broke
Russell's 51 rebounds per
game record by retrieving 55
rebounds during contest. The
Stilt got 34 points but the
Warriors still went down to a





CHICAGO — One of the big
'naturals' for mid-west wrest-
ling fans has been signed by
Promoter Fred Kohler which
features the United States
heavyweight Champion Buddy
Rogers against the tad man'
of wrestling, Johnny Valentine.
This match headlining an all-
star sensational card will be
featured on the night of Fri-
day, December 9, in the Amphi-
theatre, 42nd and Halsted sts.
Promoter Kohler adds an
equally spectacular event in
signing an Australian tag
match with the World's
Champion tag team of The
Fabulous Kangaroos against
the thrilling Bearcat Wright
and Steeet Daddy Siki. The
two matches eclipse any
other bouts that have been
featured during the 1960 sea-
son.
Arrogant and talented Buddy
Rogers has a jealous grudge for
Valentine. He realizes that
Valentine will take command
of the heavyweight picture in
Chicago if he can get past Bud-
dy, Johnny has a dynamic urge
to wear the United States
heavyweight crown.
Rogers in fifteen years of pro
mat warfare is wrestling with
greater skill than ever and it
will take a super-human Valen-
tine to defeat him.
The Bearcat Wright-Sweet
The pair of teams met Oc-
nearly the same ability at West tober 7th in the Amphitheatre
Virginia State. and wrestled to a draw. Th
is The Delaware State hoop-
sters are rounding into shape
for a twenty-one game ached-
exciting.
"We have wrestled them for
sixty minutes and know their
s t y 1 e," exclaimed Bearcat
Wright in speaking of the
match with the 'Kangaroos.'
"Sweet Daddy and myself know
their weak spots and we will
attack them with vigor."
Promoter Kohler introduces
the Sharpe Brothers (Mike and
Ben) to present day mat audi-
ences when the Canadian grap-
plers meet Red and Lou Basti-
en in another tag match on
the show. Mike Sharpe weighs
270 pounds and Ben tips the
beams at 250. They are six feet
six inches in height respective-
ly.
The Riaisian tormentors, Bor-
is and Niteali Volkoff are on
the December 9th card. Boris
wrestles Sandor Kovacs and
Nicoli meets the Puerto Ri-
can star Tito Carreon. In anoth-
er fine match, Dick Steinborn,
of South Bend, Indiana meets
Skull Murphy, of Ireland.
Tickets are available at
Wrestling headquarters, 817
Grace St.; Morris Mens' Shop.
4160 S. Halsted and after De-
cember 4th at Bond Clothes
Shop, 234 S. State st.
Florida Downs TSU, 30-8
475 Points In 9 Games
Shatters HAM Record
By D. C. COLLINGTON
Bragg Stadium, Tallahassee,
Fla. — The Florida A & M ni-
versity Rattlers set a new sea-
son scoring record in the Na-
tional Association of Intercol-
legiate Athletics by trouncing
Texas Southern University, 30-
8, here last Saturday afternoon.
The Rattlers' 30 points shat-
tered the old N. A. I. A. record
of 457 points for a single sea-
son by 18 points. The Rattler-
men have a season total of 475
points in nine games, a game
average of 52.5 point per game.
After playing a scoreless first
period, both teams got hot early
in the second period and locked
up, 8-8, with the quarter being
only one minute and 30 seconds
old. Elmo Birdow, TSU end,
punted to Famu halfback Lewis
Return At
Fayetteville
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —
Head Basketball Coach Page P.
Saunders, beginning his second
year as skipper of the Bronco
cage outfit at the Fayetteville
State Teachers College, admits
that he is worried over the out-
look for the 1960-1961 - hard-
wood season with only five let-
termen around which to build
a clicking combination. Work-
ing with Saunders is Assistant
Coach Herbert "Hubie" Doub.
Out there to bear the brunt
of the burden during the cur-
rent CIAA campaign are vet-
erans of other years like Wil-
lie Woodard, guard; Kenneth
Travitt, forward; Percy Arring-
ton, guard; Thomas Rawley,
guard; and Charles Robertson,
forward.
Along with last year's cap-
tain, Major Boyd, who was lost
through graduation, several
men who showed up well are
not back in the fold this time.
In as candidates to fill the gaps
is a large group of helpfuls,
mostly freshmen. These who
come with good records and
are showing up well to date
include, Samuel Dove, fresh-
man of Kinston; William Pat-
terson, freshman of New York
City; Marvin Stokes, freshman
of Wilmington; and Frederick
Bibby of Franklinton, N. C.
Tightlipped about t h e out-
look for the Bronco boys this,
time, Coach Saunders would
say only that, "While this is a
build year, we should show
improvement over last year's
record."
Johnson, and he was halted on
the Tigers' 28-yard line. One
'play later, quarterback Emory
Collier, Famu total offense
leader, pitched to end Jimmie
Miler on the 21. Miller caught
the ball with hands extended
over head, and stumbled the re-
maining seven yards for the
game's first tally. Collier threw
to his right to halfback William
Wilson for the two-pointer.
Texas Southern fired back
from the kickoff with halfback





MONTGOMERY, Ala. — The
Tuskegee Golden Tigers spoiled
homecoming f o r Alabama
State, and finished the season
with a 12-8 victory over the Hor-
nets in the 37th annual "Cram-
ton Bowl Classic."
The victory was Tuskegee's
seventh of the season with two
defeats, and reduced the Hor-
nets to a 5-3 season mark.
The Tigers marched 97 yards
from the shadows of the goal
post and scored their first TD
on an 18 yard pass play from
ace signal caller Willie Wil-
liams to halfback Harrell Moore.
The pass was Williams' 12th
touchdown pass of the season.
Frank Jones, fiery sophomore
halfback for Tuskegee, was the
big gun for the Tigers. The
185 pound line-busting halfback
jarred his opponents for 97
yards, and scored Tuskegee's
second touchdown on a 5-yard
run in the second quarter.
A fourth quarter Tuskegee
fumble on the Hornets' 29 yard
line started the drive to Ala-
bama State's only six-pointer.
Quarterback Steven Jefferson
caught the Tigers with their
hands down, and passed his
team from his own 29 to the
Tuskegee 28 yard line.
Washington Craig, halfback,
raced 27 yards for the touch.'
down, and returned on the next
to score the point after'
tosiebdown.
The Tuskegee hardwood team,
will open their 21 game sched-
ule against Alabama A&M in
Normal, Ala., Dec. 2. Tuskegee ,
coach Ross C. Owen's cagers
will face Morehouse College of,
Atlanta, in their first home game'
of the basketball season, Dec.
10.
Del. Cagers
well is fighting time in an ef- 
Daddy Siki-Fabulous Kanga•
fort to mold a starting quintet 
roes bout will be a rematch.
from 12 to 15 players of very
Cardwell, starting his 16th
season at the Yellow Jacket
helm, has only one returning
letterman. The loss of an en-
tire starting team which post.
ed an 11-13 mark last year
means a rocky first half in the
1960-61 basketball campaign.
"The way the squad looks
today," Cardwell said, "it
would make a wonderful
freshman or reserve outfit."
The coach continued: "Al-
though there are not any out-
standing stars on this team,
there should be plenty of hus-
tle, since the first 12 or 15
players on the squad rank
very close in ability. It is im-
possible to tell who's who
without game pressure as the
determining factor."
In the rebuilding program,
Cardwell figures to rely on a
pair of forwards to stabilize
the team. They are William I.e.
Fevre. a hefty 6-4, 215 pound
player from Knickerbocker, N.
'Y.. and the returning letter-
man. George Holt from Al-
bandy. New York.
LeFevre average 21.1 points
as a freshman last year. TI-.
sophomore hits well from the
Outside and also is effective
under the basket, Cardwell
summed up. LeFevre, ineligi-
ble the first semester, was a
Starter the last half ofthe cam,
paign. Holt, a part time starter
Jut season, averaged 6.8
points. He is a junior.
At center, Harry Kennedy of
Vetch and Elbert Pegues of
New Haten, Conn.. shape up
the top two candidates for a
starting berth. Kennedy, a
sophomore, stands at 6-41/2
While freshman Pegues is 6-6.
the tallest player on the squad
of 25.
Lawrence Bailey of Charles-
'toe appears to have a guard
positien nailed down at pres
en The 6-2 sophomore play-
ed hich Reboot hall at Pace
Jackson FFtshman Robert
bout incidentally was Noted
the most exciting match of
the 1960 season. The rematch
promises to be even more
Woods, a former Morgantown
university high school star is
slated to see a lot of action at
the other guard post.
Bunched behind the probable
starters are forwards Jack
Cramblit of Hurricane, Rufus
Oatman of Englewood, N. J.,
Lowell Russell of Piedmont,
Herbert Thompson of Washing-
ton, D. C. and James Womack
of Charleston, guards Spencer
Watkins and Lloyd Reed of
Bluefield and Thomas -roodwin
of Dunbar, W. Va.
ack Height
ule.
The Hornets coached by Ben-
nie J. George. veteran coach
at DSC, has several veterans
but is lacking in height. Varsi-
ty men from last year's squad
include Thomas Arrington of
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Roscoe Bak-
er and Hewitt Joyner of Bos-
ton, Mass.; John Barber of
Pottstown, Pa.; George Brat-
cher of West Chester, Pa.; Wal-
ter Broughton of Long Island,
N. Y.; Major Hairston of Wil-
mington, Del.; and Kenneth




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Law
rence A. Oxley, President of
the five hundred member Pig-
skin Club of Washington an-
nounced today the final pro-
gram and names of honorees for
the 23rd Annual Awards Dinner
and Parade of Champions to be
held Friday evening, Decem-
ber 9 in the Main and South
Ballrooms of the Willard hotel
The dinner is a stag-black tie
affair and promises to be a sell-
out with oser 850 reservations
to date.
Members of the Congress, the
HOWARD UNIVERSITY Full-
back Leon Armour gathers in
a pass which accounted for
23 vard% and set up one of
'Howard's five touchdowns hi
Its 34 13 win over Lincoln Uni
versity at Howard Stadium
last Saturday. The win gave
Howard a 5 anS, 4 record for
the season. It was the 55th
and final meeting for the
Learns which were the oldest
rivals in Negro college foot-
ball. Lincoln will not field a
team next year.
-Federal Judiciary, leaders in
government and community
circles and a host of sports
writers will be special guests
of the club. Added interest in
the dinner is heightened with
President Oxley's announce-
ment that Dr. Mordecai W.
Johnson, President Emeritus of
Howard university, will be pres-
ent to receive a special club
citation for his past 34 years
of service in the fields of edu-
cation and human relations.
During the dinner appropri-
ate trophies will be awarded
to the Pigskin Club's 1960 selec-
tions of the outstanding inter-
collegiate lineman, backfield
player and coach of the year.
Six hundred dollar freshman
college scholarships for the
1961-62 scholastic jear will be
awarded to two outstanding
high school football players in
the Metropolitan Washington
area. Each member of the 1960
Pigskin Club Metropolitan All-
Star high school team will re-
ceive a coveted Club Achieve-
ment plaque.
The dinner offers an extra-
added feature in the form of a
parade of champions. The fol-
lowing sports celebrities have
been invited to be special
, guests of the club and will be
present to receive special cita-
tions for their contributions to
achieving a true democracy in
iports; Rater Johnson of the
University of California at Los
Angeles and 1960 Olympic De-
cathlon champion; Jackie Rob-
inson and Jesse Owens, pioneer
champions in sports competi-
tion; John Thomas of Boston
university and holder of the
world's high jump record; Earl
Battey of the Washington Sena-
tors; Jim grown of the Cleve-
land Browns and Lennie Moore
of the Itf:timore Colts.
with the kick from his two to
his 43-yard line. Tiger quarter-
back Charlie Green, tossed to
his favorite target, Homer
Jones, for nine yards placing
the ball on the A & M 48. He
hit with success, again to half-
back Jones on the 28, and
Jones danced 20 more yards
into the A & M end zone. Half-
back Johnny Shaw shot off
guard for the points after touch-
down to square the count at
eight all.
The fast charging traffic stop-
pers in the TSU line held the
Rattlers forcing Napoleon
Johnson to punt out to the TSU
nine. Caldwell was pulled down
on the TSU 12, and Green was
forced out of bounds for a
safety attempting to pass by
end Jim Miller who scored the
first to for A & M. The safety
gave the rattlers the slim 10-8
lead at the end of the half.
Neither team scored in the
third period, but the Snakes'
went through for 20 points in
the last nine minutes of the
game. Rattler Robert Paremore
goofed a possible A&M TD by
PICKED FOR BOWL — Ten-
nessee State's pro-sized tackle
George Balthazar has been se-
lected to play in the Optimist
Club's third annual All-Ameri-
can Bowl game at Tucson,
Arizona, December 26. Coach
Howard C. Gentry's 265 pound
tackle will play with the Small
College team coached by Dela.
were's Rave Nelson and Ari-
zona State's Max Spilsbury
against the Major College All
Star the day after Christmas.
In accepting the hid, Balthazar
will have to report to training
camp on December 19.
fumbling on his own 4-yard -
line, but roared back to redeem
himself with a one-yard plunge
for the second FAMU six-point-
er. Halfback Frank Griffin ran
the Pat. Paremore's TD was
the N. A. I. A. record smash-
er.
Halfback Lewis Johnson, play-
ing his last home game for the,
Rattlers, went for a 34 - yard
score, but a rule infraction nul-
lified the play. The fullback'
Hewritt Dixon, 215-pound sopho-
more, went 45 yards off tackle,
Collier was stopped attempting
to run the conversion.
Ralph Burns, converted from
fullback to halfback to replace l
the ailing All-America Clarence
Childs who did not dress for I
the game, set up the final
FAMU tally with an interven-
tion of Green's pass. Tullis
thre to Miller for a play of
52 yards to the TS nine. Dix-
son then racked up his second
TD of the game on a 9-yard
run. Tullis bounced on his own
fumble to end the scoring.
The Rattlers take on Lang-
ston University in the 28th an-
nual Orange Blossom Classic
in Miami's Orange Bowl Sptur-
day night, December 10, in 27th
classics, A& Mhas won 13, lost
13, and the 1940 game against
Wilbeforce University ended in
a scoreless tie.
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — (UPI)
— Duquesne will play Tennes-
see and Colgate will take on
'Pittsburgh in the opening round
;of the 10th annual Steel Bowl
!basketball tournament at the
Pitt Field House, Dec. 16-17.
Pittsburgh won the title last





ATLANTA, Ga. — Morris
Brown College defeated the
Clark College Panthers by a
score of 9-0. It was the toe of
Alber Sharpe that accounted
for the difference of the game
until Leonard Anderson, a
junior from Jackson, Tenn.,
carried the ball for five yards
and touchdown early in t h e
fourth quarter to put the game
on ice for the Wolverines.
The Panthers never had a •
serious threat going for they
were unable to penetrate deep-
er then the Wolverine 34 yard
line.
With this win Morris Brown
will carry a 4-5-0 record in
the post games with Allen Uni-
versity December 3, in Hero-
dun Stadium.
STORRS, Conn. — (UPI) —
The University of Connecticut,
co-champions of the Yankee
Conference this season, will
play the same nine football op-
ponents next year as it played
in 1960.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Orange Bowl football game
from Miami, Fla. on Jan. 2,
1961 will be televised and
broadcast by the CBS television •
and CBS radio networks.
William C. MacPhail, direc-
tor of sports of CBS news, also
announced that the same net-
works would telecast and broad-
cast the Cotton Bowl game
from Dallas, Tex. immediately
following the conclusion of the
Orange Bowl contest.
TO THE HEAD — Gene
'Ace' Armstrong throws a
right to the head of middle-
weight contender Henry Hank
during their ten round battle
in New York's Madison
Square Garden. The unrank-
ed Armstrong won an upset
decision. The unexpected loss
ruined Han's New York
Debut and rocketed Arm-
strong into the upper ten rat-
ing among the 160 pound con-
tenders. (UPI Telephoto)
Albany Cagers Ten ReturneesHave Experience
1Albany State college (Ga.) 0
begins its 25-game basketball
schedule with four December Pefe Hampton
games and with Bob Rainey
handling the coaching chores.
The Rams will meet Florida
A&M in Tallahassee, Dec. 5,
and play home games with
Bethune - Cookman (Dec. 6),
Florida A&M (Dec. 7), and
Florida Normal (Dec. 10).
Rainey begins his first year
as a collegiate coach with a
veteran team which lacks





PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPI)
— Third.ranked heavyweight
Eddie Machen, Portland, will
meet unranked Wayne Bethea
In a 10-round boxing match
at the Portland Auditorium
Dec. 13.
The announcement of the
Machen • Bethel' bout w a
made by promoter Tommy
Moyer of the Portland Boxing
Club.
The fight will be Macben's
first since he lost a 10-round
decision to top-ranked Sonny
lAston in Seattle earlier in the
fall.
The Chicago Cubs have an
nounced that Frank Cabo of
Syracuse, N. Y. has been sign-




HAMPTON, Va. — As the
Fighting Pirates of Hampton
Institute undertake a vigorous
19-game, all- CIAA basketball
schedule starting Dec. 2, Coach
Frank Enty will floor a squad
which consists of ten returnees
including six lettermen and
three holdover starters.
The young coach is outspok-
en in his appraisal of this
year's Pirate quintet, and the
outlook, as he sees it. smacks
cf ptimism for this and some
future hardwood campaigns.
Only starters Nathaniel
Trader, who was an all-CIAA
selection in his junior year
and was tapped for the all.
CIAA tourney team last sea-
son, and Harold Watson are
gone from the squad which
won 18 and lost lt in Enty's
second season at the helm
last year.
RetUrning are Walter Ward.
6-4 center and captain for the
third year running; Franeelle
Walker, another senior who
measures 6-4: plus high-scor-
ing junior James Brown, a 5-9
swisher who carries a 20-20 la-
bel due to his mite aim on the
enemy hoop.
Other starters named by En
ty are: senior Carl Smith,
whose 8-4 stature gives A.
1
•
team its third big man, and
5-11 Julius Singleton
Smith was Enty's "sixth-
starter" last season and is a
natural choice for one of the
first bench vacancies. Single-
ton benefits from an added
year of playing experience
over the sixth letterman, jun-
ior Arnold Barkers, the
fourth 6-4 eager in the varsi-
ty cast.
Although none of the seven
freshmen is likely to crack the
starting lineup, Coach Enty is
quick to point out they all have
"fine potential—all have per-
formed very well for me and
each comes to us with a good
basketball background."
Ward and Walker are the
heavy-duty, "share the load"
operatives in Enty's scheme,
with Brown putting added zest
into the offense.
"While we don't exactly work
from a fast break, We do try
to give 'n go," the hoop mentor
explained. "We will plan our
attack according to what we
feel are our opposition's weak-
nesses."
Enty proclaimed his "hope
we will show better balance
•
than' ever with our veteran
nucleus, including an inspiring
player like Ward, and good
prospects coming along."
S
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MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL. Printed Forme. GUARAN-TEED! Any State Name. Dates. Omit-
ted treed as Originals. Duplicate,copies or gifts. $2 each (tkireir) $5Prompt Confidential poatoald Service,
NATIONAL FORMS













YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This le her sew office at the Mississippi
State Liss. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay IS her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yes lost WS in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
hi bad health? Are yes discouraged? If any of these are Yein
problems, genie let MADAM BELL advise you at *nee. glia
wtfl read ere to you jun as she would read an epee book
Tell roe why your lob et business is eel a success. It yea have
Wed Is She rest come see MADAM BELL at seek
Located en Highway 11 South. jest ever Mississipni State
Line, an the way to Hermann*. Her hems is t blocks below
where site beef IS stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
So look lee the RED BRICE ROUSE and you'll find her time
at all Kmiec (She sever had an 'Mee Is West Memphis.
Catch volley bus marked Whitehaves State Unii and gel
eft at State Lbie and walk I blocks and ma MADAM BELL'S
HAND $14iPL
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 9 am. in 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open., Sundays
I don't mak* any home rails or antra any letters. Se sure


































1000 Embossed Business Cords
+ 41 +








530 Linden Ave. JA 6-4754
et $3.99
cro unes-1 oolor (Black or Bluer
Business Card, • AoPt. Cards
Porsonni Cards
117.66 value at the new lov once el
V 91 per 1 000
Write roe for sample cards and style
tliart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALS,/
GEORGE PALINKUS





There it a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help vou.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE SINANCI CO
Nome owned. Home operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-W• Eke to say yes to your
loan rimisisat"
Examined and Supervised by theState Department of insuranito and
eankurg
3 LOCATIONS
111) S. Male JA. S-1351
151 Madison JR 5-7511
%amp
.111=1.

























. . . ....... TELEPHONE .....
ADDRESS    CITY 
SUSIE'S StAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando





4 tor $1,00 — 10 tor $2.00






We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. Al
you do is send them to as ..
for aur experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.23



















No experience necessary ra n3 mat
school education elven, sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
lours, high pay. advancements. Send
name, address, phone number and

















166 Seale Ave. JA 6-1 4 50
FOR SALE
New Three bed-room brick
house. Will trade for old
house at $4,750 or property
Iii county. Phone FA 7-7070
- —
IONIA'S PORO BtAlIrt SHOP AND
School Competent operators and is-
structon Advanced classes in Hair Styl-
ing 745 William% Ave — WH 6-9130

















Post Office Box 311
IIIITZB KANS. Indian hosier and
advisor If rou are sufferins. tack
or hays bad luck. If worried or
troubled ox nosd help, see &Met Kea*
today for tomorrow may be too late
Sh• can help you on all Your prob-
lems whatever they may be Open
overydsy Including Sunday, from a
to morning to 11:00 at night Located
In Blytheville, Ark at 'tato line.
highway 61 North phone OA 34941




Your Neighborhood Sundry - Crocodile •
Notions - Drugs.
MODERN BOOTHS





Air Cond-power *Quip. New paint-MS
luxury OILY for fraction of wet.
$715.00
a. s. KEITH-PH. MU. S-21,1
WANTED—Nsgre man experienced with
grocery stock and produce. Job ewer
*nett. IR 4-0273.
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
Stream Lino Bosun Shop. 1214 Vella-tine Scalp Treatments - Santtation •




Cards in your spare-time.
Send for free samples and
selling kit. No experience








IA 7-0870 733 Vance
ly Flora & S G Cochrane
City Wide 13•41Ware
BRIGG'S FLORIST
Let Us Tell Your Flower Story
Corsages, Floral Dollen fr Sprays






125 Beale Ave. &
1221 Thomas
OPERATORS ozsoao — CharmersBeauty Salon. 334 Harnaado. Work donewith or without applmts. JA. 74056,
MIKE & ZOLLIE STORE
Used Furniture—Bought
S. Sold









130 Seale Ave. JA 14$27
111ZDROOM WM' in nice neighbor-
hood. Or w1I1 buy same. Call
JAckson 64397,
CONSTRUCTION
Have large supply of used Lum-
ber. Will build Additions for rental






Work done With or without ap-
pointment JA 1-3056
HOW AND WailUe TO RECEIVE
a Life Time guaranteed Security
Isnmedlatels, that Pays YOU COO.
• month for life. Hurry - Otter
limitsidI lend $3.00 today for in-
formation. J. Z. Norwood, Rt. I,
Tillatoba, 21151.
Maids, New York Jobs
Salaries to $60 Weekly
Guaranteed lobs: bast working con-
ditions. Free room, board, uni-
forms, T V. Ticketa sent A .1
Agency. 100A main Ht. Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
Interesting full or part-time
employment. Hours of your
choice. High earnings with
advancement opportunities.
Phone JA. 6-1822 or writs:
"Part-Time Opportunity"





Sizes 7x9 to 12x14
Prices $12 to $15
Remnants in useable sizes
$1.00 to $.5.00
Hall runners $1.00 a strip.




H. CHASE FIXTURE CO.
Equipment Installed S. Fixed




LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARR.
Phone
RE 5-11192
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNElt OF lATH SI
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days
your lucky number advice about Health, Business Marriage
and love affairs If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me
I can help, money is no object if you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner••••
of 3rd and Union St.
Please send check or
Money Order to ... Tri-State Defender
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
1‘ 
Ask the Flii• Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Dr. E. Vincent Askey, president
of the American Medical Asso-
ciation (AMA), said Monday
president-elect Kennedy's "nar-
row" election victory denied
him a mandate to make mas-
sive changes in medical care
programs.
Askey urged the nation's doc-
tors to pitch in and back he
recently-approved federal-state
program of medical care to the
aged, strongly supported oy
the AMA.
He said this was the oest
strategy for combating an ex
pected drive by-the Kennedy
administration to junk the
present plan in favor of medicai
care for the elderly under the
social security program.
Askey made the remarks in
a speech prepared for the ec-
ond session of the AMA's 14th
clinical meeting, which opened
Sunday :t. a fighting mood.
His speech sounded the s ame
battle-cry as previous speakers
— the AMA should not permit
Kennedy's election to slow down
its vigorous fight against the





NEW YORK — The Inter.
national Association of Fire
Chiefs reported a teaching
machine will be used in train-
ing a group of Los Angeles
Comity firemen and their of-
ficers. It is an experimental
model of the Hughes Video. 
sonicTeaching Machine,
which was developed by the
company's Influstrial Systems
Division, CnIfiir City, Calif.
Seeks Crackdown On Speculators
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D.-111-).
has urged a crackdown on overseas gold purchases by U. S.
speculators as one way to help correct the flow of dollars out
of this country.
In a separate interview, President Eisenhower's chief
economic adviser said President-Elect John F. Kennedy's plan
for faster economic growth would "tend to worsen" America's
balance of payments deficit.
Kennedy, Ike To Meet Next Week
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President-Elect John F. Kennedy
will meet with President Eisenhower next week to work out
further details of the change in administrations, the White
House announced Monday.
The get together, first since the election, will be held In
the President's White House office Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 9 cni.
EST.
May Ban Shipping Machines Overseas
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Justice Department wants
to ban the shipment of one bit of American culture to foreign
countries the slot machine.
An FBI spokesman said the department also would like to
strengthen enforcement of the anti-slots act, passed in 1951,
and extend the reach of the law to include certain types of pin-
ball machines.
101 Guns Hail Mauritania's Freedom
NOUAKCHOTT, Mauritania — (UPI) — A green flag bearing
a gold star and crescent rose to the top of this sand-dune
capital's highest flagpole Monday, and a 101-gun salute pro.
cleimei Mauritania's independence.
At midnight, with sheep-slaughtering and other celebration 
already underway, Premier Moktar Ould Daddah officially hi•
formed his 800,000 countrymen that this former French eolcsw
had become a republic.
About 200 delegates from 28 nations, including the Os
Khan and two American ambassadors, attended the ceremonlep
which freed the last of France's African possessions.
Calls For Aid To Latin America
DAYTON, Ohio — (UPI) — Argentina's ambassador to the
U. S., Dr. Emilio Donato Del Carril has suggested an im-
mediate U. S. aid program to Latin, America, similar to the
Marshall Plan for Europe following World War IT.
"Friendship and aid from the United States could be the
impulse needed initially to help each Latin American country
to reach its goal," the ambassador said in an interview, through
an interpreter.
"There is everything to he done now to improve U. S.
Latin American relations," he said, adding that "at the mamma
these relations are much improved, of this we have no doubt."
Ask AMA To Setup Scholarship Fund
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The American Medical Assedll•
tion was urged to set up a student scholarship and loan pro-
gram to help meet the nation's "crucial" need for more quail..
fled medical students.
The association's Council on Medical Education and hospitals
recommended that 50 scholarships of 61.000 each be given
annually to talented students who need the money to enter
medical school.
The number of scholarships would be doubled each year.
Court Upsets Rackets Convictions
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A U. S. Court of Appeals Mizday
upset the conspiracy conviction of 20 alleged delegates to the
1957 Apalachin, N. Y., "crime congress," targets of the nig-
gest federal crackdown on racketeers since the arrest of the
late Al Capone.
A three-man court dealt a major blow to the Justice de-
partment's test of a new strategy against the underworld to
replace the traditional income tax charges.
Halt Move To Deny Kennedy La. Votes .
BATON ROUGE, La. — (UPI) — The Louisiana legisistlifil
Monday choked off a move to deny John F. Kennedy the state's
10 electoral votes.
Rep. Pares' Branton withdrew without objection his resolu:.
tion that would have suspended state laws to permit the iegis7
lature to appoint a new set of presidential electors. not pledged
to Kennedy.
Branton said he was withdrawing his resolution because It
was too late to do any good. But there was still a move under.
foot to try to make the President-Elect come around to the ern•
bittered legislature's views on integration.
African Bloc Split On Congo
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — The 25-power African group
in the UN General Assembly was reportedly split wide open
Wednesday on the move to seat Lumumba's delegation and
that the 20-nation Latin American group also largely
it.
A ̀Squeaker' In Illinois
President - Elect John F. Kennedy wo na cliff-hanger Illi-
nois election battle on unofficial returns which put him barely
8,000 votes ahead.
Illinois, whose 27 electoral votes make it the biggest single
election prize in the Middle West, waited until the national
Ken-
nedy 
wascolrnu alnl over but the shouting before falling into the 
Kennedy's Illinois margin of victory was just 1.7 per cent
of a total vote of 4.7 million. Despite the potent aid of Chicago's
steamroller Democratic machine, votes from traditionally Re.
Oublican downstate counties prevented a decision until 19 and
a half hours after the polls closed.
Kennedy By Eyelash In California
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy de-
feated Richard M. Nix6n by an eyelash In the Vice President's
home state and home county and won California's hefty 13100
of 32 electoral votes.
The race came down to a photo finish with the deciding
ballots coming from Nixon's county of Los Angeles, most
populous in the nation and carrying 40.3 per cent of California's
more than six million votes.
With more than two thirds of the state's votes counted the
totals were: Nixon 2,730,953, Kennedy 2.747,933. This was based
on a count of 27.312 of the state's 30.682 precincts.
1960 Election Breaks Precedent
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy's elec-
tion demolished the old political axiom that a Catholic could
never reach the White House. But it also proved that in 1960
religion was a campaign issue that cut both ways.
In Sullivan County, Indiana, where the Catholic population
is only 2 per cent, Vice President Richard M. Nixon won by
comfortable margin. In 1956 the Democrats polled nearly, 121
per cent of Sullivan's vote.
Johnson Hails National Unity
AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI) — Vice President Lyndon hilt-.
son accepted Democratic victory with a statement that the
"election demonstrates our country's willingness to movw be-
yond the divisions of the past into a new era of national unity."
Johnson appeared on nationaL television to read a formal
statement of victory. The Vice-President - Elect appeared
shortly after President - Elect John F. Kennedy made his
victory remarks. 4
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8:15 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN
KANGAROO, with Bob Keeshan
as the Captain. Bill Arrowsmith
demonstrates the oboe today.
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
"I Was An Adventuress" with
Richard Green and Peter Lorrt
A jewel thief renounces crime
when she falls in love with a
man she has swindled, but form-
er associates trouble her in her
new life.
6:30 to 7:30, FAMILY CLAS-
SICS, "The Three Musketeers."
Part II of a two-part production
of Alexander Dumas' novel
adapted for television by George
Bast. Story of adventure, sword-
play and romance set in Paris
and London in 1625.
7:30 to 8:00, ZANE GREY
THEATRE, with Dick Powell,
host. "The Black Wagon," star-
-ring Esther Williams. An East-
ern girl, traveling through the
West, who refuses to let a group
of cholera convalescents die in
confinement on the desert.
8:00 to 8:30, ANGEL, co- star-
ring Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson. Angel and three
women friends organize a club
for the purpose of entering con-
tests and sharing their win-
nings, but when Angel wins
a prize they find that splitting
a house four ways is quite a
problem.
8:30 to 9:00, THE ANN SOTH-
ERN SHOW, starring Ann Soth-
ern. Threatened with losing his
lease for the cigar stand in the
Bartley House lobby because he
insults customers (a con man)
becomes Katy O'Connor's sec-
ret admirer in a scheme to win
her over by showering her with
gifts and poems about love.
9:00 to 9:30, PERSON TO
PERSON, with Charles Coiling-
wood, host. Comedian Joey
Bishop, his wife Sylvia, and
their 13-year-old son Carry,
from their home in Englewood,
New Jersey, and Linda Chris-
tian, film personality, in an
outdoor setting in Paris, France
will be visited.
9:30 to 10:00„ DUPONT SHOW
WITH JUNE ALLYSON, Lew
Ayres stars in "A Thief or
Two," and featuring Jeff Don-
nell. A prison parolee finds that
life on the outside is not neces-
sarily happier than it was be-
hind bars and prepares to make
his way back.
10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOVIE,
"Hatters Castle" with James
Mason and Deborah Kerr. A
man aspiring to be upper class,
drives his family to suffering
and disgrace.
FRIDAY, DEC. 2
8:15 to 9:00 a. m., CAPTAIN
KANGAROO, with Bob Keeshan
as the Captain. Deane Kin-
caide will demonstrate the saxo-
phone.
12:30 to 1:00 p.m., AS THE
WORLD TURNS, with Rose-
mary Prinz. While Penny is in
agony in the hospital, Jeff is
seen in the bar where he spends
all his time, recalling past in-
cidents with Penny via flash-
backs.
1:00 to 1:30, FULL CIRCLE.
starring Robert Fortier, Jean
Byron and Diane Cannon. When
Gary notices Kit's engagement
ring missing, she admits mis-
placing it. Harley has not yet
noticed that the ring is missing.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Quick
Sand" with Mickey Rooney. A
garage mechanic "borrows"
twenty dollars for a date, and
before he knows what's hap-
pening, he sinks deeper into
the quicksand of crime.
6:30 to 7:30. RAWHIDE, star-
ring Eric Fleming and Clint
Eastwood. "Incident at the
Superstitution Prairie." Wish-
bone. the cattle drive cook, re-
fuses to let an old Indian die
according to Indian custom and
nurses his back to health, but
INFORMED CABBIE — Star
Craig Stevens listens with in-
terest as Roy Glenn, in the
role of a taxi driver, gives
him some valuable informa-
tion, in 'Take Five For Mur-
der" on "Peter Gunn," IKon-
day, Dec. 5, p.m., ABC-TV.
isn't prepared for the conse-
quences when he attempts to
return bins No 1 to his tribe.
7:30 to 8:30, ROUTE '66,
starring Martin Milner and
George Maharis. Four beautiful
fashion models arrive in Glen
Canon, Arizona, on an assign-
ment and Tod and Buz are ap-
pointed as their CHAPERONES.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
ZONE, Inger Stevens stars in
"The Lateness of the Hour,"
concerning a rebellious daugh-
ter of a doctor who has created
a household of robots in an ef-
fort to retreat from the rigors
of a competitive world.
10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOVIE,
"Tarzan's New York Adven-
ture." Tarzan finds that his
rugged background helps,
strangely enough, when he hits
the jungle of Manhattan.
SATURDAY, DEC. 3
11:00 to 11:30 a.m., SKY
KING, co-starring Kirby Grant
and Gloria Winters. "The Red
Tentacle." When several of the
Chinese inhabitants in the ter-
ritory around Grover have been
beaten up, Sky decides to do
something about this injustice.
11:30 to 12:30 p.m., HOPA-
LONG CASSIDY, "False Col-
ors." Hoppy unmasks a crook
posing as a ranch heir who has
been murdered.
12:30 to 1:30, WESTERN
THEATRE, "Secret Valley."
This i sthe story o fthe horse
and its value in development
of the West.
1:30 to 2:30, MYSTERY
THEATRE, "Buldog Drum-
mond's Bride." Drummond fi-
nally marries, despite chasing
bank robbers from England to
France.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIS,
"Tarzan's New York Adven-
ture." Tarzan finds that his
rgged background helps when
he hits the jungle of Manhattan.
5:30 to 6:00, COURT OF LAST
RESORT, "Lester Arnold
Case," with Lyle Bettger. The
case as a last resort a man's
hair to reveal the murderer
















6:00 to 6:30, HOLIDAY
PLAYHOUSE, "Invasion by
Three" with Chuck Connors
The fall of the Alomo was a
bad defeat to the already un-
dermanned Texas army. How-
ever, the gallant struggle of
these heroic few at the now
historic spot gives rise to many
true-life tales that rank high
in American history.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
starring Raymond Burr and
Barbara Hale. "The Case of the
Loquacious Liar." Mason is
hired to locate a stolen pho-
topraph which has vital bear-
ing on a sinister struggle for
control of a boat-building firm.
7:30 to 8:30, CHECKMATE,
starring Anthony George, Dug
McClure and Sebastian Cabot.
"The Mask of Vengeance,"
starring Janice Nule. The
drama concerns a girl whose
selfishness and disregard for
others make her a tratarget
for an unknown Idler after the
car she is driving kils a small
Chinese boy in San Francisco's
Chinatown
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. Paladin takes part
in an 80-day-around-the-world
trip when Phileas Fogg, during
this trip, pauses in San Fran-
cisco to hire Paladin to get him
to Reno on schedule.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness. Three
vicious brothers move in on a
tough cattle rancher and his
son, but the bravery of the
rancher dazes the brothers so
that the inevitable happens.
murder!
9:30 to 10:00, HIGHWAY
PATROL, PREMIERE, star-
ring Broderick Crawford. Dan
Mathews corners a ruthless
fugitive in man-to-man conflict
on an exciting path forming the
roadblock.
10:10 to 12:30, MILLION DOL-
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "The Man
in Half Moon Street" with Nils
Asther. A young scientist must










The students of Father Ber-
trand and their guests were ens
tertained very lavishly at the
Breakfast Dance given them,
featuring Gene "Bowlegs" Mil-
ler and his combo. The gym
was decorated wit h splendid
taste and fine workmanship.
We would like to thank the Ath-
letic Committee especially Mr.
Porter and Father Theodore
Weiser O.F.M.
BASKETBALL
Now that football season has
finally ended and basketball
season has started the "THUN-
DERBOLTS" have two behind
them each victories. Father
Bertrand, 55 and Mitchell Road,
49.
And also over Capleville the
high point man of the game was
Rod Samuels. The "THUNDER-
BOLTS" next game is Dec. 5.
SPOTLIGHTS
Carolyn Williams, Malcom
Weed, sr.; Marian Hassell, Ed-
ward Harris, jr., Ricki McGraw,
Hubert McGhee, Soph.: Mettle
Brandon, Ger ald Samuels,
freshman.
QUESTION OF WEEK
It is true that Tommye K.
Hayes changes with the weath-
er? Ans. Yes, from a converti-




Guys: Fred Coffey, Melvin
Little, L e o Kolheim, Vernon
Robinson, Pete Freeman, Duane
Milam, Kenneth Hayes, Willie
Pegues, Charles Whitsey, Frank
Reynolds.
DOLLS
Clydean Peterson. Jana Davis
Carole Brandon. Patricia Hil-
lard. Gloria Shilkens. Juanita
Robninern, Jackie Brodnax. Min-
or Graham, Bettye Laster,
4
Charlene Washington.
Until we meet again like-a-be





1:30 p. m. Loretta Young Th.
Jock Mahoney, as a young
Broadway director, learns that
his options in Hollywood are
less important than his "Option
on a Wife."
3 p. m. Make Room for Dad-
dy. "Margaret's Aunt," who
comes for a gisit, creates trouble
in the household.
3:30 p. m. Here's Hollywood.
Dean Miller chats with Peter
Ustinov about his many activi-
ties as author, playwright, ac-
tor and director. Cathy Crosby
discusses with Dean Miller her
acting career and the influence
of a famous father on her ca-
reer.
4 p. m. Big Beat. High school
students from Olive Branch,
Miss., are geusts of Bill Antho-
ny and Tina Santi.
6:30 p. m. Outlaws.
7:30 p. m. Bat Masterson.
Gene Barry as Bat Masterson
gains legal custody of a charm-
ing but dangerous youth. The
boy forces him into a shoot-out
as Bat takes action to prevent
a needless killing. "Last Stop
to Austin."
8 p. m. Bachelor Father. A
stockholders' meeting gets
more confused than ever when
investors mistake Bentley
Gregg's houseboy for a Far
Eastern financier. Sammee
Tong plays Peter and John For-
sythe is Bentley Gregg in
"Bentley and the Big Board."
8:30 p. m. Tennessee Ernie
Ford, Color. Recording star
Tony Bennett joins Ford tonight
for music and comedy.
9:30 p. m. Jim Backus Show.
Michael O'Toole (Jim Backus)
gets himself — and a famous
actress — into plenty of trouble
when he mistakes her for a
cleaning woman. He assumes
the woman is broke, seizes the
chance for a "really big scoop"
by arranging a charity affair
for her at Madison Square Gar-
den. "No Help Wanted."
FRI., DEC. 2
1:30 p. m. Loretta Young Th.
Richard Eyer plays the title
role of "Dickie," who tries to
convince his mother that he is
a genius at theatricals and bus-
Mess.
3 p. m. Make Room for Dad-
dy. "Margaret Feels Neglected"
as a celebrity's wife, and
threatens to bring an abrupt
halt to her husband's publicity
campaign. Jean Hagen plays
Margaret, and Danny Thomas
is her husband.
3:30 p. m. Here's Hollywood.
Actress Barbara Rush talks
about large parties with Joanne
Jordan. Dean Miller re-visits
Mark Damon and Joan Benny.
4 p. m. Big Beat. Friends
from Humes high school help
Hilda Smith celebrate her birth-
day by all appearing on the
show today. Bill Anthony and
Tina Santi are hosts.
6:30 p. m. Dan Raven. Paul,
Continued From Page 10)
Clark at Atlanta, Ga. to attend
the Clark football game. .. and
Velma Lois Jones, Erma Laws
and Marie Bradford motored to
Birmingham to spend a gay
week-end with Harry and Mo-
dene Thompson.
Chris Booth went from the
Southern Ill. U. to Nashville to
spend the weekend. . . and Billy
Speight flew to Chicago with
his roommate John Betsch of
Jacksonville, Fla., to visit with
the Robert Coles there. Also
spending the holiday in Chica-
go was Linda Johnson. who
came from her prep school in
Iowa.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. W
Bowen of 199 Radar over the
week-end were Mr. and Mrs
John Bowen and Morris Thomas
of Chicago, Ill.
Charles, Evelyn and Kathy
Iles and Geraldine Taylor are
still talking about their trip to
Atlanta, Ga., weekend before
last where they saw Geraldine
and John Taylor's lovely daugh-
ter Lana participate as Miss
Sophomore in the Maroon and
White court crowing festivities
at Morehouse. Lana is a stu-
dent at Spelman.
And, Dorothy and Joe West-
brooks and Jake and Bernice
Barber motored down to Baton
Rouge week before last to at
tend a Southern U Football
came and be the guest. of Jim
Etta and Robert Lee in their
,beautiful new hrme.
Melrose
(Continued From Page 13)
GRID-IRON GREATS.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF!?
Marilyn Isabele told of her
new love? Joyce Berry a n d
Tommy Martain, Junienne Bris-
coe and George Bradshaw were
separated? Mamie Shields told
the truth about her interest in
Leonard LeGrone? Carrie Little-
john revealed the name of her
really true love? Rudy Smith
and Flossie Wallace told a cer-
tain young lady at Hamilton
that she is not wanted and not
needed to make trouble?
Margaret Sherrod and Robert
Jackson (BTW) could be free of
any interference from June
Mathews (Manassas).
Maedelle Smith didn't have to
say Good-Bye My Love to Char-
lie Parker after the holidays?
Clara Smith and Jewell Reed
stop being the Great Pretend-
ers?
Melvin Jones and Bobbie Sut-
ties would stop playing around
and attend to business at hand?
James Perkins, William Chism
Orlando Harris and Curtis Rey-
nolds would reveal the name of
their secret organization?
Dwaine Taylor organize a Mel-
rose Chapter of the ICE CLUB?
Mattie Shelton wasn't so furi-
ous over the exposing of the fake
Dempsey Jackson (EeeeeeeeK)
Club by Edward Harris (BER-
TRAND).
QUIZ-KIDS
The Melrose Quiz-Kids once
again have exhibited that Mel-
rose is tops over other schools.
In a very close contest against
the Hamilton team, the Melrose
team emerged the victors. Con-
gratulations Carrie Littlejohn.
Ernest Johnson, Lucille Tunstall
and Raymond Neal for a job
well done.
TOPS
FRESHMEN — Barbara Wil-
son, Margaret Beddingfield,
George Lowe. Siney Matlock.
SOPHOMORES —Sandra Tay-
lor, Ora Lee Pettis, Walter Bell,
Roychester Thomas.
JUNIORS — Bernestine Pre-
witt, Mary Wallace, Larry Mit-
chell, Charles Epps.
SENIORS — Regina Fergu-
son, Clara Smith, Jimmy Mor-
ris and Jnhnny Rutland.
‘lIGN OFT
So Long It Has Been Nice To
Know You . . . Until next week
— LATER.
Winchell is a guest in tonight's
story, playing himself as a
nightclub comedian. When the
partner fails to appear for a
performance, Winchell asks Dan
Raven to investigate. Skip Ho-
meier plays the title role.
7:30 p. m. Westerner. Two
bounty hunters attack a family
group, carrying home the body
of the outlaw-father who has
died on the trip. Dave Blassin-
game, a friend, risks his life to
prevent the seizure. Brian Keith
plays Blassingame in "Going
Home."
8 p. m. American Heritage.
"Born a Giant" dramatizes the
turbulent years early in the po-
litical career of Andrew Jack-
son. The original teleplay by
Mann Rubin (and directed by
Fielder Cook) has an all-star
cast of William Travers, Bar-
bara Rush, Farley Granger and
Walter Matthau.
Travers plays Jackson as a
young lawyer and Congressman
fighting to overcome personal
and political crisis that threaten
to destroy his career. Barbara
Rush plays his wife, Rachel,
whose background was used by
Jackson's enemies as a political
weapon. Farley Granger plays
Charles Dickinson, his enemy,
killed by Jackson in a duel to
defend Rachel's honor. Walter
Matthau portrays John Overton,
Jackson's law partner and
friend.
(John Overton, with Lee Win-
chester, was the founder of
Memphis. Descendants of the
Overton family still live here.)
"Born a Giant" treats Jack-
son's early political years in
Nashville (as prosecuting at-
torney, the state's first Con-
gressman and second Senator)
and his innocent involvement in
a plot by Aaron Burr for the
Western states to secede into a
separate alliance with Spain. It
closes as he leaves for Wash-
ington as the seventh President
of the U. S.
9 p.m., Mchael Shayne, Mona
Freeman is guest star with
Richard Denning tonight in
"Blood on Biscayne Bay." Mi-
chael Shayne (Denning) sets a
trap that solves two murders
and exposes a blackmail plot,
to obtain divorce evidence.
10:30 p.m., Jackpot Bowling,
tonight's preliminary match is
between Andy Varipapa (Hemp-
stead, N. Y.) a member of the
Bowling Hall of Fame, and
twice All-Star champion, and
J. Wilbert Sims, 1960 champion
of the Neut. Bowling Associa-
tion, and holder of the NBA
doubles title the last two years.
The winner of this match plays
the champion of Nov. Z. Mil-
ton Berle interviews all play-
ers. Chick Hearn reports the
bowling action.
SAT., DEC. 3
7 a.m., Today on the Farm,
the program salutes the 4-H
TASTY QUEEN — From a
crowd of outstanding room
only, enthusiastic party timers
at the Gay Hawk Restafrant,
Saturday morning, Miss Dor-
othy Butler, is being congrat-
ulated by Miss Dianne John-
son, left, Taystee Party Time
M. C.. and Mrs. Vera Clark,
right, Taystee Party Time
Hostess on being selected
Queen. Miss Butler received
a bevy of prizes, such as:
electric toaster, one case of
DELTA SYRUP, one case of
PET MILK, one c,Ise of ROY-
AL CROWN COLAS, WE IN.
GARTEN FOOD CENTER
Food Basket, Set of Dishes
and many other useful gifts.
The next Taystee Party Time
will be at the Gay Hawk
Restaurant on December 3,
1960.
members attending the 39th Na-
tional Congress. A filmed re-
view of the convention, two
guest entertainers from the 4-H
ranks, a fashion show of clothes
designed by its members and
interviews with "alumni" from
the group are included.
11:30 a.m., Charlie Chan The-
atre, "Dead Men Tell" stars
Sidney Toler as the Oriental de-
tective, with George Reeves and
Sheila Ryan in the cast. On the
"Suva Star," sailing to locate
huge fortune in buried treas-
ure, the owner has safeguard-
ed the position by dividing the
treasure map into four parts.
She keeps one and distributes
the other parts among mem-
bers of the expedition. Miss
Nodbury is murdered, a report-
er is found dead—presumably
by the one holding the third
section. Charlie Chan uses the
information as bait to expose
the murderer.
12:30 p.m., Quiz 'Em, the stu-
dent team from Fayette County
Training School, Somerville,
Tenn. matches knowledge of
current events with the students
from Wonder high school, West
Memphis, Ark. Somerville de-
feated South Pinola Training
School, Batesville, Miss. Oct. 22.
Wonder beat Douglass high
school, Memphis Oct. 29. Geo.
Sisler asks the questions from
the week's news in today's sec-
ond-round quiz. The winning
team today enters the semi-
finals Jan. 7.
1 p.m., Pro Basketball, the
New York Knickerbockers face
the Syracuse Nationals in to-
day's game at Syracuse. Bud
Palmer is sportscaster.
3:30 p.m., Wrestling, a one-
fall match pits Polo Torres
against Duke Keomuka. The
main event is a tag team match,
with George Bolles and Ellis
Bashara against Vic Holbrook
and Farmer Jones, for the best
two-out-of-three falls.
4:30 p.m., Saturday Prom,
Jackie Wilson, Bobby Vee and
the Jesters, a new musical
group, perform today.
5 p.m., Film Feature, the
football scoreboard is pre-
empted (today only) for a spe-
cial film program. Details to be
announced.
6:30 p.m., Bonanza, color,
when he passes through a sacred
Indian burial ground, en route
to Nevada City, Adam Cart-
wright (played by Pernell Rob-
erts) is attacked by two Sho-
shone braves. The Buffalo Wom-
an, who saves his life, is not
Indian but a beautiful white
girl. Anna-Lisa plays her role
in "The Savage."
7:30 p.m., Tall Man, Pat Gar-
rett and his bride face a ven-
geance-seeker, who accuses her
family of squatting on his land.
He takes an appalling revenge
on them all, i,n "Bitter Ashes."
Barry Sullivan plays Pat Gar-
rett.
8 p.m., Deputy, Deputy mar-
shal Clay McCord escorts a con-
victed murderess to her sched-
uled execution at Yuma. Chief
Marshal Fry (played by Henry
Fonda) fails to consider the
•
possibility of sudden romance
between the two young people.
Allen Case plays McCord and
Fay Spain is guest star in the
title role of "Sally Tornado."
8:30 p.m., Nation's Future,
the problem of Algeria and its
possible solutions are explored
in tonight's debate. Taking op-
posite views of the question are
Jacques Soustelle, former Gov-
ernor General of Algeria, and
Dr. El-Mehdi Ben Aboud, Mo-
roccan Ambassador to the U.S.
(Soustelle is coming to this
country as a special correspon-
dent for French newspapers.)
John K. M. McCaffery is mod-
erator for the hour-long public
affairs program.
9:30 p.m., Lock Up, because
of a chance meeting in an ele-
vator, Herb Mans gets involve
ed in a murder. He quickly dis-
covers that the man held by the
police for the crime was really
intended to be the victim. His
other discovered facts, includ-
ing the strange murder weapon,
help him solve the mystery.
Macdonald Carey plays Herb
Mans, with John Doucette as
Lieut. Jim Weston.
10:05 p.m., Gold Award Thea-
tre, "The Hostage" stars Ron
Randall and Mary Parker. Sub-
versive elements in a mythical
South American country kidnap
the President's daughter in the
struggle for political control. A
young commercial airline pilot,
who has been carrying out some
rather suspicious assignments
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